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Holland Man
Should an outside industry knock
Again Hero
at Mour gate,” willing to negotiate,
and we nad no chamber or comLife Saver
merce to deal with them, what
JUST A THOUGHT

News

Items Taken From the Files of
Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,
Thirty, Twenty and Ten Years

“Dance So
Feet

Little BOARD

OF PUBLIC WORKS GOING AHEAD*WITH BUILDING
PLANS ON "ISLAND*

May

Injunction

Against City

It is evident that the Board of
Is
Public Works is going ahead with
would you say and what would they
ita new plant on the “island,”aothink? Let’s help our chamber of CHARLES BONTEKOE AND
WILL TRIP THE LIGHT FAN- called, for in the last page of the COURT DECIDES UPON ACTION
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
commerce by joining and boosting
TASTIC SATURDAY NIGHT TO Holland City News will be found
CREW EXPERIENCE HARDTAKEN BY DONNELLYDRIVE FOR MEMfor it
STRAINS OF MUSIC FROM a call for bids for two turbines,
SHIPS IN NORTHERN
KELLEY GLASS CO.
BERS GAINING
•uilding was moved a few hundred
Sixty
Yean
Ago
Today
MICHIGAN STATION
TWO BANDS
and turbines cost money. They are
• •
*
'eet south on River ave. and was
the most expensive machineryin a Injonction Was to Stay Beard of
By Helping the HoUand Chamber
The way T. Keppel sells coal and he Huizer Market for years. Now President'sBall for the Treatment lighting plant.
Since last night, many friends
PubUe Works from Building
t is a confectionery and baked
of Commerce You are Helping
and relativesof Charles Bontekoe
New Plant
of Infantile Paralysis Promises ' Bids must be in by February 16,
:oods store.
of Holland were much worried over
Youraelrea
to be Banner to All
and each turbine-generator is for
• • •
his safety,since reports .came that
7500
and generators of the
In a decision handed down by
A group of eastern promoters
he was stranded on an ice floe with consecutive days of hard winter
The chamber of commerce drive
The Holland committee and all, most approved type. All the speci- circuitcourt judge, Fred T. Miles
ked
the
common
council
for
a
thus
far.
How
much
more?
How
several other coast guards on a
now going on in Holland is showthose fostering the President’s ficationsare set forth in the call of HoUand, he at some length sets
ranch! se to use Holland’s streets
rescuing call into Lake Michigan. much more ?
ing gratifying results.The many
birthday ball this week Saturday for bids, where contractorscan find forth the reasons why he dissolved
• a •
or
interurban
purposes.
The
Some two years ago, he was proload committeesdivided and subat Warm Friend Tavern are indeed the specificationsand all the stip- the injunction instituted by the atSkating in Atlanta, Ga., for the
tition asked for the right from
moted as chief boatswain’s mate first time in twenty years. So Jack
divided in territoriescovering the
gratified at the response. It is ulations that have to do with the torneys of the Donnelly-KeUey
ast
8th
st. to Land st. (now Linat Walker’sPoint station on Bois
business and industrial districts
Frost is taking a southern trip. A coln ave.), north of Land to the Uirough these functions throughouttype of electrical machinery need- Glass Co., much of which has apBlanc Island near Cheboygan.
are thoroughlyand systematically
the nation that a mobilisation is ed in a light plant of that size.
peared in this publicationfrom ofbridge of ice, too, has been formed
The crew, which left the Walk- over the river under Niagara Falls marsh, and west on 8th to Lake st., occurring that will fight against
canvassing. There is no lost motion
For information,turn to the last ficial council proceedings.
er’s Point station on Bois Blanc and daring folks have been cross- south to 16th st to the west limits. infantile paralysis.Proceeds of the page of this issue, and find the
on this drive, and judging from reAt a hearing held a few days ago
The committee appointed were
island Tuesday morning to search
ports the canvass, under way for
ing it Note: No, this was not the Attorney G. J. Diekema, Attorney party, ball or personalcontribu- Board of Public Works speciflca- at Grand Haven, Atty. Orien S.
for three fishermen who had been
but three days, has shown gratifye-gen- Cross, repreaenUtiveof the Donblnesummer-winter of 1938-’39 but a Geo. E. Kollen and Gerrit Van tions, go to the support of the Na- tions relative to these turb
carried awav on an ice cake, was real winter, 1878 and 1879.
ing results— and it should.
tional Foundation intended for era tors.
nelly-KelleyGlass Co., and dty atTHE
LATCHSTRING
chelven,
besides
three
aldermen,
The Holland chamber of com0 0 0
Another
that cause. A large part of the
her improvement on the torney ClarenceLokker conducted
MUST HANG OUT unreportedlate Wednesday evenote: The franchise was granted
merce has meant a great deal to
money will be used in research to “island”’ already under way ia a the arguments for the Board of
Mr. Jan Den Herder has opened
this community. The enumeration Supposingwe had no chamber of '"Sou, guard officerssaid they a private bank in the village of or 30 years after long sessionsand gain new knowledge about the dis- railroad
------- J spur over Third Street Public Works and the dty of Hoifeared the motor in the lifeboat Zeeland. We predict and hope it iebates.In order to serve the resi- ease, and also to assist in after- The laving of the spur has not yet hmd respectively.Tha injunction
of the many benefitswould be ascommerce with “Tulip Time" in the
lents
of
the
city
better.
West
18th
was disabled because the crew had will be a great convenience to the
touriding. Chamber of commerce
care of cases of infantile paralysis. started,although most of the mat- instituted by the local company waa
offing. We would be in a sorry
work is at best a trying job, and plight, with more than a half mil- experienced motor trouble before business men of that prosperous it was also included. The Holland
In Holland, public men have en- erial, or what is called turnout, is bolding up the construction work
the pivotal men are constantly a lion guests looking for the “latch- setting out There was plenty of village. Note: This private bank ine was built first, then extensions dorsed the drive through the Lions already on the ground. Undoubted- of HoUand’s new light and power
target for those who would do string” of this always hospitable gasoline aboard, but the men had later became the Zeeland State ere made connecting with the re- Club. Among them are Mayor Hen- ly, there will be some ballasting Plsnt on the so-called “iiland.”Atrts and Saugatuck,and finally
only the lunches they took with Bank. Up to the time of his death
things different. There are always
ry Geerlings; O. W. Lowry, presi- hene by the Lake State Co., who torney Cross asserted that Holland
city, and knocking at our door for
e line was built to Grand Rapids.
them Tuesday.
some who expect a new industrial admission.
dent of the Holland Community
the
had no right to come on their propMr. Chris Den Herder carried on
the time it was a great con* Chest: and Dr. W. M. Tappan, our
Chief Boatswain’s Mate Charles after his father passed away and
plant every week, but let it be
The “island” already has an of- erty and trespass in any way, and
Bontekoe was in command of the today Ed Den Herder, a grandson, enience,with half-hour service to city health officer. George Dam- flee of considerable size, all fixed Atty.
said that getting good new indus- vvvvVvvvvvf JvvvvvVvvf
—
Clarence Lokker Informed
___
he resorts, and Grand Rapids Dart
missing craft. With him were Surftries “and not crutches” that will
son, president of the President's uF. cosy and convenient, with tel- Jiluige MUes that the plaintiff would
is head of the bank and Attorney
CHAMBER
OF
COMMERCE
f the day. With the cominx of the
men Thomas H. Golden, Fred Mer- Jay Den Herder of Holland, also a K'
stay financiallyput is the hardest
desks, and other necessiBall to be given Saturday at the ephone,
.....
..ovvao.- receive
.eceive every cent they were enDRIVE MORE THAN
motor car and truck, the Tnterur- Tavern under the ahspices of the ties common to any office.It must titled to through legal process if it
ritt, Fay Jewell and Robert Hartjob any chamber of commerce can
grandson,
is
director.
Two
unusual
HALF OVER
bans throughout the country went
£ii.F,yJ(
tackle. Holland has been very forLions, reports a healthy sale of be remembered that an office wUl could be shown that any damages
happeningsoccurred to this bank.
However, word has been receiv- Fire a few weeks ago destroyed the out of business. The writer recol- ticketsand foundation certificates. be required on this “island,”since had been sustained.
tunate to have all its empty factorlects when the first stretch of the
It was announcedlate today that ed in Holland from Mr. Bontekoe
ies of a few years ago filled with
That means health to those so ser- the building of the proposed plant
Atty. Elbem Parsons, who asinterior of the building while the
going concerns, and that has been the drive for Chamber of Com- Thursday noon that he was safe bank was in full operation. Not a line was built to Zeeland and the iously afflictedwith this dreaded
'over a period of at least two sumed the office of prosecuting atmerce
memberships
had
been
very
He stated that the crew went out dollar was lost nor was a valuable
only one of the hundred of meritordisease for which the President's years, snd til the convenience of an torney, and who was city attorney
ious undertakingsthat the cham- successful so far, that the amount in a 35-foot boat in search of the paper or records missing when the
Ball is intended.Mr. Damson states office are imperative.
up to January 1, was also called at
had gone more than half way over. fishermen, and during the search
ber of commerce has .performed.
that gratifying showing may be aca witness and testified that he exvaults were re-opened after the
A city without a chamber of The quota is $10, BOO and $5,650 had had been locked in an ice floe doors had been quickly closed when The officials of the company even counted for by the fact that a new
amined the title to the property in
commerce is a dead community. Such been secured.
some distance from their station. the fire was discovered. Another then availed themselves of an plan has been adopted whereby
question and that he believed the
an organization is the clearing- Mr. Dick Boter, who is general It took some time for them to ex- even more unusual occurrence took opportunity to do business over an 50% of the gross proceedsfrom
city of Holland has a marketable
bouse for all a community’sprob- chairman, stated that it was a very tricate the boat from the ice, fear- place when some 45 years ago a Incompleted line and the few open the foundationcertificate buttons
title to the propertythrough the
w lems, whether these problems em- gratifying showing. He not only ing that at any moment the craft boiler exploded in the Keppel mills, cars already in Holland and some will remain in Ottawa County for
“adverse” possession of Tony Vanfreight
cars
with
improvised
seats
was
thankful,
but
in
behalf
of
the
might be crushed.
anate in the chamber or are probthe relief of local cases. This is a
der Bie and wife, and through a
then directly across the street. The
lems that arise outside of the committeeand himself thanked all
They drifted along with the floe boiler was sent with such force brought the greatest crowd of Hol- fine idea, and that doesn’tmake the
quit-claim deed from Ira J. Lyons
chamber. By virtue of being the those who had made liberal re- until they were southeast of Che- that it entered the front window of land rooters in an electric car ever help so general; in fact, it is more
and wife, the intervening defenboygan about 18 miles. They an- the building in which the bank to attend a Zeeland-Holland game specific knowing that part of the
business clearing-housefor the sponses.
dants in the case.
at
Zeeland,
the
charge
being
26c
The activities fund committee, chored the craft and started walk- was located at the time. It was a
city{ naturally many matters of vifunds go to help local cases, folks HAMILTON CELERY GROWERS
Roy a McDonald, WPA engintal interest that might prove det- headed by J. Frank Duffy, expects ing over the ice floe towards Che- miracle that someone in the bank round trip ticket. When the line we know.
eer, testified that it was necessary
CUT
LOSSES
BY
KILUNG
rimental to a community and bring to have its work completedwith- boygan. They walked approximate-then open for businesswas not fcras completed it was not uncomto keep the work going in order
During the past year, the handTROUBLEMAKERS
about strained relationships are in the next 24 hours. Mr. Duffy ly 10 miles when, as luck killed at the time. Later a fine new mon to see from 3 to 5 picnics pass ling of infantile paralysiscases has
to retain the grant of $675,000,the
often alleviatedand finally cleared reports substantial increases from would have it, they found bank was built on the present site through the city daily for Jen- been in charge of the Ottawa Coungovernment’sshare of the IIJMO,Were
12
deer
in
the
Allegan
up. Such matters arise constantly, the larger business interests of
small fish shanty
_ ity vwhich pro- and a still finer bank will be the Ison Electric Park, then interurban ty health officer, Dr. Ralph Ten
county heard, variously estimated 000 power plant
often through differencesof opin- the city.
tected them somewhat from the result after architectsand contrac- headquarters. The south side Park Have, who is the head. Cases of
Mr. Charles Vos, assistantsuperat 200 to 600 head, responsiblefor
o
township
Recreation
Hall
was
at
ion or policy, and that, too, is a
bitter cold. They continued their tors have the present fire-damaged
this kind are supposed to be under the deer war of 1937 in the Rabbit intendent of the Board of Public
HOLLAND ASSESSOR
great benefit the city receiveswhen
journey the next morning, reach- bank completed.Anyway, the old one time the Holland Interurban his jurisdiction.He, too. reports
Works, stated that work on the unriver celery country?
HONORED
a chamber of commerce functions
ing Cheboygan at about 10 o’clock. Den Herder private bank has car bams.
that more money is sorely needed
Farmers
in this community are involved propertyhad been comr 0 p e r 1
and diplomatically,
It was a bitter experience.All the
for this cause.
asking this question in the light pleted and the contractorswere
Peter Van Ark, Holland’s city men suffered of hunger and some grown into the fine financialinstiThirty Years Ago Today
e could tell much about the sucRelative to the dance at Warm of their experiences with wild life ready to begin work on the propertution Zeeland now boasts of.
» • •
assessor,
has
been
honored
as first
cess of Tulip Time, the fostering
of them had frost-bittenfeet
Friend Tavern, Charles R. Sligh,
ty covered by the injuMon.
• * •
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Peter De general chairman,announces that in 1938. Using permits issued to Henry Vander Schel waa also
of good roads fingering out from vice president of the state associaMr. Bontekoestated that all dur
A. B. Bosman, who moved from
them
by the state conservation detion
of
supervisors.
It has always
Goede,
94
West
17th
st.,
a
son.
the city in every direction, and
ing the search for the fishermen Holland to Hamilton, where he is
besides the other features there is partment,celery growers in the called as a witness and testifies,
• • •
scores of other projects, which are been customary to elevate the vice they were in constant danger of conductinga general store, concontending that Tony Vander Bie
to be a floor show in charge of
president
to
the
presidency
the folLeroy Greeman, an employe at Doris Hurtig of Chicago. She is Rabbit river valley satisfactorilywaa tha sole owner of the “island”
only a few of the many things that
having the ice floe crush their frail siders that a New Year’s present
controlled
damage
to
their
crops
lowing
year,
so
in
that
case
the
the Bush & Lane Piano Co., pro- the lady who arranged the show
craft
the chamber of commerce does,
has come to Mrs. Bosman and he
by shooting about a dozen trouble- socalled, up to the time Mr. Lyons
enumerated so often through these Holland man may become head of
It is stated that the weather was bom, a 9-pound daughterwho “A. fesses to be a mind-reader and last year and did a fine job. She
made the fill in that vicinity, and
that
organization
in time.
judging from his accomplishmentsis noted for such work, and was making deer. The carcasses ware further statea that nobody else was
bitter cold and the thermometer
columns,that they have become
turned over to the state.
Mr.
Van
Ark
and
several other registered well below the zero B.” calls “the new lady boarder.”
one has littledoubt The man was enlisted to put on the show for the
stereotype.
in possession of it or any part upon
Few Complaintsof Damage
blindfolded and found a book which furniture men at the ball held
Remember, that a chamber of Ottawa County supervisors, went mark, so the men must have suf- i ‘ Fifty Years* Ago Today
“We
bed
very few complahito of which the dty proposes to build
to
Lansing
fo
take
up
some
very
was
hidden
in
an
unusual
place,
and
fered
considerably.
It
is
gratifycommerce is not composed of a
• • •
there recentNv For the dance, deer damage in the Hamilton sec- the power plant
importantmatters as this relates ing to know that the Holland man
on a certain nage a pin was insertpresident and board of directors
there are to oe two orchestras
That in substance is what transMrs. Rolof Pieters died Friday
to relief and other things common is now safe with the rest of the
ed through the letter of a certain one of Bob Kettner, well known tion this Isst season,” reported An- pired at the hearing before Judge
and secretary-manageralone, but
evening after a short illness. The
word. Greeman found the book, maestro, who has been the orches- drew G. Lehman, manager of the Fred T. MUes. end the juriato handthese men are backed by more than to every board of supervisors in crew, and the fishermen have also
funeral was held from the First
the/ state today. There were some
been found.
gave the number of the page and tran with his musicians at Hotel Hamilton Farm Bureau and a ed down the following statement of
a hundred willingworkers, who are
Reformed church, Rev. N. M. Stefvery
trying
questions
constantly
Mr. Bontekoe has manv friends fens officiating.He gave a short spelled out the word. At the man’s Cody at Grand Rapids for a long member of the county commit- dissolution, which is printed in full:
F ready to jump in at beckon call,
tee on deer killing permits.
request a committee was appointed time. The other will be Fran
whether that be industriallyas an coming up since the beginningof and relatives here and for many sermon in the Holland lan
olland language
Lehman said Harry Ruhl, chief
to see that there could be no pos- Weigle’s Pantlind Hotel supper orarbitrator,as a Tulip Time boos- the depression,and supervisors years he was on the Holland crew
and was followed b>y Rev. Henry E.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
of
the conservation department’s
must
be
conversant
with
the
ramiat Macatawa. He was transferred
sible deception.The committee was
ter, and the many other big and
chestra. Weigle will introduce the
rles Scott, D.D.,
In the Circuit Court for the
fications of all these different laws to Muskegon where he took part in Dosker, Rev. Charles
composed of George Roest, G. Van Goodman type of swing music at (fame section, apparently was right
little matters that constantly come
in 1937 when he told members of County of Ottawa.
and measures. The school laws, too, the rescuing of the crew of the Holland, and Rev. E. Winter, Duren, Fred Busby, and Bert Van
up at the chamber.
the dance Saturday. His orches the Allegan county board of suDecision on Motion to Dissolva
are
so
much
changed
that
they Steamer Cort that had foundered Grand Rapids, who spoke in the Vulpen.
The large committeeis now out
tra will play in the Tavern ball- pervisors that it probably would be Injunction.
English language.
pallbring
out
a
great
deal
of
discus
by strikingthe riff-raffat the outer
soliciting. They are busy men.
• * •
room on the sixth floor, while the
bearers were Rokus Ranters, T.
DONNELLY-KELLEY GLASS
A beautiful monument costing, Kettner orchestra will play in the found a few deer were causing all COMPANY,
When they come, make them feel as sion. Many of the rural schools to- pier of Muskegon harbor. He, with Keppel, Jan W. Bosman, G. J.
plaintiff,vs. THE
the trouble. Ruhl said the killing
day
have
scarcely
enough
money
to the rest of the Muskegon coastit is said, $3,700,has been placed main lobby of Warm Friend Tavif they are doing a great work.
Huizenga, John Wilterdink, A.
of the few “troublemakers” would CITY OF HOLLAND, et al, defenget
by
with.
In
other
words,
the
guards
did
remarkable
work.
in
position
in
the
plot
of
E.
TollThey are getting nothing out of
Vennema and Andries Steketee. man in Hamilton cemetery. It is ern. The Kettner band has just fill- probably solve the deer problem dants.
cloth don’t fit the suit
Mr. Bontekoe was also selected
it, but putting in days of strained a long engagement at Flint,
The deceased leaves three sons:
Statement of Facte
Anyway,
the
special
committee
among the several coastguards of John, Adrian and Albertus, and one of the finest hereabouts,accord- Michigan, and will come right from temporarily but not permanently.
ing effort and over and above are
As the herd increases in sise, he
By its sworn claim, set forth in
also giving full contribution to appointedby the board of super- Michigan to aid in the rescue of two daughters, Jennie and Alice. ing to the correspondent.Note:
said more deer probably would be- Its bill of complaint, Plaintiff says
the Holland chamber of commerce. visors at the last session have been the flood sufferers in the Ohio and She was the widow of Rev. R. Undoubtedlythe monument is still
(Continued on page four!
come “troublemakers”as it be- it is the owner of the land in quesThe Holland City News thanks in Lansing most of the week, and Mississippivalley some two years Pieters who followed Doctor Van there and even today it must be
comes necessary for the herd to tion and that the City ia about to
them for coming, and has already it was at this meeting that Mr. Van ago, and the story he can tell of Raalte as pastor of the old Van the finest. We have not heard of a
down with good thinp-s in the Bi migrate from the natural deer trespass on such land. It asksd tha
Ark was elevated.
the narrow escapes in those floodgiven the amount asked from it
monument
of that price ever being
Raalte church built by the founder.
country to farming communities Court to restrainsuch treapass.Thia
• * •
ed rivers are thrillingindeed. Mr.
erected anywhere in south Ottawa. City,” Roos stated. Note: Mr. an,
request was granted on the assumpJOHN
DOLFIN
LOSES
Mrs. Roos are prominent in V. F. for food.
Bontekoe in his modest way alThe program of progress put on
t
»
•
Favor More State Control
tion that the assertion under oath
SALES TAX POSITION ways gave credit to all of the crew Harry Raffenaud, Albert Bidding John Kleis of Holland has W. circles and live at 112 East
by L S. Miller of the American
and H. Van Ark went hunting near
20th st.
Celery growers in this section of such ownershipwas undisputed
present; however, it is well known
Cities Bureau under the auspices
moved
in
the
house
of
John
Etter• • •
Zeeland a day this week and sucJohn Dolfin, Jr., well known in
hope the state legislaturewill Since then the City has answeramong his associates that he has ceeded in killing 7 fox, 5 skunk and beek, Overisel,and expects to conof the chamber of commerce is well
Erwin
Borgman
of Hamilton,
Holland, former Muskegon resident
under way. Eighty workers have and for several months manager of made an exemplary life-saver.Mr. so many rabbits and squirrelsthey duct a harness and shoe repairing and student at Hope college,who amend the game laws so that the ed the bill of complaint. By this
state conservation departmentmay answer the City denies that PlainBontekoehas been a life-saver for
taken the field and have been workcould not carry them home and shop in the village. His friends was driving
the Grand Rapids branch of the eighteen years.
grocer's peddle cope with the deer problem in the tiff owns the land in Question, and
ing for the last three days.
Harry says hunting wasn’t very wish him success in his under- sleigh, was burned to death on the future in any way it may deem asserts ownershipin the City, and
sales tax administration, was one
The family is indeed thankful good. Note: Raffenaudwas better taking.
,i|t Henry Geerds, chairman of the
of the five branch managers reroad near the Hamilton brick yard. necessaryin an emergency. Un- by this motion seeks to set aside
to hear that his safety is assured.
• • •
general sales organization,anknown as “French Harry.” He was
placed today by the state board of
The sleigh tipped over on a bad der the present statute, the depart- the injunctiongranted.
nounced the following division tax administration, according to Among them are his parents, Mr. one of the best hunters of pioneer Congressman Gerrit J. Diekema
stretch of road and the oil stove, ment can only issue permits to
Both claims to such ownership
of
Holland
left
for
Washington,
D.
and
Mrs.
Tike
Bontekoe,
276
Van
leaders and captains:
days and had a pack of the best C., for his initial appearancewith kept inside for warmth, undoubt- farmers to kill troublemaking deer are supported by the opinions of
press dispatches from Lansing.
Raalte Ave.; two brothers,John, at
Division No. 1— Jacob Fris;
hounds. He in reality was a lake the opening of the session. We are edly set fire to the boxes and com or open the territory to deer their respectivecounsel.
Mr. Dolfin, an active Democratic
home, and Jack, 322 East 13th St;
team No. 11, John Van Huis; team
captaih and made this port often
party worker, was employed in the
Thus, the Court is bound to asawaiting his "maiden” speech with bustible materialand sleigh. He hunting for 15 days in November.
and four sisters, Misses Anna, Rena
No. 12, 0. A. Wolbrink;team No.
with his sailing vessel. He is the
state highway department before
was 26 years old.
Fearful of hunters’ rifle bullets, sume that a genuine controversy as
interest.
and
Jane,
at
home,
and
Mrs.
Neil
18, R. Kronemeyer; team No. 14,
father of the Raffenaud brothers
being transferred to the sales tax
farmers are opposed to an open to such ownership exists. This disDe Roster, 260 West 17th St.
• • •
R. N. Smith.
on River ave.
division. Muskegon was in the
hunting season on deer in this puted question of ownershipIs the
Ten
Years
Ago
Today
Twenty
Years
Ago
Today
Division No. 2— A. C. Jolders• * •
area served by the Grand Rapids
* • •
section,but Lohman said the grow- question to be determined when this
• • •
CITY MAY BE BROUGHT INTO Born to Mr. and Mrs. Abe
ma; team No. 21; W. A. Butler;
branch office. Mr. Dolfin has made
SUIT AFTER INJUNCTION Stephan, a bouncing baby boy. The cornerstonefor the new George Getz, Sr. and George ers might look with favor upon the case is tried; it cannot be deterteam No. 22, Isaac Kouw; team several speeches in this city for the
Getz, Jr. have returned from their commission reducing the herd by mined on this motion to set aside
No. 24, Harold Vender Bie.
DISSOLUTION
Note: This must have been Wil- Sixth Reformed church on West African hunting trip. They were "control hunting” measures. He the injunction. At this time the
Democraticparty. He, like his faDivision No. 3— E. V. Hartman;
14th
st. was laid. Rev. G. De Jonge
ther, a minister, became a fluent
Work is going forward on dis- liam. Many things happened in the of Zeeland officiated with the given a banquet on their arrivalat said truck crop producerswould Court is not acquainted with the evteam No. 31, Henry Costing; team orator.
prefer to see the herd reduced and idence upon which either party basputed
land for Holland’s new mil- life of Abe since that time. He was
No. 82, Marinus De Fouw; teant
trowel and Henry Geerlings gave Lakewood farm, were given a re restrictedto a few enclosed deer
o
es its claim, and thus the decision
lion and a half dollar power plant an alderman,mayor twice, on the
No. 88, Dick Miles; team No. 34,
a
short
talk, as did Rev. Seth VanOLD TEACHER OF VRIESyards near main traveledhighways on the Question of ownershipmust
after dissolution of an injunction board of public works, manager of derWerf. The church is to cost
H. De Neut
LAND SCHOOL PASSES which had stopped part of the work a furniture store, manager of two
where motorists might come and await the final hearing of this
Division No. 4 — Dr. W. West$4,800. The building committee is
admire the animals.— -Grand Rapids case.
for several weeks, in spite of a plan factoriesand now is secretary and
rate; team No. 41, Alex Van Zancomposed
of
C.
Ter
Louw,
R.
RyMr. Hiram Seevey, former prinmanager of the HoUand Chamber
Press.
The question now before the
ten; team No. 42, Henry Wilson; cipal of the Vriesland school, pass by the Donnelly-Kelley Glass Co.
zenga, Peter Moos, Henry Vande
of Commerce.
The Zeeland Teachers’ club play, Court for decision is: When tha
team No. 43, B. J. Rosendahl; ed away at Butterworth hospitalon to carry the case to the state su• • •
Water, William Douma and Fred
“Mr. Pirn Passes By,” will soon be ownership of land is in dispute and
preme court.
team No. 44, John Dethmers.
Van Voret.
Wednesday at the age of 71 years.
Forty Years Ago Today
given. Check up on your dates
a genuine controversy exists as to
• • •
Tuesday Judge Fred T. Miles of
*
»
»
Mr. Seevey taught schools in NeThursday and Friday, Feb. 2 and such ownership, should the Court,
* • •
In a leaflet sent to every last braska for more than BO years. He Ottawa circuit court dissolved an
Ben Roos, whose wife formerly
3.
before the question of ownershipis
member of the chamber of com- retired eight years ago and was injunctionwhich he had previously Mill Creek, four miles north of was Miss Marie Gilmore, returned
Grand Rapids, wants to improve its
A missionarymeeting in cele____ decided,enjoin a party to such conissued
at
the
request
of
the
Donmerce, it has been fully explained manager of a fruit farm near
cemetery and will give a series of home from Russia. The first lap
bration of the Golden Milestone
Milestone troversy?
______ , This
___is a_ _question involv.
just what the program for the Coopersville at the time of his nelly-Kelley Co., forbidding work
of the Arabian Mission will be ing principlesof equity relating to
to be started on the land in ques- dances to raise the money. Note: of the trip was made to Scotland
coming year will be. Recently, a death.
held at Second Reformed Church, injunctionsas expounded by those
tion. Tuesday night the board of Mill Creek surely knew the fitness on the old battleshipOlympia, Adf aeries of business clinics were held,
o—
miral Dewey’s old flagshipwhen he
Zeeland, next Wednesday evening, to whom lawyers refer aa authoripublic
ublic \works decided to order work of things 40 years ago. Since that
where at least BOO citizens expressAtty. Dan F. Pagelsen is in serFeb. 1. February is designated as ty.
time one of the state’s largest fish entered Manilla Bay and practically
ed their views on what ought to ious condition at Hatton hospital begun.
won the Spanish-American
war. He
Foreign Missions month and
Some
_ jme preliminary work had been hatcheries was built there.
be done, and many gave augges- of uremic poison. Mr. Pagelsen
came to America on the Baltic in
time when the Arabian Annfver- Mr. Justice Cooley, an early Jusdone
previous
to
Wednesday,
but
it
tions that were timely and meri- was indisposed while in Iowa, and
Cornelius Bos, age 70, died at the one of the most severe storms of
sary should be emphasizedaccord- tice of our Supreme Court and gentorious. From this labyrinth of became so ill that he hastened had been done on land which was
home of bis daughter, Mrs. Cor- the year, the trip extendingover ception at the depot by Holland ing to the request of the Mission erally recognized i
opinions,the good thoughts were home. He is circuit court commis- not in dispute. It was feared that
” —u
nelius Steketee. Note: Mr. Bos was eight days. Mr. Roos was wounded folks, and later Mr. Getz showed Board of the Reformed
picked, and from these opinions sioner of Ottawa county and was any delay fa the work might lead
The Infant Clinic conducted by
a grocer for some years under the on the battlefield and lay two his films at the Holland Theatre to
PWA,
which
is
supplying
$675,000
plans were formed for the com- at one time prosecuting attorney.
(Continued on Page Two)
of the necessaryfunds, to cancel name of Steketee A Bos. The gro- days before being picked up. He two crowded houses. Mr. Getz had the Ottawa County Department of
year, phased on these gleanings Mr. Pagelsenlives alone at Grand
Health
will
be
held
at
Zeeland
stated
that
seeing
the
Statue
of
cery
was
located
in
a
frame
buildits grant, so Clarence Lokker, city
rented the theatre and showed the
Haven and the other night Claude
Liberty again and the welcome hunting picture for the edification city hall this Friday afternoon, HAMILTON MAN SELLS
Si
Under the several captions there Vander Veen a friend, called on him attorney,urged Judge Miles to dis. ing on the northwest corner of
TRUCKING BUSINESS
River Avenue and Ninth Street, New York City gave the boys, of HoUand people who were his January. 27. Miss Martha Allen, in
arp from five to seven suggestions and found Mr. Pagelsen lying on solve the injunction.
TO HOLLAND
The largest single contract will the site which is now occupied compensated him for all the suf- guests. Rather a coincidence was charve of the dinic, reports 4
for each, and these are fmjy print- the floor, He was rushed to Hatbe awarded after acceptanceof .by the James A. Brouwer Co. The fering. “We were simply loaded the fact that when the Getz train healthy growth in the number of
ed: Develop and Expand Existing ton hospital immediately.
rye Tollman, who .for many
patients attending. She is assisted
bids for steam turbo-generators,
Industry; New Industry: Aids to
pulled in his party aUghted, brown
has
an egg and
by members of the Zeeland
— - carried
— ---- on
-heaters
and
condensers
on
Feb.
15,
Retail Business; Tulip Time; Reas berries, just from hottestAfrica.
The Holland Polar Bear club will
ary
Club,
sponsoring
organisation,
trucking
business
in Hamilton,
according to Joseph Geerds, memsort and Tourist Activities;Civic
However, in Holland a terrible Clinic is from 1:80 to 4:80 o’clock. out to Bouma Bros, of
r '
ber of the board of public worics.
Affairs; Highway, Harbor and
snow storm was raging and it was
o
land and J. Fishman of
The Donnelly-Kelley Co. claims
Building; Taxation and Research;
bitter cold. Surely contrasting to HOLLAND CLAS8IS
Bouma Bros, will
that
it
owns
the
filled-m
land
which
Publicity; General Improvements the clock” at Holland, at 7:30 p.m.
what the big game hunting party
IN
BENEVOLENT
GIFTS
with
the trucking work
of the Chamber of Commerce.
were accustomed to. Gets, father
The refreshment committee is tak- composes part of the site of the
man will conduct the ~
• • •
power plant
and son shown in this picture with
ing good care of the "chow”.
According to word from Dr. John at Hamilton. - -------- o
Holland Program of Progress:-—
native guides, after killinga lion. A. Ingham, stated clerk of the
Brouwer, Chairmao.
Dick Boter, General Chairman.
* • •
The dty tennis courts at 12th
formed Church in America, the GRAND
Holland Chamber of Commerce: and Columbia and at 21st and MaBusiness Clinics, Chester Wan
Born to Rev. and Mrs. Cornelius Holland classis placed first in benChairman; J. A. Hoov- —Board of Directors: Charles R. ple are being used as skating
Baker of Tampa, Fla., at Holland evolent gifts for the last year. The
er, Henry S. Maentz, Henry Geer- Sligh, Jra President; Dick Boter, ponds. They werp flooded Thurshospital on New Year’s day,
amount contributed by the classis
lings, Joe Geerds, Clarence Jal- Vice President; A. C. Jdldersma, day morning, according to Louis B.
daughter, Marion Elizabeth. Mrs. was $50,281, which means an averwuii. nuv*™. ijr Frank Treasurer;E. P. Stephan, Secre- Dal man, assistant
Baker was formerly Miss Marion age of $6.10 per member. The avMersen. 10th st. and Central aveM erage for the denominationis $3.«
^
________
HoUand.
53 per member.
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Injunction
Quail Grouped,

Against City

and Potter, initiatedthe program
by gently impartingthe appeal of

Known To

“Star

Have Been Frozen

Duat”

DROPS DEAD ON HIGHWAY

Funeral servicesfor Peter VeltDelphian Marcley presented
men,
77 year* old who dropped
(Ectabliched 1872)
humorous paper of original and dead while walking on the airline
Is
some not so original verse entitled, highway in front of the Nuniea
Three quail owe their lives to a
it
2020
kind hearted motorist who found
“Apology,” to the. clasak poets school, were held yesterdayfrom
(Continued from page 1)
Point
them in the middle of a road unable
The paper concludedby applying the Van Zantwick Funeral Home in
to fly and brought them to ConserGrand Haven. Rev. 8. C. De Jon
appropriatesong title* to the
been quoted as authority by every vation Officer Lyle Gates at Hillsof the First Reformed church
For
Court and lawyer of this State dale.
guest’s names.
Spring Lake conducted the sersince his time, in the case of EdSuffering acutely from the cold,
Delphian Spaan, aa a dream sing- rices apd burial , was in Spring
wards vs. Allouez Mining Company, the birds were fed by Officer Gates The Women’s Athletic Assoclt38 Michigan, 46 (1878), laid down and after they had thawed out and tion formulated new plans for the ing of a dream, crooned “Deep in a
Mr, Veltman died of a heart
Dream” for the pleasure of the
the following principlesrelative to
recovered sufficient strength were coming semester at a meeting of
attack according to Dr. W. B.
injunctions.To make the principles
guests. Pledges Race and Vander Bloemendal of Grand Haven who
released.
major importance held on January
applicableto this case we have inMay effectivelydemonstratedthe was oalled after Harry Fisher of
Instances of quail being seriously
serted by way of parenthesis a affected by severe winter weather 19th. A system of honor points
Lambeth Walk” for the edification Muskegon, a passing motorist,saw
phrase or two. “There is no doubt
conditions arc not uncommon, for various sports was discussed. and merriment of all those present. the aged man fall to the pavement.
mA mr wto nUl not foe veillmake hit that the operations of defendant,
according to game investigators.According to the new idea a girl
TTfffTVtMyFtfwwwwi
foet foe.”
whether they inflictany serious in- Normal winter temperatures do not
may receive some form 'of an ALETiJEANS SKATE
jury on complainant or not, amount
UUfUABY
bother them, but a sleet storm is
City Clerk Oscar Peterson reaward when she attains a certain
in effect to an appropriationof that
It— Wm. McKinley,president
apt to prove their doom. Because
ceived an application for a buildAT
VIRGINIA
PARK
portion of his property upon which
oltheUnltedi
• United Slcrtea, bom.
number of points. The tentative
of their habit of bunching together
ing permit Monday
Draonday from Sam Dra18il
sand is being deposited.It follows on the ground during the night, system is still in the hands of
per of 357 Maple Ave., who wishes
and is beyond question that comThe
Aletheans
had
their annual
they have been known to become the committee consisting of Miss
to buHd a stairway on the outside
. JO— Th# German steamer, plainant sustains a legal injury for so
completely sheathed in ice anfl Lichty, Mr. Schouten, Ruth Van winter part on Jan. fourteenth in of his home at a cost of f 60.
"Elba" sunk, 1895.
which he is entitledto suitable resnow that they were unable to fly.
the form of a “Night Club on
dress. The only question on this
Not infrequently they are found Popering and Thelma Koolker.
The merger of the Holland Shoe
Wheels” at Virginia Park. A few
$1— Second Pan-American
record is, whether he is entitledto
Plans far the regular swimming
frozen to the ground after a bad
Co. with tiie Racine Shoe Co. of
Conference ended. 1901
the specialredress he seeks, namerounds of skating were enjoyed by
ice storm.
trips to Grand Rapids were also
lUcine. Wis., has been completed,!
ly, an injunction.(If the property
all before the formal floor show and all papers have been eigned,
nrXraaUAHY
discussed. The W.A.A. is planning
is
finally
determined
to
be
that
of
Of f 1— The battle ol Badielot's
accordingto J. E. Telling. Jens
Hopes that the quail would be- to sponsor an all star swimming was presented.
Plaintiff)
Creek was loujht, 1864.
President Jean MacNeill wel- Jensen of Racine is president of|
come increasingly abundant under team.
An injunctionis not a process to
the new company, which is known
a closed season in Michigan have
comed the guests and the festivities
be lightly ordered in any case.
Thelma
Kooiker,
in
charge
of
as Holland-Racine Shoes, Inc.
2— Serious earthquakerocks
not materialized. The bird appears
startedwith an exhibitionof fancy
Where the effect will be to present
o
Japan. 1701
to be no more than holding its own basketball, presented her report.
to the owners of a valuable mill the
Both the Knickerbockerfr*ter-|
in numbers in this state. Records Various teams are scheduled to skating given by instructors.Musi1— Woodrow Wilson, waralternativeeither to purchase com.
nity of Hope college and the Holindicate,however, that there were play each other on Tuesday nights cal numbers were rendered by Matime Presidentof U. S.
plainant’slands at his own price or
land police department have adopt
died. 1924.
to sacrifice their property,any very few quail here during the after "Y” in the gymnasium. The rie Looman; and a one-act skit en- ed as a mascot a stray, puredays
of the early settlers.One of
titled, “Curses, Foiled Again,” blooded English setter pup which
court having the power to order it
captains of the teams are as fol4— First American streetcar
ought very carefully to scrutinize the chief limiting factors is winter
followed.
has been wandering about town for
line began. 1832.
weather,
Michigan
being
in
the lows:
the case and make sure that equity
several days. The dog has “roomAfter
the
program
a
buffet
lunch
extreme edge of this bird’s natural
requires it In theory its purpose is
Badgers, Jean Hoekje, captain;
ed” in Holland jail for several
range. A mild winter and dry
was served. The guests paid their
to prevent irreparablemischief; it
nights, and recently was given a
spring are considered to make the Wildcats, Margaret Allen, captain; respects to the chaperons, Professtays an evil the conseauencesof
bath in the fraternity house bath
A Thrilling Peace
most favorable weather conditions Wolverines, Thelma Kooiker, capwhich could not adequately be comsor and Mrs. Brouwer and Profes- tub. It is now at the George Morey
for the quail.
tain;
Tigers,
Ruth
Van
Popering,
Everyone agrees that there is a pensated if it were suffered to go
sor and Mrs. Zwemer, and the party kennels, east of Holland, awaiting!
captain.
on. The writ is not allowed for any
identification.
t- thrill to marching away to war.
rolled to a climax in the Grand
injury threatened or done to the
Bat who ever heard of anyone estate or rights of a person, but OUTDOOR CU B HAS OUTING Jack Schouten announced that March.
NEW PIPE ORGAN TO BE
the gymnasium will be open every
; marching away to the farm, or to the granting of it must always rest
INSTALLED
The Holland Outdoor Sports Thursday evening whenever pos- AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
the office? As I heard Private in sound discretion,governed by
A new electro pneumatic pipe
club enjoyed two outings last week. sible so that the girls may play SHOOTS HOG FOR RABBIT,
^ Harold Peat point out recently, war the nature of the case.
organ with two manuals will be inAs is said in another case, “In- On Wednesday evening a very suc- badminton, ping-pong,or pratice
AND WITHOUT A LICENSE stalled in Spring Lake Presbyterhas all the thrilling inducements: junction is not of right but of cessful sleigh ride was had. the
ian church the latter part of
: uniforms, medals, bands, banners. grace; and to move an upright ride going through the Waukazoo basketballshots.
Hunters have mistaken each March, a memorial to the late
| What we need is some way to make chancellorto interpose this strong- road and the party stopping for All girls are urged to watch the
James and Margaret Alston, bropeace thrilling— to dramatize it est arm of the law, he must have lunch at the Anchor Inn on the re- bulletin boards for notice of an ice other for a variety of game, bqt an ther and sister who left a fourth of
error that is slightly different
not a sham case, but a well ground- turn to the city. On Saturday af' and give it glamour and color. We ed complainant, the bona fides of ternoon the club held n ski-tobog- skating party which will occur revealed in the monthly report their estate to the church. The
r mart make our heroes of peace which is unquestioned, or capable gan outing at Goshom Lake.
whenever the weather permits.
from ConservationOfficer Winey Alstons were well-known Spring
Lake township residents many
dwarf our militaryheroes. We must of vindicationif questioned.”
On Wednesday evening,Febru- There will be a meeting of all of Kalamazoo county.
years, residing on west Spring
There
is
no
power
the
exercise
of
arv
1st.
at
7:30
o'clock
the
club
In
this
instance,
the
hunter’s
im' make living for our country more
the girls who signed up for Hiking
Lake a short distance from the
which is more delicate, which re- will hold a meeting for welcomagination stretchedto the point
i thrilling than dying for it
club at 7:15 this Thursday ip the where he mistook a hog weighing John Vyn estate, Vynland.
quires greater caution,deliberation ing new members and planning fuThe church is to be reroofed and
So far we have tried to avoid and sound discretion,or is more ture outings. The meeting will be lobby of Voorhees hall. All these 125 pounds for a rabbit and shot it.
J war by talking about it We have dangerous in a doubtful case than held in the band room in the city girls are requested to be present
The result was expensive.The decorating and some repairingdone
hunter was assessed a fine of $15 to the interior,a total of more
^ told of its horrors and its costs. the issuing of an injunction.It is hall. Young men and women from for purposes of organization.
and costs of $6.85 for hunting with- than $4,000 to be spent for the or-'j
the strong arm of equity,that nev- 18 to- 30 years of age are invited
^ Our appeal has been negative.You
The W.A.A. also wishes to re- out a license and was also required gan and other improvements.
er ought to be extended unless to to attend this meeting and become
ft cannot sell your goods by talking cases of great injury, where courts
acquainted.
mind girls to procure doctor’s cer- to pay the farmer whose hog he About 20 years ago the church was
destroyed by fire.
f against your competitor’s goods, of law cannot afford an adequate
The following young people are tificates of health as quickly as shot $10.
0
j even if those goods are inferior. or commensurate remedy in dam- members of the club: Charlotte possible.
V^VVVVTTTVWyyyf
THREE BUILDINGS IN GRAND
ages. All the cases referred to Jacobs. Marjorie Calbraith, Hester

Together

Dissolved

Ofict

W.A.A. Works On
Honor
Plan
Coming Year
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PECKS

Cut Rate Drugs
Holland's Busiest
Corner River end

Drug

Store

Eighth

Holland.Mich.

SALE NOW ON THRU SATURDAY
75c

Baume Bengay

Magnesia

25c Citrate of

-

Adierike Remedy
Box of 500 Ponds Tissues 60c Danderine for the Hair
$1.00

1

A

Peruna Tonic
75c Vicks Vapo Rub
$1.25

J*

-

Papes Cold Compound
50c Midol Tablets
$1.25 Absorbine Jr. Liniment
35c

- —

U-20, lOcc Insulin
35c Groves Bromo Quinine
75c Acidine Powder -

I

I

:

ttotesst
ELECTRICjftNCE

j

?????

r

i:

The more

terrifying war is, the

show that the court looks beyond
more heroic H will be to go to war the actual injury to contemplate
£ —and every young man wants to be the consequences, and however palpable may be the wrong, it will
» heroic. You can’t scare him!

Ende, Jeanne Wilson, Lucille See-

kamp,

Estelle Rusticus, Florence
Derks, Alyda Sather, Evelyn Kosh-

bohm, Hazel Koshbohm,Tmolda
Derksen,Suzanne Por. Wilma For.

W.A.L. To Hear

Policewoman At
February Event

-SHERWOODS OF GRAND HAVEN TO ENDOW NURSERY IN
HOSPITAL

HAVEN ORDERED RAZED
BY MARSHAL

•

Educators, writers,artists, play- still balance the inconveniences of
awarding or denying the writ, and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Volkers, Bud
b Wrights,advertising men should
adjudge as these may incline the Slagh, Julian Browne. I,eon Van
[ put their genius to work to sell judicial mind. Even in the case of Huis, Jay Rypma, Mel Cloud, L.
the peace idea. To paint peace in a paipa
palpable violation of a public Van Celdren. Virgil White. Ivem
Plans are being made by the
f glowing colors. To make young men right to the annoyanceof an indi- Harris, Jr.. Louis Carrier, M. W. Woman’s Activity League to have
Kelly,
and
Rus
Sakkers.
vidual, he must show the equity
. and Women desire to be
heroes of
which requires this summary interThe club plans year around out- Miss Katherine Geiser, only police
peace. In Sidney Kingsley's great ference as the only adequate means door activities and also a banquet.
woman of Grand Rapids, as the
play, "ID Million Ghosts,” one of of obtaining justice.
There are no requirementsfor speaker for the February event
the characters,a French poet, beWhat is the irreparable injury joining the club except that one which will be a tea with Lois Hall
desiring to join be an outdoor
lieves that the solution to our prob- which is done or threatened in this
in charge. The tentative date for
case?
We
can
very
plainly see what sports enthusiast and one who enlem is not shells, but “words which
joys the social group idea.
the interesting talk has been set
it is in the case of many nuisances,
have a power to explode in men’s and the equity of this particular
at February 22nd.
Few dog licensesare being sold
minds with a great light.” Such remedy is then very manifest. If
A skating party had been planthis
year
as
compared
with
last
words could make peace thrilling. one man creates intolerablesmells
ned
for January’s activity but benear his neighbor’s homestead, or year, according to Henry J. Becksfort,
city
treasurer.
Only
85
have
cause
of an overcrowdedschedule
by excavation threatens to underIt’s StOl
mine his house, or cuts off his ac- been purchased since Dec. 1. when it has been called off.
they were placed on sale. Licenses
There are some folks around cess to the street by buildings or
The meeting for March will be a
ditches, or in any other way de- cost ?1 for male and unsexed dogs,
Holland who hold to the idea that
Grooming
Clinic and style show.
and
$2
for
females.
stroys the comfortable, peaceful
nany young people desire to get a and quiet occupation of his homeo
Trudie Young is in charge of the
Ugher education so they won’t stead, he injures him irrevocably. Mrs. R. B. Champion was host- day’s activitiesand according to
have to work with their hands, who No man holds the comfort of his ess at a meeting of Third Reform- present plans the clinic will be
ed Ladies Aid society Wednesday
•edt college in order to fit them- home for sale, and no man is will- afternoon.
similar to the one held last year
ing to accept in lieu of it an award
ehree for white-collar jobs. This of damages. If equity could not enon marriage,with meetings both
field is pretty well filledand many join such a nuisance the writ ought
A son was born Jan. 18 to Mr. afternoons and evenings for two or
' a lad is compelledto take a job to be dispensed with altogether, and Mrs. James Klynstra of Jeni- three days.
where manual labor is necessary. and the doctrineof irreparablemis- son Park. A son, also on Jan. 18,
At the last board meeting the
chief might be dismissed as mean- was bom to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Just because you are highly eduboard
appointed Martha Morgan
ingless. A nuisance which affects Diekema of 125 West 21st st.. a
f .eated doesn’t mean your work is one in his business is less in degree,
general
publicitychairman for the
daughter, Saturday morning, to Mr.
h »°t hard and tiresome. Often you but it may still be irreparable,be- and Mrs. Adrian Van Putten of year.
^ will find that the uneducated man cause it may break up the business, 322 College ave.; and a daughter
who labors by brawn returns to destroy its good will and inflict on Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Ray- DELPHIAN'S PRESENT
damages which are incapable of mond Holwerda of 28 West 19th st.
his home physically tired but not
“HOUR OF CHARM’
measurement because the elements
o
Bentally worn out Ask an office of reasonable certainty are not to
The Delphi society entertained
worker if he has sleeplessnights be obtained for their computation. SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
aminers, at the post office, Holland,
ESTATE TRANSFERS their guests with the “Hour of GRAND HAVEN
worrying over mental problems? Even in the case of unoccupied land
oa nuisance may threaten irreparIS
NINETY-ONE
YEARS
OLD
Charm” in the blue room of the
1 The feet that education gives a man able injury, where it is devoted in
DROP STATUTORY
George A. Speet and wife to
^ a profession in business does not its purchase to some specialuse, or Henrv Leeuw and wife, Lots 47 and Warm Friend Tavern on Friday,
AND BAD CHECK CHARGES
Mrs. Martha Jane Rice who obmean that the man does not want where the person causing the nui- 48, Lakeview Addition,Holland; January twentieth,as their winter served her 91st birthday was honstatutory
itmory charge against A.
and in some Jacob G. Van Wynen to Harold party. Each tuxedo-clad guest was ored at a team, given by Mrs.
hard work and does not get it sance is irresponsible,
Ash, 63, of Douglas was dropped
other cases which need not here be Barkel and wife, Pt. Ix>t 10, Blk.
presented with a carnation bouton- Richard L. Cook. About 40 friends at the request of the complainant,
Anyone who wants to avoid hard speciallymentioned.”
A, Holland;Bertha Vander Haar,
Work can do so without using eduniere. Dinner music was furnished of Mrs. Rice attended and Mrs. who told Ervin L. Andrews, proseet
al
to
George
I^emmen
and
wife,
The principlesthus set forth by
Henry J. Boer presided at the tea cuting attorney, that the statecation as an excuse. A tired mental Mr. Justice Cooley have been re- Pt. NW Vi SW«; Sec. 27-5-15, by Gerard Hanchet.
urn. Mrs. Rice is in excellent ments in the warrant were not true.
conditionis often not relieved ferred to ever since by our Supreme Township, Holland; Wm. Thiel to
The charming sextette, consist- health, active in society and takes The prosecutor dropped the charges
through lying in bed relaxed,while Court as basis of decision, at least Cornelius E. Boone and wife, Pt. ing of Delphians Spaan, Meulen- lively interestin cnbbage and after the plantiff paid the costs of
the man whose muscles ache can nineteen times, and as late as 1&30, Ix>t 19. Blk. 1, Zeeland: Louis
dyke, Bultman, Bolema, Voorhorst bridge.She has been a widow about the case.
benefit by such comfortablere- in the case of City of Benton Har- Wagenveld and wife to Herman
50 years.
Proceedings against Joe Levy, 81
pose.
bor vs. Michigan Fuel & Light Molcwyk and wife, 1*1. NWV4 SWVi
of Allegan on a charge of passing
Sec.
27,
Township,
Holland;
Edw.
Company, ^0 Michigan, 614; in
bad checks,were also dropped withjJ-i, in the case of Monroe Carp Siegers and wife to Henrv P.
out going before the justice, when
Kleis
and
wife.
Ix>t
6,
Cedar
1 ond Co. vs. River Raisin Co. 240
it was learned the defendanthad
Swamp
Sec.
28-5-15,
Township,
Mich., 279, at page 288, the Sucaused the checks to be stopped beHolland;
Abel
Postma
and
wife
to
preme Court quotes from Justice
cause he found the work done by
Louis J. Stemnfly and wife, Lot 11,
Cooleys opinion as follows:
complainant was unsatisfactory.
Highland
subd.,
Pt.
Lots
3
and
4,
Injunctions are to prevent irThe checks were in payment for
^e>ln?y weather Jan. reparable mischief and stay conse- A. C. Van Raalte’s Addition, No.
decorations at the Allegan County
18 to air their deer hunting togs on
2,
Holland;
Gerrit
Dykhuis
et
al
to
quences that could not be adequatefair.
Nelson Van Koevering and wife,
ly compensated;their allowance is
odiscretionary and not of right, Lot 20, Buwalda’s Addition, ZeeVANDER WEEP'S BILL
ment. Wi
Mrs. Stant went to
land;
Jacoba
De
Jong
et
al
to
calls for good faith in the petitionPASSED BY SENATE
th^eavj^e^woolen er and may be withheld if likely to Jacob Boerman and wife, Lot 35,
— j u - *S01Vinff
husband
Slagh’s Addition, Holland; Herbert
The Senate passed unanimously
giw hereelf. it was missing. The inflictgreater injury than the E. Harrington, by atty., to Jacob
grievance complained of.”
the third measure of the 60th legisferments are valued at more th
than
W. Hobeck and wife, Pt. Lot 1 and
lature. The bill would restore chark
city police said. They have no kA0 P£nciplea are better established:See 16 A. and 1, page 358, Lot 2, Macatawa Park Grove,
ters of delinquent corporations if
i 5*®*** .*'• Stant said he thoui
Township, Park; John G. Timmer
Sec. 4; 14 R. C. L., 213.
10.
213, Sec.
Sec. 10.
at least one-quarter of back fees
et al to Dick Timmer and wife, Pt.
Decision
were paid by Sept. 1, 1939. On
SWty
Sec. 26-5-14,Township, ZeeAb Plaintiff has offered to sell
the motion of its sponsor, John
covered. Both he and Mrs. Stant
land; Steven De Haan and wife to
Vanderwerp,R., Muskegon, it was
•re enthusiastichunters and make the property involved to the City
Frank J. Le Roy and wife,
given immediate effect and sent
•n annual trip to the deer counLot
7, Blk. 39, Holland; Henry
to the House.
try.
• .r
Rocheleau
and
wife
to
Peter
Timultimate y found by the Court to
o
mer and wife, SW>4 Sec. 33-5-16,
BOY SOPRANO WINS
New officers of the Benefit soci9*nnot be said that Township Park; Dena Boer Lamthe Plaintiff will or may suffer irety of First Reformed church are
AMATEUR CONTEST
pen to John Hamer et al, Lot 67,
Ralph Zoet, president: Peter NienSPONSORED BY BAND reparable injury if the injunction Highland
Park
Addition,
Township,
granted be now dissolved.
huis, secretary,and John Wabeke,
Dale Melnotte,
10 year old boy
elnotte, 10
trustee.
The wisdom (or lack of wisdom) Zeeland; Wm. H. Vande Water, Sr.
from Spring Lake, won the of building the contemplated plant to Henry A. Hyma and wife, Pt.
fizrtprire at tiw Grand Haven on land, the title to which is in dis- Lot 8, Blk. A, Holland;John N.
School Band Talent Hour in “ute, is not a question to be decided Schmid and wife to Marinus HoedeSec.
high school auditorium last Y the Court.This rests in the sound ma and wife, Pt
Jr A capacity audience voted weretion of the Defendant City 29-5-15, Holland; Ralph D. Smith
and wife to Harold W. Smith and
the winner and two runners up and it« officials.
wife, Stt S’/« Wtt SW% Sec. 24-’lot after the program. Henry
This Court decides only the ques5-16, Township,Park; John Galien
of Grand Haven who played
y°e
right 40 injonctive re~ «n the concertina,won the lief at this stage of the proceed- et al to Lydia B. Nibbelink et al,
nd Prize and Gordon Collins, ings; and from the principles above Lot 28 A. C. Van Raalte’s AddiLab violinist, the $1 third stated it must be apparent that the tion, No. 2, Holland; Hells Van
The auxiliary had planned on a
Kampen and wife to Isaac Kouw,
injunction ought to be dissolved,
otiuck supper at Edith West’s In
SEK SW% Sec 7-5-lfi,Townand sat aside.
Jrand Haven Wednesday, but due
shin, Holland;Abel Boerema and
m. Mefcboer,local tailor, writes
to weather conditions the trip was
wife to John Teninga and wife, Pt
Waaloeo, Texas, stating “w«
. --7 ............. ... ,vu..u w ue
postponed.
Lot 20, Blk. 2, Central Park Addi-

New

features, the great

Condemnation orders for razing
of three buildings have been re- new Select -A- Heat Calrod with
The nursery in the new municipal ceived by Chief Henry Hoebeke of its -Heat switch, and Direchospital at Grand Haven will be the Grand Haven fire department
tional Heat Oven, new models,
completely furnished through
from Deputy State Fire Marshal
gift announced today by B.
Ray Conlon. The homes to be advanced improvementsand low
Sherwood, Sr., and family as
razed or the work started by Feb-] electric rates for cooking, place
memorial to Gertrude Miller Sher- ruary 5.
the 1939 Hot point Ranges within
wood. A letter has been filed with
the city clerk at Grand Haven,
reach of all. Before you buy any
which will be read to the council CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIO! range see the new 1939 Hotpoint
at the next meeting making this NS ANNOUNCED
Models. Come in today.
splendid offer, one of the largest
The United States Civil Service
receivedthus far.
Included in the equipment will Commission has announced open
SELECT-A-HEAT
be eight Hess bassinets on stands competitive examinations for the
CALROD
positions
named
below.
with storage cabinet and dressing
New
-Speed 8eTopographic draftsman, and
shelf which are the very latest and
lect-A-HeatCalrod
mot approved type bassinets and chief, principal,senior, and assiswhich are being placed in the fin- tant topographic draftsmen, $1,620 gives you a choice of cooking heats
to $2,600 a year.
from High-Speed to
SAUSBURY-TheutyU mtd raAn beedSmrof
est hospitals in the country.
Hot point t rest lint ofmodtm mhctrto rm4m>
Biologist (wildlife) , $3,800, asso- Simmer orWknnwith
The
ine gift
gui aiso
also incuuaes
inclludesa baby
Dany inBuiN-to-thf
floor.
. fall porcelaintmtmtL
cubator, the first in the city; baby ciate grade, $3,200, and assistant a turn of the switch.
grade
le,
$2,600
a
year,
Bureau
of
weighing scales and an electrical
Improves cooking
THI LOW con
heating unit which can be placed Biological Survey, Forest Service, methods. Cuts costa.
OP ILICTIICITY POR COOKINO
on the bassinet in cases where more and Sof
Soil ConservationService.
than orlinary heat is required.
Principal informationalrepreThe bassinets are a new inven- sentative,$2,900 a year, Wage and
tion whereby the baby is never tak- Hour Division, Department
en from the bassinet for any of its Labor.
care and is wheeled to the bedside
Link trainer operator-instructor,
of the mother for feeding, thus $2,900 a year, Civil Aeronautics!
preventing any contacts outside of Aqthority. Applicantsmust have)
the mother’sbed and the bassinet reached their 25th but must not|
50 West Tenth
Phone 2011
Holland
as long as it is in the hospiul. The have passed their 50th birthday.
stand holding the bassinet is 36
Associate aircraft inspector,
inches long and 16 inches wide. $2,900 a year.
xtscatatstststscac
The overall, including the sliding
Associate aeronautical inspector, !
(irop shelf for the dressing, is
$3,500 a year, assistant aeronaut!-f
54 inches.. A spring air, rubber cal inspector,$3,200 a year, Civil
covered matress is provided for Aeronautics Authority.
each one. The unit is mounted on
Full information may be obtained
FRIDAY
noiseless swivel wheels and is
from Mr. Klem, Secretaryof the]
equipped with brakes.
U. S. Civil Service Board of Ex0
5
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Township,Park; Id* M. Coye
Eugene C. .Spraker and wife, Lot
21 ana Pt Lot 20, Macatawa Park,
Township, Park; Clarence M.
Klamt et al to Arthur A. Klamt,
tion.

. fruit and be. remedy to wl^Tfa .n'wiS
in the «unThe motion to dissolve the inflne weath- janction « granted; the question of
a motion fee may abide the flnAl
outcome of
the '”1‘!

the""^

^TkVJ; Im
~ Judge.

Florence Tiesenga’sgroup

‘

to

Pt. SW cor. Ntt NW frl. % gee.
18-5-14, Zeeland; Henry Piers and
wife to John Hulst, Sr., and wife,
Lot 18, Vander Yen’s Sqbd., Pts.

LoU

6, 6,

and 7

will

sponsor a fun party Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 31 at the
'*
home of*
Marie Huyser on East 24th Street.

3.

to dark dresses,

“

^STrJ
UUP

M

,

^

....

Candidate H. J. Schripsema, sup-

LOCAL NEWS

ply pastor of Pine Creek church The Central park church BoostMAN OF M TELLS AGE
for two years, passed his examina- ers class had an unusually well
SECRET
tion for ordinationat a meeting of attended meeting Tuesday at the
r. and Mrs. Henry Pelgrim,
Mr,
the Holland classis of the Christian
Kin Helene Pelfrrim, Mrs. Kath- Reformed church in Central Ave- home of Mrs. Neal Eastman. Mrs. Th« horns of Mr. and Mrs. John
Ben Hole assisted the hostess.
erinei Elbera and Mrs. Marvin LinM. Park, Jr., Coopersville was the
nue church last week Thursday.
deman left Holland Wednesday for The Rev. D. Zwier and the Rev. L. Plans for class Valentine party scene of a memorable occasion last
were
discussed.
a visit to Florida.
Van Lear were selected as minis- The Rev. and Mrs. John Steun- Sunday, as they kept open house
In honor of his father, John M.
terial delegates to the synod at
Ernest Frank of 255 East Uth Calvin college .Grand Rapids, on enberg were in De Motte, Ind., Park, Sr., celebratinghis 90th
Thursday to be present at the inSt is confined to his home as a re- June 9. Other delegates from t
stallationof their son, the Rev. birthday anniversary.Mr. Park,
sult of an automobile accident FriHolland classis will be Elders A. Henri Steunenberg,as pastor of who is the only Civil War veteran
day night. He is slowly improving. Peters and Nick Stielstra. Presid
living in Coopersville at the presAmerican Reformed church.
ent time, is perhaps one of the
ing officerwas the Rev. Daniel
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob H. De Free,
The death of Mrs. Barbara Zwier. The Rev. Peter Jonker was who have been spendingthe past youngest in the state, and certainly
the youngest as far as his ability
Dmek caused her son, Joe Drnek, clerk.
few weeks at their winter home in
to get about is concerned. —
and Mrs. Dmek, to go to ChicaHollywood,Fla., are expected to
When asked as to his secret for
Friday a son was bom to Mr. and
go Saturday.
return about Feb. 1.
remaining “young” at such an age,
Mrs. Hyo Bos of 418 College Ave.
Dick Miles was in Columbus,0.,
Mr. Park replied: “There are two
Miss Clarine Elenbaas of 200 in Holland hospital. Mrs. Bos is las week on business.
West 14th St, is in St Petersburg, the former Miss Winifred Bushee John Van Dyk of Chicago visit- mottoes I have adopted. One is
'Just keep going,’ and the other
of Fennville.
Fla., visiting friends.
ed his father, th? Rev. F. J. Van
'Never do anything today for which
Dyk, over the week-end.
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Trade them
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days.

few
Judge Irving

Why

you will be sorry tomorrow.’ ”

'

J. Tucker, probate
judge of Allegan county, will speak
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ent the eeat at

Ward*

tire man approlt# your old tires today!

liberal trade-in offer

on them. Wards

liberal

Hoi

aDowanco

mob
90M

Riversides.

No Finer Tires Made!

LESSON

/

Only America's finest

r

Wards. Here's how
Love

.

.

a long way to help pay for new

SCHOOL

on 7‘The Challengeof Youthf’ at
the regular meeting of the LakeJanuary 29, 1939.
view school Parent-Teachersassociation at 7:30 p.m. • Tuesday.
Peter DeclaresHis
The problem of juveniledelin- 21:11-19.
quency will be considered in his

CONDITIONED UNITS AND
DRY STORAGE COMPARTMENTS ARE BECOMING
THE VOGUE-FLEXIBILITY
AND SPECIALIZATION
ARE APPARENT IN REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

not let

you a

4AAAAAAAAA4AaaiUhiAMAAA

THE SUNDAY

.

Riverside’s already-low prices!

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bremer of
Ann Arbor are visitingtheir par- TtfTiiYvvvvvvvtvvvvvVVVF
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bremer and Mrs. Dick De Witt, for a

In

tires
it

could be backed by a warranty as strong as

readsi “Every Riversideis warrantedto give

satisfactory service withoutlimit os to time or mileage. Necettary

— John

made

justments

at any of

Wards 600 Stores or

ad*

9 Mall Order Houses.^

talk.

Henry Geerlings
The Virginia Park Community
club play this year will be “Abie’s
k^tvvvy
Vvvvvvtvvvvvvvvvv
Irish Rose." It will be presented
about the first week in April.
The resurrection of Christ was
The Centred Park Ladies’ Miss- unexpectedby His followers,even
ionary society will meet in the though He had revealed it to them
church parlors Thursday after- as a coming fact At least they did
noon. Mrs. Elmer Teusink and not grasp its significance. But
Mrs. James Cook will sing a duet, proofs were provided to remove
and Mrs. Russel Teusink, Mrs. all doubts that He was truly living

Use Wards Monthly Payment Plan
No need to wait for cash. Ask the salesman

for complete detail

on

Wards new Payment Plan.

HEBBS

Montgomery Ward

Van Putten and Miss again. The women receivedthe
Grace Teusink will take part in a proof first. When Peter and John
playlet Mrs. Dick Vander Meer heard the re ort they hurried to
will speak on the subject “Why the tomb,
lev found that
I Should Belong to a Missionary body was gone,, but that there was
Society.” Hostesseswill be Mrs. no sign of haste as though it had
John L. Van Huis and Mrs. John been taken elsewherefor burial,
Teninga.
HOLLAND,
or had been stolen.The fact that
3188
25 EAST EIGHTH STREET
About 30 members of the Will- the wrappings were still there,
ing Workers Aid society met at showed that there was something
the church Thursday afternoon remarkable about the absence ol
Expires March 4
and ratified a new constitutionfor the body. John appears to have his Lord to raise any question
the organization. The 1939 sche- believed that the resurrection had about his sincere affectionfor Him.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
dule was also issued. Mrs. John taken place, though its full mean- His answer was a plea for recogIn the Circuit Court for the
Helmink and Mrs. James Cook ing had hardly come to him. It is nition of his love for Christ.
County of Ottawa.
Each time Peter answeredhe was
were hostesses.
In Chancery.
probable that Peter was so amazThe Rev. F. J. Van Dyk and ed and uncertain that he did not assigned a pastor’s work. He was
HENRY BARON,
Win ton Stephan went to Grand reach as far in his faith at the time to feed the lambs, tend and feed POEST, and JOHN A. HARTRapids Friday night to hear a pro- as John did. But there was nothing the sheep. When he had finished GERINK, Trustees of the Segregram by Alec Templeton, blind they could do about the matter. the assignment Jesus gave Peter rated Assets of the Zeeland State
pianist.
They had the fact of the empty a new outlook for his future. As Bank, a Michigan Corporation,
a young man he had strength and Plaintiffsvs. HENRY G. VAN
tomb, and the strange condition
was independent.Age would be DAM and MINNIE VAN DAM,
in the tomb, but they could only
coming when in comparativehelp- Defendants.
wait. So they returned to their
Expires Feb. 11—17570
lessness he would be dependent on
own home.
Notice of Sale.
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
others. In his younger days he en11.57
Postage and Express
Christ, however, did more than joyed a large measure of freedom.
In pursuanceof a decree of the
The
Probate
Court
for
the
Coun40.00
Cook— Washington
Holland, Mich., Jan. 10, 1939
appear to show that He was alive. He could come and go at will. In Circuit Court for the County of Ot11.72 ty of Ottawa.
Du Saar Photo Shop
1/
At a session of said Court, held He manifested Himself, showing a sense he was his own master. tawa, In Chancery, made and en72.82
The Board of Educationmet in Gamble Hinged Co .........
His power, His continuedability But from this point on he would tered on the 25th day of June, A.
at
the
Probate
Office
in
the
City
of
.19
regular session and was called to Holland Electric Co .......
to minister, and His concern for have his freedom largely taken D., 1938, in the above entitled
22.77 Grand Haven in the said County,
Rubank, Inc .....................
order by the President.
the ministry, in which the apostles from him. In the future he would cause, I, the subscriber,a Circuit
33.04 on the 20th day of Jan., A. D.,
Jas. A. Brouwer Co .......
Members all present except
were soon to be engaged.The set- do the bidding of another. He Court Commissioner for the Coun1939.
717.08
Meyer Music House ........
Trustee Kollen.
ting for this manifestation was a would be imprisoned and taken ty of Ottawa, Michigan, shall sell
Present,
Hon.
Cora
Vande
Wa19.25
Trustee Arendshorst opened Michigan School Service
fishing scene in which seven of forth at the command of the Roman at public auction or vendue to the
Monroe
Calculating Co...
18.00 ter, Judge of Probate.
with prayer.
%
In the Matter of the Estate of them took part It was at Peter’s authoritiesand nailed to the cross; highest bidder at the North Front
19.52
A.
J.
Nystrom
Co .........
:!:i
The minutes of the previous
suggestion that they went fishing. not that he would be unwilling to Door of the Court House in the
Levi B. Hicks, Deceased.
.59
meeting were read and approved. Express ............................
Perhaps it was the call of former do it for his Master but it would City of Grand Haven, in said Coun61.28
It appearing to the court that
The committee on Claims and Central Mich. Paper Co.
occupation,or it may be that they not be his choice if he had his way. ty of Ottawa, State of Michigan,
.55 the time for presentation of claims
Accounts reported favorably on Associated Truck Line
needed to have fish for their imon the 14th day of March, A. D.,
Holland Printing Co ......... 143.88 against said estate should be limthe following accounts:
mediate support. But on that par1939, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon,
Vyn
Company
1.93 ited, and that a time and place be
Clerk and Attendance Secy.
ticularnight they had no success.
Eastern Standard Time, of that
Expires
April 22
Express
................
.75 appointed to receive,examine and
Salaries ................................
$ 224.15
They took nothing. They seemed to
day, all those certain lands and
H.
W.
Wilson
Co.
19.00
adjust
all
claims
and
demands
5.46
Ihling Bros .........................
have lost their skill. Toward mornpremises or bo much thereof as
American Library Assoc. '
3.00 against said deceased by and beMich. Bell TelephoneCo.
30.25
ing they had a pleasing surprise.
MORTGAGE SALE
shall be necessary to pay and satis2.19 fore said court:
Follett Book Co ...............
6.00
Holland City News ............
Jesus stood on the shore and dify the amount of the said decree,
Rand
McNally
Co ...........
6.17
It
is
Ordered,
That
creditors
of
Secretary’s Salary ............
20.85
rected them where to cast the net.
Default having been made in the viz: $8,623.47,and the costs and
J. J. Riemersma ................
17.51 said deceased are required to preThe "glad-to-heot-you"cod does RstH proud with
Teachers’ Salary
The taking was remarkable.
conditions of a certain mortgage expenses of this sale, together with
7.71 sent their claims to said court at
January Salaries ................17,340.00 Russell Welch ....................
the way it heati, left on ita own, throughout all thoaa
John
first
recognized
Him.
Peter
signed
and
executed
by
Adolph
interest
thereon
from
the
date
of
(Expenses to Lansing)
said Probate Office on or before the
Row PetersonCo ............. 12.89
waded ashore at once, eager to get Jesiek and Hattie Jesiek, his wife, the decree at 6 per cent; and if
Janitor’s Salary
24th
day
of
May,
A.
D.,
1939,
long, cold hours between bedtime and breakfcntl
1.00
Board of Ed., Kalamazoo
to Christ.They saw a charcoal fire and Joseph Jesiek, Jr., a widower, said sale is insufficient to pay these
329.72 January Salaries ................1,634.50 at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
• Quarrie and Company ....
THEN, soon as you're up, UP goes the house temperaBolhuis Lumber Co.
.49 time and place being hereby ap- which Jesus had started. He invited on the first day of June in the amounts, then to certify the defi' Arlo Pub. Co .....................
18.37
Bontekoe
Grocery
.........
26.80 pointed for the examination and them to break their fast He took year one thousand nine hundred ciency to the Court for a personal
ture to wherever you please, with this clinker-free lire
Beckley Cardy Co .............
4.53
Board of Public Works.
354.64 adjustment of all claims and de- the place of a servant waiting on twenty-two to the First State Bank decree against the said defendants
J. C. Winston Co .............
18.27
so
ready and eager for ACTION 1 Conquer the cold
them. This was the third time the of Holland, Michigan,a Corpora- Henry G. Van Dam and Minnie
13.69 mands against said deceased.
C. B. Dolge .....................
Rand McNally Co .............
.69
disciples
had
been
privileged
to
be
tion
organized
and
existing
by
virHolland Electric Co ......
15.58
Van
Dam
and/or
each
of
them,
for
with
ease and economy with
It is Further Ordered, That pubMich. Reading Circle ......
13.64
Fuller Brush Co ............
20.11 lic notice thereof be given by pub- in the presence of the risen Christ. tue of the laws of the State of the payment of such deficiency.
Macmillan Co .................
20.15
Cudahy Packing Co ......
26.95 lication of a copy of this order for
Said Property being described
Peter was singled out for a Michigan, as mortgagee and reNewsom Company ............
.50
Corner Hardware .........
.50 three successive weeks previous ti particulartesting.He was to have corded on the third day of June, as follows:
Houghton Mifflin Co .........
1.45
Jas. Brouwer Co ............
33.75 said day of hearing, in the Hoi a thorough examination, in which 1922, in the office of the Register
The South one-half (Sty ) of
Oxford Univ. Press ........
9.31
De
Pree
Hardware
.......
3.24 land City News, a newspaper print- he was to be allowed to prove him- of Deeds of Ottawa County, Michthe Northeast quarter (NKty) of
Milton Bradley Co .............
35.75
Holland Super Service
3.90 ed and circulatedin said county.
self worthy of being entrusted with igan, in Liber 134 of Mortgages on
Section Thirty-one (31), Town
Chas. Scribner’s Sons ....
5.43
sihlwil a. s. Pat*nt Oifim
J. k H. De Jongh .........
7.38
the work of a pastor. If he was to page 100; which said mortgage was
CORA VANDE WATER,
Five (5) North, Range Thirteen
Junior Literary Guild ....
4.50
duly
assigned
to
William
J.
WestDe
Vries and Dornbos
7.44
Judge of Probate. be useful it would be because of
(13) West
Express ..............................
.22
Michigan Gas Co ............
26.91 A true copy:
his relationshipto the Master. He veer, R. A. Hoek, and Edward
. Thai Practically
Lussky White Co .............
1.88
Gerrit Kraght .................
19.50
Harriet Swart,
did not have the natural disposi- Garvelink, Trustees of the SegreCentral Hardware ............
2.53
The
East
one-half
(Ety)
of
PREMIUM POCAHONTAS— ALL SIZES
P.M. Freight ...................
160.47
tion and tendency to qualify him gated Assets of the First State
Register of Probate.
A. L. Holcomb ....................
18.99
the Northwest Quarter (NWty)
Carrs Fork Sales Co.
76.64
for the work about to be assigned Bank of Holland, Michigan, on the
COKE - BRIQUETS — HARD COAL
Vyrt & Co ...........................
1.65
of the Southeast quarter (SEty)
Gebben & Vanden Berg
24.00
to him. Jesus addressed him as fifteenthday of November, A. D.,
BLUE
FLAME SMOKELESS STOKER COAL
Grand Rapids Wood Fin.
1.61
of
Section
Thirty-one
(31),
Town
Model Laundry, 2 mos.
29.91
Simon, not as Peter. He inquired 1936, by assignment recorded in
Expires March 4
Holland ElectricCo .........
.40
Five (5) North, Range Thirteen
WOOD AND KINDLING
the
office of the Register of Deeds
Holland
State Bank .....
8.25
whether Peter loved Him more
Bolhuis Lumber Co ......... 217.59
(13) West
STATE OF MICHIGAN
than the others did, thus recalling of Ottawa County, Michigan,in
Koop Electric Co ............. 29.15 Peoples’ State Bank ...... 1,412.60
In the Circuit Court for the his boast about his personal loyal- Liber 180 of Mortgages on page
Vogelzang Hardware
.45
W. Wiersema ....................
.60
The West one-half (Wty) of
37.
Central Hardware
11.40 County of Ottawa.
ty. The love was rather a putting
De Pree Hdw ...................
10.61
the Northeast Quarter (NEty)
In Chancery.
H. C. Bontekoe .....
16.84
And
C.
Vander
Meulen
having
Jesus first, a complete devotion to
Zoerman Hdw ...................
1.75
of the Southeast quarter (SEty)
Nurse .................................. 108.00 White Bros. Electric ........ 482.50 STATE SAVINGS ASSOCIA- Him. He could not reach up to that been appointed as a Trustee of the
of Section Thirty-one (31), Town '’00116 2679
Bolhuis
Lumber
Co ......... .58 TION, a Michigan Corporation, exalted word, but he was sure that Segregated Assets of the First
496 Columbia A?e
Salaries,school clerks ....
160.00
Five (5) North, Range Thirteen
Comer
Hardware .............. 2.11 Plaintiff vs. JOHN G. EMERY and Jesus knew He had a deep affec- State Bank of Holland, Michigan,
BJ. H. De Jongh ................
3.88
(13) West
Service Machinery Co ..... 5.67 ETHEL M. EMERY, Defendants. tion for Him, the love that prefers to succeed the said William J.
Express ..............................
2.55
Holland Electric Co ......... 1.79
Westveer,
resigned, by the order
In
pursuance
of
a
decree
of
the
being
with
Him,
the
love
that
is
Superior Ice Co .................
4.93
The above parcels of land beHarry Prins ........................ 13.63 Meengs & Rypma ............ 2.40 Circuit Court for the County of full of sentiment and emotion. of the Commissioner of the State
ing located in the Township of
Jas. Brouwer Co .............4.65 Ottawa, In Chancery, made and en- Again he was asked if he could Banking Department of Michigan,
Elm Valley Milk Co .........
10.00
Jamestown, Ottawa County,
De Pree Hdw. Co .............2.95 tered on the 4th day of January, put Jesus first, be wholly devoted approved by the Governor of the
J. Verhulst ..........................I 19.36
Michigan.
Firestone Service ............ 7.80 A. D., 1939, in the above entitled to Him, to love Him in that noblest State of Michigan,said order of
Singer Sewing Machine
1.70
Express
...............................44 cause, I, the subscriber,a Circuit sense. The comparison between appointmentbelny recorded in the Dated: January 26th, 1939.
Zoerman Hdw ...................
.43
J. Thomas Mahan,
Frank Smith ...................... 2.50 Court Commissionerfor the Coun- him and the others was omitted office of the Register of Deeds of
Central Hardware ............
.25
Circuit Court Commissioner,
J. Westenbroek & Co ..... 1.70 ty of Ottawa, Michigan, shall sell this time. His answer was as be- Ottawa County, Michigan, in Liber
Superior Sport Store ......
25.70
Ottawa County, Michigan.
Zoerman Hardware ..........2.44 at public auction or vendue to the fore. He could not bring himself to 266 of Deeds on page 106.
Du Mez Bros .....................
4.06
Lokker and Den Herder,
Keppel’s Sons ....................
3.75 highest bidder at the North Front trust himself to claim that highest
AND
WHEREAS,
the
power
of
H. J. Arens ........................
2.45
Moved by Trustee De Roster Door of the Court House in the type of love. He had boasted be- ale In said mortgage has become Attorneys for Plaintiff.
Corner Hardware ............
1.50
BusinessAddress:
supported
by Trustee Olert that City of Grand Haven, in said fore to his shame. He would not operative and no suit or proceedS. S. Kresge Co ...............
2.37
Holland, Michigan.
the
report
be
adopted
and
orders
risk
doing
so
again.
The
third
time
ing
at
law
having
been
instituted
County of Ottawa, State of Mich
Ihling Bros .......................
9.00
drawn for the several amounts. igan, on the 14th day of March, A. Jesus comes down to Peter’s own to recover the debts secured by said
Central Mich. Paper Co.
1.84
Carried, all members voting aye. D., 1939, at 10 o’clockin the fore- word for love as if to really test mortgages or any part thereof and
Elm Valley Milk Co.Moved by Trustee Goerlings noon, Eastern Standard Time, of Peter’s sincerity in having affec- there is claimed to be due on said In the DistrictCourt of the Un(3 months) .................... 123.11
supportedby Trustee Dampen that that day, all those certain lands tion for Him. When he heard this mortgage on the date hereof, the ited States for the Western DisFris Book Store ................
3.83
5.90 Supt. Fell and Trustee Van Lente and premisesor so much thereof word used he was deeply grieved total sum of Twelve Hundred Forty trict of Michigan, SouthernDivisW. M. Welch Co ...............
be delegated to attend the annual
•H. R. Brink ........................
2.25
as shall be necessary to ply and to think that it was possible for and 20/100 ($1,240.20) Dollars, ion— In Bankruptcy.
N.E.A. convention at Cleveland,
principal and interest.
John Schreur, individually and
Van Putten Grocery ........
35.57
satisfy the amount of the said deOhio. Carried all members voting
NOW
THEREFORE,
notice is doing business as Ottawa Printing
Wade Drug Store ..............
16.56
cree,
vix:
$1,689.05,
and
the
costs
aye.
Arctic Spring Water Co...
2.40
hereby given that, pursuant to the Company, Bankrupt No. 7811.
Expires Feb. 11-17729
and expensesof this sale, togethBoard adjourned.
To the creditorsof John Schreur,
5.88
statute and the power of sale in
Student help ......................
STATE OF MICHIGAN
er with interest thereon from the
De Pree Hardware ............
1.89
Henry Geerlings, secretary. date of the decree at 7 per cent; The Probate Court for the Coun- said mortgage contained, fof the individuallyand doing business as
purpose of satisfyingthe sums due Ottawa Printing Company, of Holand if said sale is insufficient to pay ty of Ottawa.
these amounts, tfien to certify the
At a session of said Court, held on said mortgage, the costs and land, County of Ottawa, and district aforesaid. Notice is hereby
deficiencyto the Court for a per- at the Probate Office in the Cits charges of said sale and any taxes
glvert that.on the 11th day of Jansonal decree against the said de- of Grand Haven in the said County and insurance premiums paid befendant John G. Emery, for the on the 21st day of Jan., A. D., fore date of said sale by tne mort- uaiy, 1939, the said John Schreur,
gsgee or assignees of the mort- individuallyand doing business as
payment of such deficiency.
1939.
Ottawa Printing Company, was duly
Said Property being described Present, Hon. Cora VandeWater, gagee, the said mortgage wil
foreclosed for the sale of the adjudged bankrupt, and that an oras follows;
Judge of Probate.
The South Ten (10) acres of In the Matter of the Estate of premisesto the highest bidder at der has been made fixing the place
public auction on the 24th day of below named as the place of meetHarriet B. Deary, Deceased.
the North Twenty (20) acres of
in the
urc aitciafter- ing of creditors,and that the first
the northeast fractionalquarter It appearing to the court that April, 1939, at 2:00 ill
noon of said day at the north front meeting of creditors will be held
of the northeast quarter of Sec- the time for presentation of claims
door of the Court House in the at my office, Suite 845, Michigan
tion Four (4), Town Seven (7) against said estate should be limCity of Grand Haven. Michigan, Trust building, Grand Rapids,
North, Range Sixteen (16) West ited, and that a time and place be
said premises being described as Michigan,in said district, on the
of Grand Haven Township,Otta- appointed to receive,examine and
follows:
7th day of February,1939, at 11
wa County, Michigan.
adjust all claims and demands
All that part and parcel of land a. m., eastern standard time, at
Dated: January 26th, 1939.
agpinst said deceased by and be- situated In the Township of Park. which time the said creditorsmay
J. Thomas Mahan,
fore said court:
County of Ottawa and State of attend, prove their claims,examine
United States Tires
Batteries
Circuit Court Commissioner, It Is Ordered, That creditors of
the bankrupt, elect a trustee and
Michigan, vis:
Ottawa County. Michigan. said deceased are required to preLots numbered one (1), except transactsuch other businessas
Carraody, Geib k Walsh,
sent their claims to said court at
the west seven feet thereof, lots mky properly come before such
Attorneys
for Plaintiff.
said Probate Office on or before
They found • Job for roe when I needed
meeting.
922 Michigan Trust Bldg.,
the 24th day ef May, A. D. two (2), three (3), and the west
CHARLES B. BLAIR,
twenty
(20)
feet
of
lot
numbered
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
1939, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
000* They’ve helped furnish my home,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
four (4) in Scott’s Macktawa
said time and place being hereby
Grove, accordingto the recorded J. THOMAS MAHAN,
for the examinationand
brought to tight • dealer in good used cars,
Holland, Michigan,
plat thereof, of record in the Office
Chat* Vaft Zylen, Prop.
of all claims and de- of the Register of Deeds of OttaAttornev for Bankrupt.
sald deceased.
Notlre—
No
claim
will
be
receivwa
County,
Michigan.
mtde it etsier to find an aptrtroent when
182 River
Phone 5695
Is Farther Ordered, That pub- Dated: January 23, 1939.
ed for filing unless claim back is
lic notice thereof be given by pubR. A. HOEK, EDWARD GAR- filled out* including name, complete
movini day cornea around. And, best of all,
Batteriesaai other ink. Beet lication of a copy of this order for
VELINK, and C. VANDER address of claimant* together with
market price; ake feed and aagar three successive weeks previous to
MEULEN, Trustees of the Seg- amount claimed.
thcyxave me money
said day of hearing, in the Holregated Assets
Asm
of the First
Fbdng Up Arguments
land City News, a newspaper printState Banhoj
k- of Holland,
_
__Michigan,
"A man can alwaya fix up arguAcrestec
With
Uncle
Ebea
ed and circulatedin said county.
Assignees of the Mortgagee.
rtgagee.
ments to quiet his conscience,”said
“Folks dat don’t agree wtf me,”
<X>RA VAN DE WATER,
C. Vander Meulen,
Hi Ho, the sage of Chinatown, "bi
said Uncle Eben, “may be wrong,
Judge of Probate. Attorneyfor Assignees of
Gordon
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municipal water works. This ap- ity. Mrs, Henry Steffens,
DRENTHE
paratus will show the water level made an announcement
wr
GOOD ROAD
and the water pressure on the to the display of Michigan
A letter of thanks was reaa from
street mains and it will have con- the Netherlandsmuseum this
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Barensq and
•ad Mr*. Joe Geerdt and trols at the municipal light plant week. Miss Adelaide Dykhuizen During the last few years, Holchildren.Their daughter bla is
motored to Grand Rapids by which to manipulatethe city and Miss Evelyn Steketee assisted land was connected up with a supervery much improved and hopes to
pumps so that the water supply the hostess.Mrs. James H. Warner highway to Sauntuck; and the
be up and around soon.
Holland end of M-40 to Hamilton
may be taken care of efficiently presided.
Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Van Dam
The Hope Church Men*s Club will without travelingto the pumphouse
and Allegan and beyond has been
and Gerald were recent visitors
( Continued from page 1)
met next week Wednesday, Feb. at every provocation.
The afternoon service in Graaf- built. It was very important to
with their brother and sister, Mr.
, at 6 p. m. to listen to Dr. Wilschap church Sunday was in charge Holland to have Hamilton-Alleganthat chy. They held sway at the
and Mrs. Gerrit De Kleine.
i Wells Thoms of Arabia, who
connection;
however,
the
highway
of
the
Rev.
P.
Jonker,
while
the
.....
.
evening
the
Gleaners
Flint Athletic Club.
Many local people are confined
: have as his subject “Long Live
goes
further
as
has
been
written
1 Refc
class of Third
Reformed church afternoon service at Sixteenth St
A wire has lust been received to their homes with cold and sore
of the Arsbs.N This is an
will meet in the home of Miss Han- Christian Reformed church was in so often before in this publication.from Miss Dons Hurtig, who is throats.
ent made by secretary na G. Hoekje, the teacher.
This is the beginning of the to put on the floor show, that some
charge of the Rev. H. Blystra of
Mr. Bert Ter Haar, Sr., of HolS. Maentz of the Men’s
Midhigan-Eriehighway, connect- specialnumbers have been arrangGraafschap.
land called on his ihidren, Mr.
Miss Lilllian De Boer of 5D East
ing these two big bodies of water
ed for, that are going to bring a and Mrs. Bert Ter Haar, on SatSeventh St gave a crystal shower Two theologicalstudents of Cal- with the Michiganterminal at Hoi*
Mayor Lester C. Doerr,
chaplain Tuesday evening in honor of Miss vin Seminary will have charge of land and the Ohio terminal at Tol- riot of fun. Bill Band, a card man- nrdav. Mr. Bert Ter Haar, Jr.,
pet.
fm the 126th Infantry, will... t(j^re#g Dorothy Brower. A clever gift the services at North Street Chr. edo. Much of this road has been ipulator from the Stevens Hotel. has been confined to his home the
Chicago, will be one of them, ana past two weeks.
i regular Monday meeting of the
hunt was arranged, with clues con- Ref. Church, Zeeland, next Sun- built, and as money is available, it
Certificates,
apidiangeclub on some vital topic cealed in balloons which also serv- day. Peter De Jonge will occupy will be completedwithin the near there is Lee Miller,a girl singer
Mrs. Maggie Gelb and Mrs. L.
from WJJD of Chicago who will Cortenhof of Grand Rapids and
^ related to Americanism or Christhe
pulpit
in
the
morning
and
ed as decorations.After the hunt
future, connecting Holland directbe prominenton the program. Pat- Mrs. Ward of Lowell were dinner
|tian Democracy.He is a well known the group enjoyed playing games. Gifford Van Der Ark in the afterpreciate
call for the
ly with the big trunk lines from
sy Mann, acrobatic aancer, recent- guests of Mrs. Mattie Fynweaver
* r and administrator and a Mrs. John De Boer, Mrs. Charles noon and evening.
New York to San Francisco.
ly with the Dudley Roger
Rogers show,
--- speaker. He has been se- Brower and Mrs. George W. Deur
week Wednesday,
Holland’s end was completed
payable to
earliest
has also been engaged. Sheds the
-oired through Mayor Henry Geerds served refreshments.
A number of Oakland young wo- first, in which we are fortunate.Do cleverest in the business. These
' the Holland duo. Secretary LamNEW GRONINGEN
men motored to Zeeland Monday you know that for five years a
only a few of the many attracience as
to close this matter.
ia looking for a large attenAn oyster supper, the favorite evening to attend the Holland-Zee- Holland delegation under the di- are
tions,
not
counting
the
wonderful
Mr. Doerr served efficiently meal of Frank A. Wierda, Sr., of
The
members
of
the
Class
of
land meeting of the Young Wo- rection of the chamber of commerce orchestralmusic and the opportun1 many years for the meetings at
1915 of the New Groningen public
Allendale,was served Tuesday men’s Societies in the North St. has been working quietly but effecity to dance.
and Rapids of District No. 4, M.- evening at a surprise party in honschools held a reunion in the form
tivelv to have this road become a
Chr. Ref. church.
The Tavern will also serve din- of a pot-luck supper at the home
L, having charge of arranging or of his 72nd birthday anniverfact: They have made trips over
ners for those who wish to dine of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Meeuwsen
various rooms needed by the sary.
William D. Van Loo, one time the entire route, calling meetings and dance. We mustn’t forget the in Zeeland Friday evening,when
gatheringthere.
county treasurer, who suffered a in every important center that decorations. Bill Nies has charge fourteen in all participated.FolVirginiaPark Community Frank Barendseof the City Mis- serious heart attack about three would be served by that highway. of that, and he will no doubt do lowing the supper a sociable hour
Holland, Michigan
dub held its annual rabbit supper sion orchestra was honored at a weeks ago is recovering very nice- The local committee even nelped _ good job. Phil Vicari is the tic- was spent when games were playAllegan get its new bridge, now
rise birthday party Tuesday ly at his home.
Wedm
Wednesday night at the Communiket man, Russel Haight has charge ed and prises were won by Mrs. A.
built, spanning this highway. Hamit at the home of Supt. and Mrs.
ty hall. Rabbi Jerome D. Folkman
of the publicity, and George Dam- Veele, Leonard De Zwaan, knd ArMember Federal Reserve System
ilton
gives
us
unstinted
praise
beof Grand Rapids, spoke on the Eur- George Trotter of 129 East Ninth
The Hannah Society of tthe First cause this new highway not only son is the watchdog at the treas- thur Ploegsma. Those participaitopean situation.Ralph Van Lento, St.
ury.
The
tickets
for
the
dance
at
Chr. Ref. church, a ladies organiing in the party, besides
__ the
----- ho:
JOlt
gave them a usable road to get to
Nst, ______ _
_____ npanied by
$2 per couple are now on sale and and hostess, were Mr. and Mrs.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
At
6:30
Friday
evening
the zation of Zeeland, serving benefits He’’
•lolland, but gave them a new conSwierenga.The Rev. F. J.
can be obtained from any member Fred Van Der Molen, Mr. and Mrs.
for the Christian School, will meet
Beechwood
Get-Together
club
will
crete
bridge,
the
pride
of
the
vilVan Djkjjronounced the invocaof the Lioni Club, and remember, C. Van Den Bosch, Mr. and Mrs.
hold a pot-luck supper. Partici- at the First Church chapel this lage.
l tkm. Edgar Holkeboerplayed sevpart of the proceeds from the Marvin Smith, Mr. and Mrs. LeonFriday
afternoon,
when
all interThis was done by the chamber
STTi
marimba selections,and the pants are urged to bring their own ested are invited to attend. Rev.
dance at *the Tavern Saturday ard De Zwaan, Mr. and Mrs. ArFan Lente septet sang several sandwiches and a dish for the ta- Dick Walters of Holland will be of commerce and a committee of night will go to the National Foun- thur Ploegsma, and Mr. and Mrs.
ble.
15 men, who spent days to motor
. _ Mr. Klinkenbergsho
dation for InfantileParalysis, Adrian Veele.
the speaker for the occasion.
to places where the message would
pictures. R. E. Chapn
while the balance will remain here
Initiation for staff members will
do the most good, and this was for use by the sponsoring club in
at of the dub, served as
William Oostendorp, youngest
be featured Friday night at a reg— _____ r. Mrs. George Heneveld ular meeting of Erutha Rebekah son of the late Rev. H. Oostendorp, done without cost to anyone, only checking the spread of disease loMrs. Albert Kuypers were in lodge. The new officers will serve who has been making his home with to the men who were willing to cally.
give of their efforts and money.
1« of preparing and serving refreshments.
There are at present several
his brother, Rev. E. H. Oosten- These same men are still working
meal. A committee headed by
dorp of Luctor, Kan., since the for the chamber of commerce, aug- cases of infantileparalysis under
C. On thank was in charge of
The old and new members of the death of his father, has returned
treatment of muscle paralysis or
CHFCK I Hf VAI UE
100K A!
itions and arrangingthe ta- board of the Federationof Wo- to Zeeland and now will make his mented by a hundred others.These weakness caused by the disease.
roads would never have been built
men’s Bible classes met Tuesday home with Mrs. H. E. Oostendorp
The number of cases varies markafternoonin First Methodist at her home on Cherry street. It but for the Holland men who took edly from year to year. The most
Tbe Holland junior chamber of church. It was announcedthat Miss will be remembered that Rev. Oos- the initial step in this cross-state severe outbreakin Ottawa County
ree will hear Dr. William Mattie Dekker, auxiliary room tendorp dropped dead the early super highway planning. Join the was in 1931 when 20 cases occurrof Holland and Dr. Ralph teacher in East Junior high school, part of last summer while talking chamber, encourage such efforts, ed. The average number of cases
_ Have of Grand Haven, Otta- will speak at 7:30 p. m. Friday at to friends on the veranda of his and it will be a satisfactionto you. annuallyoccurring in the County
VtRAL CENIS LES:
eounty health officer, at a So- a meeting of the Federationin cottage at Buchanan Beach, a Hol- YYYYVmTYYYYYTTYYYYYYVYis four, over a period of 8 years.
Hygiene Day program Monday Ninth Street ChristianReformed land resort.
The National Foundation for InHOLLAND FURNACES CLUT- fantile Paralysis in its consistent
hi m the Warm Friend tavern. church. Mrs. Margaret Markham
TER UP HIGHWAY IN ACCI- effort to combat this disease which
Tonker is chairman of the ed the board in giving favorite
Mrs. Joe De Hoop, Mrs. D. Ver
DENT
m. Ray Kronemeyer urges verses from the Scripture Tuesday.
presents so many problems in conHage,
Mrs.
Mary
Kooyers
and
sbers to be present.
trol and treatment, needs the supMrs. Minnie Meengs, president,led
UHfir
Mrs. P. Wyngarden of Vriesland
Sixteen tons of Holland Furprayer. Mrs. Cornelius Mooi read
were entertained on Tuesday af- naces were here Thursday for ex- port of all who are in a position to
CITMKhf mnl
he'
ielp. Any progress in dealing with
Stndents in Holland Christian some selections from Moslem liter- ternoon at the home of Mrs. Fred
amination
after
having
been
scatCIAUITIEImi frfA
this
disease
more
efficiently
will
ature.
“The
Dream”
was
read
by
are enjoying a short vacaSchemer in Holland.
tered and Iwoken in a truck acci- most likely result from such a unbetween
n the two terms of the Mrs. Markham.
dent on US-16 near Saranac cross- ited movement.
year. Examinations were
Mrs. John Hulst, 5r-» w&s the
Michigan Maid - Swatt Froth
.fed Thursday noon, accordSome of the results of a city- guest of honor Wednesday evening ing, Ionia county, Tuesday.
The furnaces were on their way EIGHTY-TWO SCOUTERS
^°“n A. Swets, and pu- wide survey of community needs at a surprise birthday party given
will receive their report cards were discussed at a meeting of the in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- to Ohio in a Federal Trucking Corp.
TO RECEIVE AWARDS
rou
truck when the vehicle swung out
V *:
P- “• Friday. Holland branch of the American liam Boer of Lawndale Court The
of the line of traffic to go around
“ w high school students will re- Association of University Women
Eighty-two Scouters of the OtFancy Florida
Country Club 8 wu«L Tart Juioo
marriage of Miss Agnes Hulst and
a truck which was helping a car tawa- Allegan Council will receive
- for the second semester Mon- in the home of Mrs. W. S. MerriAlfred Bulthuis on Feb. 24 was anout of the ditch. The furnace truck
Yt and receive their cards at that am on West 12th St., Wednesday
recognition as Veteran Scouters at
nounced.
swerved and smashed into several the annual Council Meeting at HolNo. 2 con
Parochial school children evening. The state council of A.other cars parked nearby.
~ St Francis de Sales dmrch A.U.W. is conductingthe survey
Uek Chocolate Cake - Marshmallowrilling
land
on
Feb.
4
according
to
ProfesJohn L. Sterkens of 220 West
Mrs. Beatrice Van Brocklin, 29, sor E. E. Winter, Area Chairman
also start their seond semes- to stimulate interest in city af14th
St.
was
pleasantly
surprised
of Muskegon suffered a broken arm
Monday morning.
of Leadership and Training.
l airs and to discover defects in acSaturday evening when a group of and cuts on her face; Jean McKay,
tivities already under way. Miss
Field Commissioner W. P. Bilz
friends and relatives dropped in on 15, of Traverse City was cut about
(Bogular lie Valuo)
and Mrs. Bert bcholten of Lavina Cappon, social studies the occasion of his 71st birthday
of Spring Lake will receive recogSteams food Topped
8 expect their son and chairman,made the report She anniversary. The group enjoyed the face and had two teeth knock- nition for 20 years of service and
ed out; and Stanley Van Brocklin Jack SpanglerJr., Scoutmasterof
-jn-Uw, the Rev and Mrs. was assistedin the survey by Mrs.
glyinj: g»mes during the evening. received minor bruises.
-Scholtenand daughterof Peter N. Prins, Miss Ruth WestTroop 1, Grand Haven, will receive
dents were served.
Arthur Hcrsh of Geveland, a
Rapids to visit them Sun- veer, Miss Geraldine Dykhuizen
15 year award. Those who will
Krogar'g Latonia Club Supar-Carbonatad
salesman who was watching the
Bev. Scholten will preach on and Miss Beatrice Hagen. Among
Circle 3 of Ninth Street church towing truck from beside his park- receive 10 year awards includeEdw.
Large
in First Reformed church. the phases investigated and disis having a baked goods sale at ed automobile, had a narrow es- C. Roberts, veteran scoutmaster of
cussed were community pride and
Troop
23,
Grand
Haven,
and
his
bottle*
More than 86 greeting cards have appearance, cooperation of city and the De Vries and Dornbos store cape. The trailer of the furnace assistant John Van Woerkam, also
Alto Eight Othar Dalicioua Bavarogas
received bjr Mrs. Elsie Aus- church agencies, qualificationof beginning at 1 p. m. Saturday.
truck struck him and his car, pinW. D. Aungst and Rev. Chas. Oughning him beneath his automobile. ton of Plainwell, Rev. John H.
«f 118 West 16th St, con- city officialsfor their responsibiliReady to Barra - Quick and Convenient
Then the trailer turned over and Bruggers, Lee Lillie and Perd Rey_ her on her 80th birth- ties, unemployment problems and FITZGERALD WARNS SHERIFFS
TO
ENFORCE
anniversary, which was Sat- labor conditions, concern of
and Hersh was beneath it, his car,
emArmour’* Star
THE GAMBLING LAWS and the 16 tons of furnaces. He re. nolds of Coopersville, Clay Benployers on employes’ living condison of Allegan, Reynard Braak and
ceived
minor
bruises.
tions, shortage of low-rent homes,
Jacob Braak of Spring Lake, E. E.
Armour’s Star Comad Beef Hath
Mb. cans
Another new feature is being in- general health conditions, clinics, Gov. Fitzgerald will crack down
Traffic on the highway was tied
Eady of Otsego, Leon Hopkins and
with
the
state
police
if
local
enin the plant that is going to mnoculations, water supply and
up for four hours.
John Van Tatenhove of Holland,
Avondate - Hand fadmd
of great value to the city’s milk inspection,sewage and gar- forcing officers fail to meet their
J.
Robinson of Wayland, and
works. During the past bage disposal, physical education obligations, the chief executive said PROGRESS CAMPAIGN
Poftod Maat
Stuart
Sessions
of
Saugatuck.
today in releasing a letter he sent
— irtaadentG. P. Rooks
OFF TO A GOOD START
schools, contributions of civic
Those who will receivetheir five
.11 Dl
to
all
prosecutors
and
sheriffs.
i arranged for the installation of
groups toward child health, and
year awards from the Central Dis“This letter means just what it
D Added - Country Club
it and indicatorsfor the religious activities in the communA total of $5,550 was reported
says. Gambling places have been today at the second luncheon in trict are: Le Roy Alder, Randall
Bosch,
Robert
Curtis,
Donald
Den
closed in Macomb county and they
the
the Warm Friend tavern in the Uyl, John De Wilde, Albert Faas1
better keep closed,” Fitzgerald said.
Holland chamber of commerce en, Heath Goodwin,Robert Gordon,
“If there is non-enforcement due to
“program of progress”drive. The Clarence Harris, Edw. A. John,
roc Fresher flavor Use Hot-Dated
willful negligence ouster proceedcampaign to raise $10,500 will end Martin Kammeraad, Clarence Kleis,
lb.
Country Club
ings will be institutedagainst Friday.
bag
J. T. Klomparens, Joe Kramer,
offending officials.”
(1 Jb. bag 49sf
TpjSud
The governor pointed out that Mrs. Jacob Baar, wife of Jacob Raymond Mooi, Ben Mulder, HarMacomb citizens themselves had Baar, a former mayor and post- vard Nevenzel, Robert Rose and
MuMpUre 900 Tfanoe te Sods
taken care of their situation and master of Grand Haven, died at Carl Seif of Holland, and Rev.
Largo
now that there is a lull he deemed her home in Chicago following an Richard Vandenberg of Zeeland.
Brin* tow next pteecription to Yonktr’i Dru, Stoie where
‘ok“* *“•
pkgs.
it advisable to again inform sheriffs
(3 Small pkgs. 89sf
illness of several months.
JOU will be doubly Mured it will be filled n your doctor
and prosecutors what their duties
The deceased was brought to MICHIGAN REDS LEAD EGG
are.
oidere ipecificallylor you at reaeonable price,.
this city on Sunday and funeral
TEST
“I sincerelybelieve in my policy
serviceswere held Tuesday at 10:30
(Anon Largo
of home rule, and in following it I
Draft pk»Iltt«r Pkg.
a.m. from the home of a daughter,
Sweater Juice - Mora Dalicioua - Florida
have taken some hard raps as a
Pens of Rhode Island Red hens
Mrs. Willard Stickney, 526 Slayton
result of what occurred in Macomb
Pure Ivory loop - Flaked
street. The Baars are old pioneers from Ford’s Riverbank Poultry
PRESCRIPTIONS- TRUSSES
county,” the governor said. “Beof Ottawa county and Mr. Baar farm at Eastmanville,Ottawa
cause gambling or any other law
PHONE 2566
knows considerableof Ottawa County, are making some creditaviolation does not at the moment
ble winter egg laying records this
county history.
Golden Ripe
Fancy
» W. 8th 8L
appear to be a burning question I
season.
o
HOLLAND, MICH.
want not only the sheriffs and
One
entry
is leading over all
ib.
4iba25c
13c
prosecutorsto know my position The ministers conference of the breeds
the Maine contest in
Wineeap or Delioione
Classis Zeeland met at the home
but the people as well.
both eggs laid and points scored.
Yellow Napfta leap
of Rev. and Mrs. Kolkman, at OakWhite Solid Heads
“This letter means just what it
It also was the high pent in eggs
land, Monday afternoon.
Naptha
hors
says, and gambling better not open
laid
in
December
and
came
within
o
1
up."
five one-hundredthsof a point of
Flaked Coooanut and Feanute
Mrs. H. P. Harms and Mrs. Hentying
for
first place in points
ry Maentz gave a luncheonWedMoney Hall Sweet
Bed Mpe
nesday afternoon in the latter’s scored for the month.
Circle 3 of Ninth Street church home in honor of Mrs. Gunnar
The farm has just received
Kroger's
Hew
Improved
Wide
Variety
is having a baked goods sale at Heim burger of Stockholm, Sweden, trophy from MichiganState college
the De Vries and Dornbos store the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nico- in recognitionof the best egg proMichigan U. f . Mo. 1
beginning at 1 p. m. Saturday.
demus Bosch. After lunch the group duction during December in ‘its
Hollywood
played bridge. Mrs. Heimburger seventeenth internationalegg lay13
Hon«y
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
received a prize. Other guests in- ing contest. Producingat an 84
per
cent
clip, Ford’s red birds laid
cluded the Mesdames N. Bosch, G.
Firm,
c
the most eggs and scored the most
J. Bosch, W. A. Butler, E. J. Yeopoints
of
any
pen
during
the
mans, Randall C. Bosch, Kenneth
Yearling
month.
De Pree, R. D. Esten, David Boyd,
M. L. Hinga and J. D. French.
it
Miss Julia Boeskoolof Holland
Matinees Daily at 2:30
CMtlimn
Starling J:J0
spent the week end with her parPrice Change— 6^)0
Weeoo Flaky Soda
Evenings— 6:30 and 8:45
Doliciouily Tender Meat
ents at Oakland.
i Shoulder
Circle 3 of Ninth Street church
Continuous on Saturday
is having a baked goods sale at
iy and Saturday, Jan. 27, 28
Expires Feb. 11—17745
Price Change— 5:00
the De Vries and Dornbos store
Kroger's Spedally Prepared
STATE
Serve With Fluffy Dumplinga and Vegetable*
beginning at 1 p. m. Saturday.
HThe Probate Court for the CounFriday and Saturday, Jan. 27,
ty of
'I
Off
Flump. Juicy Morsels Ib.
Quaker
At a session of said Court, held
Expires
Feb.
11--16662
with
at the Probate Office In the City of
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Delicately Flavored - Yearling
O'Brien and Joan BlondeU
The Probate Court for the Coun- Grand Haven in the said County,
on
the
24th
day
of
Jan.,
A.
D.J
Weeoo
fowa, March of TUae,
ty of Ottawa.
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“Dance So
Feet

Little

_

May

Bank

Peoples State

Dance Again”

Ready To Pay Trust

Friday

Certificates

A 20

____

dividend is being paid on

and we would

Trust

amount

having you

you at your

conven-

we desire

Bank

Peoples State

..........

.

_

..

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

1

IKROGEE

Hgw!\

V

EATMORE OLEO

GRAPEFRUIT

_____

i

COUNTRY

J
,nV

BUTTER

CLUB

2

GRAPEFRUIT
DEVIL S

™ 25c

3

FOOD

#
VIENNA BREAD

1

10c

3

10c

lH

tSc

4

2Sc

GINGER ALE

—

CORNED

L

BEEF
2

25(

TOMATOES

—

GRAHAM CRACKERS L

5c

Com

PRESCRIPTIONS

SPOTLIGHT COFFEE

OX

SEE

YOUR

TONKERSi

m

HOLLAND COLONIAL
The Record

P^^WPOF MICHIGAN^^

Ottawa.

Insterless?

LAW OF THE TEXAN”

Feel All

with

At a session of said Court, held

o^v.

Let-Down?

VITROEtTS

1939.

Appb.

5^.

7*.

POTATOES 5 - 19c TomS-.

!2*<

Going Places

POTATOES

3c

fn

Criap
HEAD LETTUCE ^ 5c
Crackers 2
Dog Food 6

7c

LAMB
MEAT

Nakee Ksoollont

MINCE

For Beet Beenlts -

»

»» 12ttc

CORA VANDE

’THREE COMRADES”

WALGREEN SYSTEM AGENCY A
NECor.

WATER

CORA VANDE

Judge of Probate.
true

if

At™.*™

Judge of

W

Egg

Weeoo '

Mash

$1.79

Michigan Maid - Fanoy. Lean

SLICED
Fanoy flab I

BACON
>

Food

PERCH FILLETS
COTTAGE CHEESE
Armour’a Star - Genuine

SPICED

Ib.

15c

Biok. Creamy

24* Dairy '^$1.53
Tightly

Fresh

HAM

^$1.30

20* Dairy

%-lb.pkg.

8 to I Ib. Wooes - lb. ftlo

2

Woven Jersey

Glove*
Nrater r<w*d

12-os.

Wm*

25c

pokUo

CANVAS CLOVIS

tin

Sweet Wholesome Flavor

3

Wl ACCEPT WELFARE ORDERS AND CASH W.

Double Feature

Model Drag Store

$1.39

Scratch had

- Country Club

.

,

19c

» 16c

19c

Fie

&

S

Oats

LEG OF

LambPattteelb.

3^ 49c

£k 21c

LAMB ROAST

|

Present, Hon. Cora Vande Warn, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Siebe C. Nettinga, Deceased.
It appearing to the court that the
time for presentation of claims
against laid estate should be liralited, and that a time and place be
receive,examine and

IPclaims

with

25c

4

CAULIFLOWER

LAMB STEW

at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in the said County,
MEN AND A PRAYER
on the 21st day of Jan., A. D.,
“CHARLIE CHAN IN
1939.
with
HONOLULU”
Mali Year VNaMlne aai Mosnfe
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaT1Y fUASANT-TO-TAKI
with
Yorag »nd Bichard Greene
ter, Judge of Probate.
Sidney Toler
In the Matter of the Estate of
Added—-Episode
Eoisode No. 10 of Serial
Martje Bartels, Deceased.
VlUalaa A B C D I aa* •
“Flamini
r. Tneoday and Wednesday,
ing Frontier”
John Y. Huizenga having filed in
and demands
said Court his final administration
Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 80,
88, 81 and Feb, 1
against said deceased by and before
account, and his petition praying
said court:
for the allowancethereof and for
It is Ordered, That creditors of
the assignmentand distributionof
said deceasedare required to prethe residue of aaid estate.
sent their Claims to said court at
It is Ordered, That the 21st day
with
said Probate Office on or before the
of February, A. D., .1939, at ten o’81st day of May, A. D., 1989,
. Dfrii Powell and Anita Louise
clock in the forenoon, at said Proat ten o'clock in the forenoon, said
hearer aad dark Gable Added— “Stranger Than Fiction’
bate Office, be and is hereby ap- time and place being hereby apNovelty,
CartooR
and
News
Added— News
pointed for examining and allowBTWMBBM mad faUg—
pointed for the examinationand
’* account and hearing said
ig said
Vll^AlMBmMt.eMriL Toudodoc ini
adjustment of all claims and deWednesday and Thursday,
petition;
mands against said deceased.
February 1 and 2
It is Further Ordered, That pubiy aad Saturday,
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by pub- lic notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order for lication of a copy of this order for
60 loUfcZlAittc CapbuIm— A
three successive weeks previous to three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Hol- said day of hearing, in the Hol“SWING SISTER SWING”
land City News, a newspaper print- land City News, a newspaper printv.
ed and circulated
in said county.
----------ed and circulated in said county.
Ken Murray
Jones

10c

^

CHOPS

Eyes

Double Feature

OliVM

LAMB

Stringy?

Buck

25c

10c

Brittle?

•

28

BANANAS

Cookies feM

Nails

Mr

NIGHT— Sat, Jan.

39c Aprteoti Me

Peko Hakes 'C 10c

THEATRES

and Novelty

6

Fob

£2*

MHk

ORANGES 10^ 29c
Fruit

Ivory Hskos

- - -

FIRST

n
A

YDOL

^
SunbHto 3

DOCTOR

15c

t

pai»
P. A.

ACCEPT TMI9 AMAXIMO

«

i

to

25C

CHECKS
OU

ARAMTII

ttemlin k eurter tonmoat
efteari emnlMv ote
nsIm k

«o

!
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Will Celebrate

Unknown Heroes Made Known

Seek to Protect

92nd Year Of

SALE ON ALL

Settling

Here

ij^BTRarr

A dispatch from Lansing states
that three agencies are co-opersting in preparations for an experiment in methods of preventing
deer raids on farm crops.
Michigan State college, the state

a

OP
COMMEMORATION PROGRAM

Novel plans for commemorating
the 92nd anniversaryof the set*
tling of Western Michigan by the
Dutch are nearly completed. Dr.

Wynand

Wichers, president of the

um-

ar ALL wtop
oeava ALL ormna

RULR AND

TGAPtnC

RMUUtnOMa — WMO
NlviB wnurra 01
nm AMB«G LWHT%I0 WMO hTCLVER

farm bureau and the department
of conservation are planning to
test the use of electric fencing as

CUSSES *r a
naxaw wcrooiwr
on PEoawmiMJ— •

a means of keeping hungry deer
out of farm fields. Data on the
cost and operation of electric
fences is now being gathered and
the experiment is to be made soon
In Alcona county where considerable deer damage has occurred in
the past. The territoryexemplifies
the troublewhich may occur where
farms are located in the midst of

Netherlands Pioneer a»d Historical

HERE ARE SMART NEW
STYLES FOR WINTER—
AT A PRICE THAT IS
WITHIN REACH OF
EVERYONE.

*

Every Overcoat Now at

Rock Bottom Price!
\

Sizes 37 to

46

$15.00-

0VERC0ATS now

$16.50-

$0 50
wm

!

’10.”
$18.50
$40 so
OVERCOATS now 12.
OVERCOATS

new

SdA SO
OVERCOATS now 14$30.00- $ 22. 50
$22.50-

Foundation announces that two
films “BeautifulHolland” and a
trip through “Amsterdam,Aikmaar, Volendam and Marken” have
been secured, and will be shown at
this meeting which will be held in

is

The Venice

Crops from Deer
monomt vMoeroPa

PICTURES ARE TO BE PART

Stockholm
of

The Not

A COZY CITY ALL CUT
WITH BRIDGES, WATERWAYS— SPANNING
MANY ISLANDS
By

Dr. A. J.

Brovin

Stockholm, Capital of

Sweden

Stockholm has been the

of Sweden for over 700
There is no other capital &
world so cqt up and ini

with broad waterways and
does there exist such intimate
game land.
tact with wild, romantic
Tests which have been conducted originally a forest-clad rocky
elsewhere indicate that the use of pelago which is still included bl
flash-guns,noise-makers, chemical topography of the beautiful
substances, scarecrows and such with much old and also
devices is not entirelysatisfactory architecture. In this __ _____
as a means of keeping deer off there are at least 13 islands
cultivatedland. Eight-foot,woven
connected with bridges, a
:

the high school auditorium at Holland.
These films will come to Holland
from G. H. Ravelli,American representativeof the Netherland Railways in New York city. Because of
his active interest in the Netherlands Museum, ' Mr. Ravelli has
gone to considerabletrouble to call
these films in. and have them in
Holland for the meeting on February 9th. They are being shown
by special arrangement in various
cities in the United States.“Beautiful Holland” a travelogue in color
is coming here from its showing
in Dallas, Texas on February 8rd.
These two films will be the high
spots of the evening, but additional
entertainment is being arranged to
includemusic and brief remarks by
Foundation members. There will be
no outside speaker for the occas-

Special Music

ion.

ation for Holland’s tenth anniver-

OF MX) CAW WOESTIV LAV
CLAIM TO abomi acnitv&wgTi
acwo vrt W)OQ VIA MG AMO A00RCS5
awd rr will be wecRiBcoou
OuQ HOuOa Q.OLL —

Aw-*.. •

wire fences have been demon- pleasing network. The cKy
strated to be deer proof but their
unique in that it is built

» tl

_

LEONARD DEKKER
PASSES

cost is prohibitivefor the average
numerous beautiful small
farmer and discouraging to large
and peninsulas. Stockholm
scale use.
known as the Venice of the north.
Electric fences heve been exIt Is t very gay capital with ‘
perimentedwith in several other

AWAY

Funeral services for Leonard state s includingPennsylvaniamany bridges and canals __
Dekker, 61, of route 4, Holland, which has had an scute deer dam- waterways like Venice and Amsterwho died unexpectedly of a heart age problem for a considerable dam.
I sometimes think that
attack Tuesday night, will be held time.
Saturday at 1:16 p. m. in the home
The question is why should the dam is more beautiful than Vddee
and at 2 p. m. in Ninth Street farmer pay for s fence to keep out in this respect It has also rightly
MORE GIRLS FOR TULIP
been called the Swedish Versailles
TIME DANCING GROUP Christian Reformed church. The the game who eat his crops un- u It resembles Versailles,
Rev. Herman Schripsema and the invited.
Rev. R. Posthumus will be in V VVVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVVV the show place of the emperors of
The first steps of actual preparFrance, a marvel for beauty. Beaucharge of the services.Burial will

For The

Wooden

I

Shoe Dancers

Special reservations are being sary Tulip Time have been taken
made for members of the Nether-v under the leadership of Miss Malands Pioneer and HistoricalFoun- bel L. Apel, director of Physical
dation, but the meeting will also be Education for girls in the local
open to the public.
schools.Miss Apel, whose home is
Museum officials regret to an- in Sandusky, Ohio, is a graduate of
nounce that the usual openhouse MichiganState Normal College.At
meeting at the Museum wul not be the present time, in preparation
possible this yekr, because many for the Village Green Program, she
exhibition rooms at the Masonic is working with a small group of
Temple are not heated. This an- girls in adapting new dance steps
nouncement is made regretfully,and formations to the music providfor the afternoon get-together held ed by Mr. Peter Buys of Hagern
each year on February 9th was an town, Maryland.Mr. Buys, who at
anticipatedfeature of the day.
last year’s Festival became enthusWillard C. Wichers,Supervise ed with the possibilities of Tulip
Netherlands Pioneer-Historic*
ricad Time, has written this number parFoundation. ticularly for Holland’s woodenshoe dancers. He conducts his own
GLENN GIRL WILL
school of music and is a vice presGO TO WASHINGTON ident of the American Bandmas-

be in Pilgrim

Home

cemetery.

Mr. Dekker, a member of the
Pine Creek school board, had attended a meeting of the board in
the office of Peter Elringa, Hoi
land architect, in the Peoples State
bank building.He returned to his
home and suddenly fell to the floor.
He was dead when a physician arrived.

He was

formerly an elder at
Pine Creek Christian Reformed

Few Arrests

Compared To
the Licenses
ONLY ABOUT THREE OUT OF
EVERY THOUSAND HUNTERS
IN MICHIGAN VIOLATE

tiful narks, canals, harbors, locks,

splendid bridges with pi “
separatedfor street cars, _____ „
bicycle* and pedestrians, all so
nicely arranged for comfort and
pleasure and safety,
waterways separate one
from another and broad quaya
attractivepromenades line the
shores.

The landscape' beauty Is gprOnly about one out every 800 geous. Its many islands are mOy
church.
and form distinctunite which
persons who hunt, fish or trap in
Besides the widow, Mrs. Gertie
Michigan is a violator of the fish not covered under a mass of
Dekker, he is survived by three
scrapers or high buildings,
and game laws.
now
daughters,Mrs. Andrew Dykema
on the mainland, the dty stretches
Prosecution records of the deand Mrs. Russell Dykema, both
back to dark forest*on rocky hilla.
partment of conservation show that
of Holland, Miss Dorothy, at notwithstandingbetter law en- The center of the highest poll
home; seven sons, Gary, William,
$32.50 to
1
forcement the percentageof vio- of the city behind the Royal Palace
Alex, Daniel, Harold and Nicholas,
lations remain low. Although the is the Great Market Place. This
all of Holland and Melvin at home;
now
4,600 arrests made a tragic place, where centuries
11 grandchidren;two great- approximately
last
year
for
fish
and game law many dangerous suspected
ters’ Association.
Miss Sylvia McCarty, daughter Miss Apel, who has achieved out- grandchildren;one sister, Mrs. violations were more than the num- men were publiclyexecuted.
At Skanaen they have a very inof Mr. and Mrs. Harry McCarty of standing results with her dancers Jane Van Lente of Whitewater ber made in any previous year, the
Glenn, Allegan county, has recently in the three years that she has been Wis., and two brothers, Dick am number of persons who bought teresting, world famous open-air
passed her civil service examina- in charge, is allowing one-hundred Henry Dekker, both of Holland.
hunting, fishing
apping museum on the order we saw in
_ and trap_
o
Norway and like, no doqbt, Henry
tion with high standings for Hie fifty more girls to participatethan
licenses also was considerably
mail
job of printer’s assistant in the previously.This will bring the to- HOLLAND SUPERVISORS ATarger than in any
ny previous
previou year. Ford ia copying after in building
TEND LANSING MEET
his GreenfieldVillage at Dearborn,
treasury department at Washing- tal number in the main dance to
Figuringthat
at least 1,400,000
„
1|__
ton, D. C.
persons were licensed to hunt, fish Michigan.
three hundred. Miss Lavina CapNot s few members of the Ottatrap during 1988, the 4,600 ar- I Then they have the Old Riddar*
pon, in charge of the Village Green
wa county board of supervisors or
rests constitute only about tl
three holm Church called the Panth
costumes, is busily engaged in proREV. TER KBUR8T SPEAKS
who went to Lansing this week to
AT GRAND HAVEN' Tiding additional equipment. Mr. attend the annual meeting of the tenths of one per cent— or about of Sweden. Here are the tombs
sarcophigi of the klnqs and reone in every 800.
Friedlen and Mr. Horwich, of the
-marshals.
About 60 men of the Presby- Security SportswearCompany, are State Association of Supervisors The previous largest number of nowned
buildterian church of Grand Haven met arranging with a Chicago cloth- have returnedafter a three-day arrests made In any one year was ing was formerlya church of
session. Mr. Peter Van Ark, Holin the church house for a fellow- ing firm for the making of several
4,328 which was recorded in 1930. Francisiana. This Pantheon v
ship dinner and to hear an ad- hundred caps patternedafter an land, Henry C. Slaughter, Mayn- In 1937 conservation officers took much resembles the old, old Panard Mohr, Hunter Hering, Edward
dress by Rev. Henry Ter Keurst of imported model which has the
4,254 persons into custody.
theon of Rome where many Popes
C. Soule and Charles Lowing were
Trinity Reformed church of Hol- small visor the Dutchman commonCol. William A. Bergin, assistant are entombed and emperors, thus
named
by the board at its January
land. Rev. Ter Keurst discussed the ly wears.
chief of the field administration illustratinghow nations wili copy
meeting as delegates to the con- divisionin charge of law enforce- after one another. Everywhere we
relationshipof true democracy and
In previous years the Village vention.
religion. Rev. J. V. Roth, minister Green Program was held on Tenth
ment for the conservation depart- visited,no matter what country,
Others who were there were John
of the Grand Haven church con- Street borderingCentennial Park.
ment, attributesthe 1938 increase we would always be taken to Art
39 East 8th St.
Phone 3237
Holland, Michigan
Hassold,
John
H.
Ter
Avest,
Gerrit
ducted devotionals and a trio fur- It included a tumblingteam under
to improved patrol methods as well Galleries,Museums, Palaces, StadBottema, Frank Garbrecht, and Al- as to the fact more persons went
nished instrumental and vocal mu- the direction of Joseph Moran and
husses, Parliaments, etc., as these
bert H. Stegenga.
1^1. ^ ^ ^
hunting and fishing than ever be- are always the main attractionsin
sic.
a group of singers trained by Miss
fore. During both the small game every land, even in our city at
Trixie Moore. For 1939 it is hoped
and upland bird, and the deer sea- Tulip Time, and all this is an
The Townsend National Recov- to hold this entire program on BROTHERS SENT UP BY
JUDGE MILES FOR
MODEL RAILROAD
sons, more hunters were contacted account of its collective representaery club will meet next Monday Eighth Street,between River AveLONG PRISON TERMS than during any previous season, tion of the country.
FANS FORM CLUB evening, Jan. 30, in their hall, 179 nue and College Avenue. If a proCol. Bergen points out. More fisherRiver Ave. for election of officers. gram is held at Riverview Park
Then we saw the new Town Hall
Robert and Henry Lake, 21- men also were checked by officers
Model railroad hobbyists here All members are requested to be the dancers will be transferred year-old Grand Rapids twins who during 1938 than in any previous a recent edifice of which any nation
present
there.
could be justly proud, with its
organised the Grand Haven Model
pleaded guilty to a series of store
Miss Jean Bosman is acting as robberies in Michigan, were given year, largely as a result of an ex- impressive tower, a masterpiece of
Railroad Club. The club plans to
tension of the Inland water patrol present-day architecture.
A marriage license for Wilmina piano accompanist at dance rehearwork on a constructionmodel setup
De Vries, 22, of rural route 1, Zee- sals. Eugene Heeter, with the high long prison terms in circuitcourt system. A larger number of patrol
I cannot conceiveof a more
to exhibit during the Junior Chamland, and Franklin Harold De school orchestra, preparesthe re- Monday by Circuit Judge Fred T. boats were put in operation last beautiful hall where the internaber of Commerce hobby show to be
Miles in Allegan circuit.
year and by transporting them freVries, 19, of route 6, Holland, was cordings. Miss Apel is also planheld in the spring. Interest in
Robert, a third offender, must quently on trailersfrom one lake tional medical assembly met just a
issued by County Clerk Carl War- ning two new specialtydances for
few years ago than there is in this
model railroading was stimulated
serve 16 to 30 years in state prison. to another, officerswere able to
ner of Allegan Tuesday.
small groups.
some time ago by exhibit of trains,
Henry, convicted as a second visit more fishing spots than they city hall or Stadhus. We sgw that
the interior was all of mosaic contrackage and other equipment of
offender, was sentenced to serve 10 could under the old system. DurMargaret Markham was
struction, small pieces leu than an
a number of model railroadowners,
to 22 Vi years.
RABBI
SPEAKS
FOR
ing the hunting season, the same inch square and ail gold faced and
called to Kalamazoo suddenly on
Infantile
in the Jonker Hardware company
PREPAREDNESS Bruce Quayle, 20, of Berkley, im- technic was used by shifting road
Wednesday by the illness of Mrs.
there were more than a million
window.
plicated with the Lake twins, was blockades frequently from one site
Elizabeth Baker, her sister.
pieces. I did not count them, but
sentenced to serve one to 16 years to another.
Rabbi Jerome D. Folkma of Conjust seeing was believing for me.
in
prison.
He
was
a
first
offender.
Scarlet fever is keeping the HenArrests for fish law violationsin
Mr. snd Mrs. C. A. French of 66 gregationEmmanuel, Grand RapThis is an assembly hall for festiry Muyskens family of 270 West West 11th St., left here Wednes1 9 8 8 numbered approximately
ids, addressed the Woman’s Litervals of kinn and world famous
REMOVING
RUST
FROM
GUNS
11th St. confined to its home.
2,200;
small
game,
1,000;
deer
law,
day to spend the rest of the win- ary club Tuesday afternoon on
meetings and no nicer room can ba
700; fur laws, 200. Miscellaneous
ter in St. Petersburg, Fla.
“The World Today,” a keen analyseen anywhere.
If the bore of your gun is rusty
sis of the problemsof our civiliza- here is a formula that will remove charges made up the remainderof
The best Tivoli known is here.
Before the regular meeting of
the
cases.
For the purpose of improving tion.
the rust. The barrel should be
Sweden pays as it goes. Cash as
the American Legion auxiliary on
The Rabbi urged his audience to scrubbed first with a brass brush
you go is their system and they
Monday night in the club rooms, this community for hay fever vicHOLLAND’S C.E. UNION
never go beyond their means. They
Miss Gertrude Wickes was in tims and resorters,Mrs. J. E. Tell- try to eliminate emotion from their and then three ounces of strong
PLANS SERIES OF MEETS do not believe that spending will
charge of a class in parliamentray ing was made the chairman of a view of current events and try to ammonia, containing 28 per cent
committee which will arrange a recognize as propaganda some of gas, mixed with two ounces of
bring prosperity. Debt is ddbt and
law. Chairmen of the welfare and
The Holland Christian Endeavor
rehabilitation
departmentsgave re- drive against ragweed in Ottawa the influences which are brought water, one-halfounce of ammonium union will celebrate the observance somebody sometime will have to
county at a meeting of the Civic to bear upon even the best inform- persulphate and 100 grains of
payports. Mn. Elsi Aussicker expressHealUl committee in the Woman’s ed people.“If the first Mrs. Wood- ammonia carbonate. This should be of the fifty-eighthannivenary of
The people are peace loving, very
ed her thanks for the 80th birthday
the
founding
of
the
national
orLitefary club Tuesday afternoon. row Wilson had lived, the damag- mixed fresh and kept tightly
friendly, thrifty and intelligent
anniversary cards which members
‘
Other members of the committee ing effect of the Versailles treaty corked. Pour the solution into the ganization Jan. 29 to Feb. 5.
I was in the department store
of the auxiliarysent her. Miss VivOn Feb. 3 a banquet will be held
are Mrs. R. W. Everett, Mrs. A. W. might not have been so severe,”he barrel after plugging one end. Plug
buying some famous Orrofors’
ian Paulus renderedseveral vocal
in
Bethel
Reformed
church
with
Tahaney and Mrs. Henry Maentz. said.
the other end and allow the mix
glassware for which Sweden ia
selections.A talk on legislation
The speaker expressed the opin- ture to remain in the barrel for Rev. Jacob Prins of Grand Rapids noted and there I was told la where
was presented by Earnest C. Mrs. J. J. Good presided
ion that Sept. 25, 1938, is the key one-half hour. Pour it out and scrub as the speaker.
Brooks. Guests included Mrs. Joan
Starting at 9:00 P. M.
On Feb. 6 rallies will be held for Greta Garbo had her tales counter
date in current history, and that the barrel again. Repeat this until
Relatives
of
Eingel
Kline
of
VirDanhof, departmentvice presithe
juniors at Sixth Reformed when she waa a clerk and her talent
dent; Miss Martha Karsten,past ginia Park gathered at his home Hitler is the most powerful man the rust is removed.
church. Miss Nellie Zwemer, for- was discovered.
in the world. Raobi Folkman
____
______
In conclusion,I do not blame her
$2.00 per couple
district president; Mrs.
Lois Mat- Sunday to celebrate his 73rd birthmer missionary now residing in
The annual supper of the Felone bit in not liking Hollywood,
ter, past District secretary and [day anniversary.Guests included spoke unfavorably of the passive
Holland,
will
speak.
The
interCalifornia, when she knows what
treasurer,and Mrs. H. C. Dickman, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kline and policy which the democracies have lowship class of Bethel Reformed
mediate-senior group will meet in
‘son, Norman, Mr. and Mrs. Howard carried out in the crisis over Ethi- church held its annual supper in
presidentof the Zeeland union.
Third Reformed church to hear her native city is like and when
The Holland Lions club will be Zonnebelt and daughter, Shirley opia, Spain, Austria, and Czecho- the church pariors Tuesday even- Rev. Raymond Drukker, former she said, “I tank I go home.”
Dance to
orchestras—
Kettners
represented at the state Exchange Jean, of Grand Rapids, Mr. and slovakia. Alsace and Lorraine will ing, with about 60 present. The Grand Rapids pastor and now di(Finland Next)
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg of Zeeland
conference in Detroit Saturday by Mn. Peter Kline and daughter, be next, the speaker predicted.
rector of youth activities for the
in the
Fran Weigles— 6th floor
He
urged
preparedness
for
the
spoke on “The Christian’s Mes
Dr. William Westrate and Chester Beatrice, Mn. Raymond Ter Beek
United States on the ground that sage to a Modern World.” Corinne Reformed church.
OLD TIME SUMMER RESORTER
Van Tongeren, the official dele- and Mr. and Mn. E. Kline.
The recreational division of the
other countries are careful not to Baker
o
gayi several readings. Louis
cer gave
ball room.
gates. Other members of the local
PASSES
!
union
is
sponsoring
a
play
to
be
The VirginiaPark Community draw a prepared nation into con- Mulder gave two chalk talks, and given in March. The three-act, proclub and their wives are also exflict.
the Harmony quartet sang, fcempected to attend. Jacob Fria, a club play this year will be “Abie’s
News has been received that Mn.
duction, “Taking the Count,”' has
Chicago Floor
and Vocalists.
member of the state board, and Irish Rose.” It will be presented Mrs. James H. Warner, presi- bers are Mefva and Alva Elenbaas, been selected. The cast includes Jens Hansen, widow of the late Jena
Mrs. Fris also plan to be present about the flnt week In April. The dent of the Holland branch of the Muriel Padgett and John Lokker. Paul Scholten, Lenore Dalman, C. Hansen, passed away at Chicao
Central Park Ladies Miuionary so- American Association of Univer- Mrs. B. Boes, Mrs. Jake Welling,
Myrtle DeWitt, Ruth Ploegsma, Mptlpfternoon. She
ciety will meet In the church ptr- sity Women, invited the group to Mrs. W. Topp and Mr*. H. C. Cook
HAMILTON
a resorter hero for more
Lloyd Plakke, Betty Williamson,
lon Thursday afternoon. Mn. El- attend the exhibit of Michiganart were in charge of the supper. Mr.
a quarter of a century.
Norma
Rutgers,
Paul
Holleman,
Mr. Howard Teuaink conductedmer Teusink and Mn. James Cook at the Netherlandsmuseum this Welling and Mr. Boes arranged the
Some yean ago she purchased
Gerard Veenschoten and John H.
the Sunday services in the Ameri- will sing a duet, and Mn. Russel week. Mrs. J. J. Brower, chairman program.
The
Friend
will serve a
De Witt Mrs. Ernest Penna is di- what is known as the HIrth propof
fie
program
committee,
ano
—
can Reformed church. Rev. Scher- Teusink, Mrs. Gordon Van Fatten
erty on Lake Macatawa, just
rector.
Approximately 60 attended a
penisse
misse filled an appointment at and Miss Grace Teusink will take nounced the program for Tuesday
of Virginia Park, and was
special dinner in the main dining
part in a playlet Mn. Dick Vander and for the guest meeting Feb. 28. dinner at the home of Mr and Mn.
Martin, Michi
Michigan
known by many Holland
PRESIDENTS BALL
Holland high school students are Meer will speak on the subject, Mrs. J. D. French, chairman, Mrs. Phillips Brooks of 99 West 11th St.
well as resorters.The
from 6 to 10 p.
John
Olert,
Mrs.
0.
S.
Cross,
Mrs.
Tuesday evening. After dinner the
enjoying a vacation this week fol- "Why I Should Belong to a MisThe returns from the advance made its home here ann
lowing semester exams which were sionary Society.” Hostesses will be Sidney Tiesenga, Mrs. Arie Weller party was divided Into 16 tables of sale of tickets and certificatesin many yean.
Mrs* John L. Van Huis and Mrs. and Mrs. Ralph Eash were appoint- bridge. The. 7-Up orchestra fur- connectionwith the President’s Mr. Hansen, who
held last week.
ed to the nomination committee, nished music for dancing in the re- birthday ball Saturday night in the of yean ago, was
Mn. B.. Voorhorst spent the
Mn. Adrian (Grandma) Ter which will report on Feb. 21.
creation room. Prize* at bridge Warm Friend taven indicate that cago financial cii
week end ifi Allegan with the KaeLOuw, 86. died at her home at 241
were awarded to Mn. Carl Van this will be the largest of its kind siderable to education
cheles.
Raalte, Mn; Ransom Everett, Mn. held in Holland. George Damson, age philant***"*
Miss Helen Kuitti of Muskegon East 14th St Tuesday afternoon OIL WELL BLOWS
IN ON LONGNECKER
C. J. McLean, Mn. W. A. Butler, chairman of the dance, which is
is ill at her heme here with diph- after an extended illness. Funeral
Inti
services have been arranged for
FARM NEAR MARNE Roy Alder and Willis Diekema. sponsored by the Holland lions olive
theria.
Miss Della Vander Kolk of Mus- 1:30 p. m. Friday at the home and
club, says that the great interest
Members of the education com- Sandra Kay Drasael was the kegon spent the week end in her 2 p. m. in Sixth Reformed church, Ottawa county’sfirst oil well A prognra on India Was enjoy this year may be due to the new
came
on
the
farm
of
John
Longof the Woman’s Literary guest of honor Friday night when home here. £ j
of which Mn. Ter Louw was a
ed by memben of the Fourth Re- plan under which half of the gross
were entertained at luncheon her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Mr. and Mn. Frank Dekema and member. The Rev. J. Vanderbeek necker, near Marne, and the Daily formed Women’s League for Ser- proceeds from founden’ certifiby Mrs. Roy M. Heasley. Dressel of 63 West 12th st
will be. in charge of the services. Crude Oil company estimated that vice Tuesday evening. Mn. James cates, buttons, etc., will
Johnny, of Kalamazoo,
lor a tea celebrating the a dinner in honor of her
Burial will be in Pilgrim Home the initial flow was more than 100 Kleia was in charge of the pro- here for use by the
ts of Mr. and Mn. John HaakI
: barrels per hour. Oil shot 80 feet
loei gram. Mr. H. Van Dyke and Mr. work against *
Feb. 7 were discussed, birthckj^amuvemry
the top of the derrick as the
the N. Klungle sang solos. Refreshfor the Kate "
G.
route No. 6;
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LOCAL NEWS
TfyyTWVfrrffvffyvffm
The Holland public library has
assembleda display of books on
various hobbies to meet an increased demand for literatureon

Prices Slashed

ON

But

It’s

True.

BRIDES:—
By

Next regular meeting Feb. 9,
V. F. W. hall, 179 River avenue.

available.

AND

PREWAY

Ranges

Brand New— Still Crated

MODELS

1938

• t •
son was bom Friday evening
to Dr. and Mrs. R. J. Danhof or
Fourteenth Street ChristianReformed church. It is the first baby
bom this year to a member of the
FourteenthStreet chinch congregation.
• • •

Josephine Slighter, twin daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. John Slighter,were
guests of honor Friday evening at
a surprise birthday party. A group
of friendspresented the twins with
gifts and played Chinese checkers,
refreshmentswere served.
t • •

rural route No. 4; a daughter, Jan.
22, to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon R.
Johnson of 47 Graves Place; and
a son, Jan. 23, to Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Kolenbrander,117 West loth

own gas from

common

gasoline

TABLE TOP RANGES

pital.
• • •

Instant Lighting

OUT OF 7H€ N SHIPS
WHICH SAILED FRO/A
UVepPOOL, 6H6LAMD,

'ThcS£AL rHATrtuLD

OR

AOO ANP

SUB1RACT-o*v>jepBi m/wm hoiuiakp,

ROBB CLOAK STORE

horses and sows. Notify us
promptly. Phone 9746, collect.
TWWfTVffffffflffftfy? HOLLAND RENDERING WORKS.

3
©

WNU

S*f»iC9

HAReoz, miut...19/6 ’-23...

are dependent on

9 9 9

Two-thirds of the aged depend upon Govdis-

number.

WERE

KITCHENKOOK

SakSSS

ernment aid, private
friends for

charity or reladreaand

or part

all

of their

was made by the

finding

support This

Federal Social

Security Board In a study of 7316*000 per-

On

.

the other hand, well over a million

aged men and women are independent,
through their own thrift and foraight Another million still work, and the balance
reed ve pensions and annuities.

To which group
of

65?

Now

is

aga

will you belong at the

the time to

start

providing for

your later years with regular deposits in
your bank account '

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK

WON

KITCHENKOOK

at

others

sons of 55 years or over.

999

/

01

Ten recruitsrequired for the charter of Post No. 8775 were initiated
and installed. Fourteen took the
Initiation known to us as the long
form. The Battle Creek drill team
held the meeting and did the installing. After the meeting talks
were given by the department inspector, department adjutant and
cnief of staff of the department of
Michigan followed by a rood lunch
served by the new V. F. W. post

traveling exhibitionof MichiLet’s all turn out next meeting
gan art is on display at the NetherPore-Enameled Ovens
another party in the near future
lands museum this week, under the
Mr. Howland found the seal on a beach when It was less than a month old. He kept It In his house, taught for the V. F. W. members and
sponsorship of the museum and the
It many tricks. For one. he would place ZJ slicks in a row. take away a certain namber. The seal would
wives. Let’s find out what it’s all
Holland
chapter
of
the
A.A.U.W.
Regular $104.50
then bark once for every stick left. Highest point of achievementwas reached when the seal learned how about Come one, come all. Rememto answer such verbal questionsas: “How much are three and eight?" by giving the correct number of barks. ber we have over 100 chairs at the
William J. Brouwer and Fred
hall ail'd room for more.
Beeuwkes recently returned from a
9 9*
trip to Chicago, where they atOur membership drive is now in
tended the furniture market. They
full swing. If you were in the A.
report an increase in business Saturday in Butterworthhospital, was in Pilgrim Home cemetery. Co. of Wisconsin, left Tuesday for
E. F. you belong in the V. F. W.
One Only
there.
Mrs. Swift died Thursday at her Nashua, N. H., where hfe has Recruit, renew and reinstate,Join
Grand Rapids.
• • •
4 burners, large oven. All
9 9 9
home. Her husband had preceded accepted a positionwith the J. F. up now!
Ur. and Mrs. Chet Van Tongeren
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Price of 22 her in death by four years. Mrs. McElwain Co., one of the largest
porcelain, broiler.
recently spent a week in New York Cherry st. left Holland Sunday to Swift was a member of Wesleyan shoe manufacturing concerns in
V. F. W. fun party Friday night
city.
motor to California. Mr. Price is Methodist church. She is survived this country. Mr. Esten has been Public invited.
Regular $69.00
by one daughter, Mrs. Jennie here about nine years.
0
manager of the Penny Co.
9 9 9
999
Heasley, and two grandchildren,
DUTCHMEN HAVE
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bosch and
Funeral sendees for Mrs. Sena Roger and Lois Heasley, all of 118
THREE OF FOUR
Mr. and Mrs. Henry TeRoller were
Names of six hi^h school stuEast Seventh St.; and one brother,
in Kalamazoo over the week end, Bareman, 67, of rural route 2.
dents who are believed to have
SINCE THE FIRST TILT
Charles McFall of Grand Rapids. painted “Beat Grand Haven” on
visiting Miss Lois Jane TeRoller Holland, were held Wednesday
9
9
9
at WJS.T.C. They also attended afternoon at the home and in
the city water tank at 28th st.
(Muskegon Chronicle)
2 Only
Approximately88 per cent of the and Washington ave. before the
a program presented by the college Central Avenue Christian Reformed
By James Henderson
glee club, of which Miss TeRoller church, of which she was a member, city’s share of the 1938 county tax Holland-GrandHaven football
3 burner table top.
with the Rev. D. H. Walters officiat- had beon collected by Jan. 14, game last fall are in the hands of
i a member.
Large porcelain oven.
ing. Mrs. Bareman, a resident of according to City TreasurerHenry Abe Nauta, superintendent of pub• • •
Three Southwestern Michigan
H. Myskens of 11th st and Mr. this vicinity for almost 40 years, J. Becks fort The amount collected lic works. Officer Jay Dalman Conference basketballteams will
died
Sunday
afternoon
at
her
home.
by that date was $52,101.58.
Value $89.50
and Mrs. Aman of West 22nd st
questioned one of the boys, who fight against all but mathematical
9 9 9
were in Grand Rapids Sunday. Friends and relatives are requested
implicated five others. Chief Ira elimination from the Southwestern
They visited their children, both not to send flowers. Surviving are
Edgar
Landwehr,
Jr., of Holland A. Antles described the youths as MichiganConference race in games
of whom are in the Children’shome a son, I/eonard, at home; two gave a talk and showed colored not being “vandals," but merely starting the second and last round
daughters, Mrs. Leonard De Vries
at Blodgett hospital.
robin next Friday night Grand
moving pictures on “Big Game in "over patriotic."
of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Nicholas
9 9 9
Haven, Holland and Muskegon
British Columbia" Friday noon at
Kamphuis
of
rural
route
No.
2;
1 Only
Mr. and Mrs. Nick De Wiet of
An automobileaccident involv- Heights, with Muskegon’s unde12 grandchildren ; two brothers, a meeting of the Round Table
feated quintet, will appear in two
Grand Rapids, Miss Harriet Redder,
4 burners, large oven, a beauNeil De Cook and Frank De Cook, luncheon at the Pantlind hotel, ing cars driven by Mrs. Bernice
important games,
of Holland and Mrs. Avis Elman
Grand
Rapids.
Gebben,
25,
of
304
West
14th
st.,
tiful range at a wonderful low of Grand Rapids are spending a and three sisters, Mrs. L. Peerbolte,
Heights at Grand Haven and Holand Mrs. Joseph Schippers of 79
9 9 9
Miss Bessie De Cook and Mrs. Fred
land at Muskegon.
gipricegr r
month in Florida.
Van Ivente, all of Holland.
Marinus Van Tatenhove,82, of West 20th st was reported to police
Muskegon handed Holland one
last
week
Wednesday.
Mrs.
Gebben
Burial was in Fairlawn ceme- 291/2 East Eighth st, father of
of its two defeats on the home
Mrs. Henrietta Etterbeek of 130 tery'.
Value $45.00
John and Dick Van Tatenhove, was going south on Washington floor of the Hollanders. The DutchWest 14th st is recoveringfrom
local merchants,suffered a frac- ave., and Mrs. Schipper was driv- men lost that game, opening the
9 9 9
an operation which she underwent
Dr. Paul Honigsheim,University tured left leg last week Thursday ing east on 20th st.
conference season, then proceeded
• • •
of Panama professor, visited the when snow on the soles of his shoes
to win three of the next four enNetherlands museum, Hope college caused him to slip and fall on his ,
daughter was born Friday gagements.Only one of the games,
PARK TOWNSHIP
and Western Theological seminary kitchen linoleum.The family did noon in Holland hospital to Mr. however, was played away from
Has
extended
the
payments
of
here last Saturday and Sunday in not call a doctor until later in the and Mrs. Neil Houtman of 255 home, and It was lost to Grand
2 Only
Haven’s accurate shooting crew st
taxes without penalty to Feb. 1, connection with some research work day, because Mr. Van Tatenhove Washington ave.
the home floor of the Cohrsmen.
4 burner, large oven, all the
that he is doing for MichiganState told them that he was not badly
1939. I will be at the People’s college while he is on leave from hurt.
Heights at Grand Haven
latest features. SAVE.
Chief of Police Ira A. Antles
State Bank to collect taxes Jan. the University of Panama.
Muskegon Heights, with a one23-30.
Examinationwas adjourned until spoke to members of the Holland sider victory to its credit over
9 9 9
Donald Jay Schuiling, 10 days Feb. 2 last Friday after several Rotary dub cm the importanceof Grand Haven, goes to the Cohrs’
DICK NIEUWSMA.
cutting down automobile aeddenta home floor with a different angle
IS
Park Twp. Treas., R. R. 1. old, one of a pair of twins born witnesses had testified in the case in the United States at the lunch- on the game than would have been
Jan. 11 to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin of Richard Beich, 58, proprietor
Schuiling,died Saturday in Holland of the Log Cabin tavern, located eon meeting of the club in the the case a couple of weeks ago.
hospital as a result of an unusual on US-31 near M-50, charged with Warm Friend tavern Thursday The Tigers, after winning three
PRICE.
blood disease which caused bleed- selling alcoholic beverages to a noon. “Since 1921, there have been consecutive conference games, lost
ing beneath the skin. Burial rites minor. The examinationwas held more persons killed in this country an upset affair at Holland, and
LIFEwere held Monday at Pilgrim before Justice of the Peace John (in auto accidents)than were then to Muskegon’sleague leaders.
Home cemetery. The Rev. H. D. Galien. Charles E. Misner, de- killed in both the World and the The two losses dropped the Tigers
Ter Keurst of Trinity Reformed fense attorney, protested the age Civil wars combined,” Chief Antles to a tie with Grand Haven, which
of Elmer Hoezee, given by the said. Dr. O. Vands Velde, vice- has shown most improvement of
church officiated.
any team in the circuit, with the
9 9 9
prosecution as 18. It is alleged president of Rotary, presided in
exception of Holland.
Funeral services for Mrs. that Beich sold beer to Hoezee on place of President Peter Van Dome- possible
A
victory for Muskegon would
len, Jr.
Dec.
10.
Katherine F. Swift of 118 East
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
practically clinch the conference
Free
Seventh st., widow of Frank Swift,
8815
Delivery Office: Old Holland City State Bank were held Saturday in Wesleyan R. D. Esten, secretary-treasurer Miss Lois Koopman and Alvin crown, it is believed, with only one
out of town game remaining on
Methodist church, with the Rev. of the Holland Shoe Co. before its Schutmaat of Holland high school, the Big Red’s schedule, that at
Building “under the clock.”
C. W. Meredith officiating. Burial recent merger with the Racine Shoe winners of an essay contest on Grand Haven one week from Fri“The Stamp Act” which was spe
day. The Heights Tigers also will
sored by the Holland chapter of be favored for the remainder of
Holland, Michigan
the Sons of the Revolutionread the season, after Fridav’s game,
vTxyr tttttvtttwtv
their papers Thursday night at a by having home scenery for games
meeting of the club at the home of with Benton Harbor, aKlamazoo
T
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Raymond. and Holland, before the team’s
Miss Evelyn Steketee of the Hol- next start against Muskegon at
land High faculty, who took charge Central Campus.
win Friday
of arrangementsfor the contest at would send the Tigers into undisthe school, was also present
puted second place.

1

ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free
service given on dead or disabled
service given on dead or disabled

continued the use of the V.v. pistes
but don’t forget to get your booeter
plates from your quartermaster—
the organixation’sinitials and post

SURK MITHlkl IQ HOUR6 t
8Y CtRfnM SUBMARINES

HogjHem

A

rvfce.

Remember the V. F. W. has

St Monday morning a

their

Bank
Holland, Michigan

out

The following babies were bom
recently in Holland hospital: A
daughter, Jan. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Dulyea of 198 West Ninth
St.; a daughter, Jan. 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Dykema, 266 Lincoln Ave.; a son, Jan. 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Bloemers of

Mike

Attomeys-at-Law
Office: Over Holland State

ell detail*, frea eatfittiag the bride

• • •

Comrades JiUson, Hass, Borchers
and Wojahn attended the initiation
of the new V. F. W. Allegan Post
No. 8775. The evening started with
a parade through town, consisting
of about 200 V. F. W. members
from differentposts of the state.
Line of inarch, colors, South Haven
drum and bugle corps, department
officers,delegatesfrom poets of De-

The Misses Carolineand

daughter
was bom to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Kunkle of West Olive. Mother and
child were taken to Zeeland hos-

TenCate

Ladies’ auxiliary meets same eve- to arraagtaf the tahiea. Call Bride’s
ning, G. A. R. room, City Hall

A

&

!: Cross

amaguraft wtths New York

Baloa we are aUe ta take charge sf

leisure-timeactivities.Newspaper
pines on many hobbies are also

K1TCHENK00K

Diekema

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Sale $38
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PREWAY

One Quality of

Muskegon

TELEPHONE SERVICE

PREWAY

Sale

$29.9$

in whatever quantity

A

YOU prefer
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HERE

A WONDERFUL
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CHANCE FOR A REAL

GOOD RANGE AT ABOUT
SEE
THIS OFFER OF A
TIME NOW!

^ome

ONE HALF

JOHN

9

R.

DETHMERS

Hardware Co.

Phone

999

999

82nd Semi-Annual

31-33 East 8th

St.,

Holland

—

WHITE SAILS AND IRON HULLS
1IMTH

white salls-furled and lean

i

Is such that the U. S. Bureau ot
'V masts swaying, a hundred fish Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Ing sloops jostle at anchor dally lists Curacao among thu greatest
behind the market-placeof Willem- ports of the world. To It come daily
stad. capital and chief port of Cura-

OR QUALITY
FUEL
WB GAMY
ALL BIZI

Regal

Star

Anthracite

Hard Coal

Van Dyk Coal
7th

St.

Co.
Holland

cao. The average tourist taking
of the 16-day cruises from

ona

New York

to the Caribbean, on teeing theta
sloops will conclude that they fit In
perfectlywith the delicately tinted
houses, red-tiled roofs, canals and
quaint bridges which make Curacao
one of the most charming of the
Islands of the Caribbean.
Yet, notwithstandingthe lasy-look*
Ing sloops,Curacao Is one of the
busiest ports In the world. The
Island Itself covers bat two hundred
and ten sqnare miles and has a population of less than one hundred

are the one to decide

service

you need

. . .

how

/

much

,

one telephone or

be shared with (
^
yon,

is a quantity to suit

buy.

need
'

,

]

‘

or

how often

or

seldom you use your

tele-

phone ... no matter who or where you
are, or

when yon

call

.

.

.

there

is

only one

quality of service ... the best the world
affords.

c-

and Mrs. P. T. Moerdyk were
assistant hosts.

Those present included Mrs.

ItS.

Thoms who has been a missionary
to Arabia for more than thirty

Mr. Al. Joldersma of Holland FORM BIRD STUDY
gave a nice talk at the Kars ten
CLUB AT GLENN
sgion at
at Zeeland
Zee
Post American Legion
on Americanism which is alwa:vs*
A juvenile bird study club has
timely subject- When we look been organisedat Glenn Allegan
scores of tankeri laden with petro
leum from the rich fields of Vene- about at the other countries of thift County -with the followinggirls
world we should indeed be proud named as officers: Betty Hadaway,
tuela, freighters enroute both to the
that we live In Good Old USA and president: Mary Lou Doman, seceast and west coasta of South Amerwith the forces working to wreck retary; Margaret! Russell, viceica. besides regular passenger and
our happiness it becomes our duty president;Margaret Hamlin, assiscruise ships.
t6 guard Jealouslyour heritage and tant secretary;and Carla Newman,
In one single year there was a
for that reason we can never get treasurer.
Mrs. Alfred Newman is their
too much of the doctrine of Ameritotal of 12,057 vessels of over twenty
leader. The group met Monday at
canism.
million net tonnage entering the
Plans are about complete for the Marjorie Russell’shome.
port— yet the sailingvessels, most
annual Lincoln Day banquet whkh
of which lack an auxiliarymotor,
will be held in Zeeland city hall on
HARLEM
are Just as necessary to the life of
9 • 9
at 6:80 pjn. The Ladies
the Island for they are In constant
ary is preparingthe menu,
The pupils held a birthday party
traffic with the mainland.From
some of the State and Dis- last Monday for their teacher,
there they bring fruits, vegetables trict officers, there Is to be a noted Miss Wagenveld. Refreshments
and other foodstuffs which can not
a
were served and games were pla
be
be obtained In Curacao due to the

thousand, yet Its volume of traffic dryness of the soil

‘ You

the

•4 But no matter what quantity you buy*

COUSIN PARTY AT ZEELAND
HOME, MANY FROM

years and is residing in Holland
during her furlough, Mrs. Lena De
Free Henry of Spokane,Washingpaid a fine and costs of $10 Satur- ton who is making an extended
day morning. The chauffeur paid visit with relativesin this vicinity
the fine before Justice Gerrit W. and Mrs. S. B. De Free of Sioux
Kooyers on a charge of operating City, Iowa who is visiting her chila motor vehicle without having dren in Holland.
either a chauffeur’sor an operator’s
Others present included Mr. and
license. The accident occurredat Mr. Louis Van Hartesveld, Mr. and
CoUege ave. and 15th st
Mrs. Jake De Free, John De Free,
• * •
Mrs. Alice Kossen of Holland, Mrs.
The government patent office at H. P. De Free, Mrs. J. H. De Free,
Washington, D. C., notifiedFrank Mrs. Jane De Free, Mrs. Kate Pyle,
3. Price of 260 West 16th st that Mrs. Wm. Ossewaarde,Mrs. Grace
he has been granted a patent on his Ossewaarde,Mr. and Mrs. Johanspring assembly Saturday. Mr. nes De Free, Mr. and Mrs. Bert De
Price, an employeeof the Charles Free. Junes C. De Free, Mrs. NelKarr Co., said that his device is lie De Jonge, Misses Evelyn De
for use in manufacturing mat- Free and Margie Keppel.
tresses.
Relics from the old De Free
home including locks, dinner horn
JOLDERSMAN SPEAKS AT and old time pictureswere enjoyed
ZEELAND LEGION MEET
as well as a history of the family
compiled by the late Dr. H. G.
(Zeeland Record)
Keppel.

floio Qfut Luu.

amount.

or wish to

plan to have a new house built on
HOLLAND ATTEND
32nd st., south of Holland. G.
Schutten of 501 Michigan ave. has
An interestingparty of De Free
been awarded the contract.
cousins was held at the home of
9 9 9
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Free. Mr.
As the result of an accident in-

volving cars driven by William
Kroll, 36, chauffeur for John B.
Northcott of the Park rd., and
William Clark, 26, of 78 West
Eighth st., part of the porch on the
home of Mrs. Fannie Sandy of 860
College ave. was damaged and Kroll

lowest possible cost for each

priced according to the amount yon

A

Du Mez Bros.

why we

and at

others. There

Around America

Mr. and Mrs. William Peaks

is

offer it in various amounts

use, or a party line to

*•••••••

999

service than others. That

more; an individual line for yonr exclusive

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

raveling

people need more telephone

MICHIGAN BELf.
TELEPHONE COMPANY
You tn cordially incitedto

visit

the BeO System

exhibitel the GcUs* Cels InSematUmal Exposition,
Sen Francisco, Cetijomia, icAicA opens Fsbruery 18.

wans aaa
•

FRIENDLY - COURTEOUS

•

SIRVICI

-

We know

our customers don't wish to submit to embarrassingInvestigationseo we ofier a Ps—onntfieil

Uqn&srvicedi^^

• how you can

eir a

loan

Tour ear (H nMd not !» pd4 lot) ,mauA ra•it,— four own Ngnatan «w anjItwwBBr.

Umdwm bad

talk

Son*'

HOLLAND LOAN ASS'N
,

2nd Amt, Plume SITS

VirginiaParit called on

relatives
in this vicinity a day last week.

Dr. A. Leenhouts

Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Hop of

Eye, Bar, Noee and Throat
Specialist
(Over Medel Drag Store)
Hollaad, Mich.
Office Hears: 9-11 aae. 24 p.m.
Bveaia go— Saturday TsOQ to 9:00
PhrmeatOflct
Eea. >770

yyfffyfffftmrmffyfffCrisp

called on their brother Mr.
The eandwich shop of Mr. and. Gerrit Bartels Thursday.
Mrs. Cntshaw, former Douglas Janet J. Knoll spent Friday everesidents,has been bought by Mr. ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Pearl Smith of Holland. John Prince.
The Smiths have rented fheir Mrs. Gertrude Koetje entertained
Holland home, and plan to move several relativesat her home Fri-

I

day evening. A social evening was
spent. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Emma Etherton of Douglas Mrs. John Overbeek and Paul and
receivedanother airmail letter from Larry, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Overher son, Dewey Atherton. He stated beek and La Verne, Leona and
that he was out at eea while writ- Norman. Mr. and Mrs. James
ing but that they would be in Port Overbeek all from Holland,and
of Spain, Trinidad, the next morn- Mrs. James Knoll of Olive Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Sype Timmer and
ing. Thev go there twice a month
for supplies for the Venesuelan daughter Marion spent Friday at
government. This Port of Spain is the home of their parents, Mr. and
200 miles south of Venezuela and Mrs. William Veneberg.
to Fennville.

Mr. and Mrs. Nick Redder and
was settled by Spanish people. Mr.
Etherton reports that they work Helena and Harvey of Boroolo,
very hard while they are on duty called at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
surveying streams and bayous. Henry Redder Friday evening.
Mrs. James Knoll and children
They expect to return to the United
and Mr. John Knoll visited at the
States in June or July.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wybe Stremsee
Milltary services for Kenneth bler at Zeeland recently.
Parley,
r, 41, of Douglas, at Dougl
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa^
cemetery.
ry. The Sauga
SaugatuckAmerlc)
Legion poet were in charge of the
Common Council
rites, and the Rev. Egbert Winter,

Hope

VVTTVVfWWvTfWVVWWW

“

Mr.

Farl
Holland, Mich, Jan. 18th, 1939
hospital
ceased served four years in France
The Common Council met in
during the war. He was a member regular session and was called to
of a Chicago post of the American
oroer by the Mayor.
Legion.
Present: Mayor Geerlings, Aids.
• • •
The recent Gibson P.T.A. was Prins, Drinkwater, Kalkman, Oudeaddressedby Charles Bertsch of mool, Brouwer, Steffens,Ketel,
Holland who told of a trip he had Menken, Smith and the Clerk.
Devotions led by Mayor Geermade to China and Japan in

company with Ray Boot Another

WoHm

I

[Camp Memorial Trophy as
[the •utstandlaf laotbaU
pl«f««i 19IA

I

* •

Quality Material

Ave.

429 College
Pboi
"Lowest Prleea for Better

LUMBER BARGAINS
Hemlock, Rough or dressed,
1x6. 2x8, 2x10-980.
heating, $30.00 3hlplap, IS
Boards, rough, $14.00.

Get our pnees on Bara
and rough Hemlock

We

deliver anywjiern.

Types of Insulation.
Bolhuis Lumbar and Mfg. Co.

All

200 E. 17th 8t
Holland. Michigan.

Holland City News, a newspaper
printed in said district, and that all

tnown creditorssnd other persons
msy appear at the same
time and place and show cause, if
any they nave, why the prayer of

Expires Feb. 4-17700

in Interest

mas tuvnTioATioif of
LOSIYSTS - Secretaryof

to

Stale Hall (seated) and
tor

OMohooey o«raed

oa

the

"sogor lobby" before the

lew

acrimonious debats

Court, That the Clerk shall send
by mail, to all known creditors,
copies of this order, addressed to
them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness, The Honorable Fred M.
Raymond, Judge of the said Court,
and the seal thereof, at Grand Rapids, in said district, on the 23rd day
of January, A. D., 1939.
Attest:
Orrie J. Sluiter, Clerk.
By Howard T. Ziel, Deputy Clerk.

ate nuance Committee, to oige

Washingtonlobbyists.

•

STATE OF MICHIGAN

HOLLAND

said petitioner should not oe granted.
And it is further ordered by the

Seam
oa

after

Minutes read and approved.

—

______

ESTIMATES FREE

Expires February 4
District Court of tee United
States, Western District of Michigan, Southern Division.
No. 7718 in Bankruptcy.
In the Matter of John Van De
Burg, Bankrupt.
On this 28rd day of January, A.
D.. 1989, on reading the petition by
said Bankrupt for discharge, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a
hearing be had upon the aame on
the 23rd day of February,A. D,
1989, before the said Court, at
Grand Rapids, in said district, at
10 o’clock in tee forenoon, and that
notice thereof be published in the

lings.

001 paper “Blabo”
issue of the school
was distributed at the meeting
Arrangements have been made for
an adult to come in and prepare
the “hot lunch" for pupils of the
Gibson school*- Mr. and Mrs. Ed

ality Materials a

HH

urn* davit own*
IbMS CfcMoa Is rfwva

Im was awarded U»*

1

PAINTING AND

The Probate Court for the
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, 1m
at the Probate Offite in the City
Grand Haven. In the eaM Goal
on the 12th day of January, A.
1939.

STATE

BANK

Present, Hon. Cora Vande
Judge ef Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate

ter,

Otto Westing, Deceased.
Expires Mar. 11

It appearing to tho court that

STATE OF MICHIGAN
THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE
COUNTY OF OTTAWA IN

CHANCERY

Petitions and Accounts
• • t
Clerk presented several applications for building permits.
Langejansof the Felt Farms Granted.
announce the birth of a baby boy.
Clerk presented card of appreciaMiss Edna Volkers is assisting m tion from Alderman Ben Steffens
the care of the baby — Mr. and and family for sympathy extended
Mrs. Van Dyke also announce the in their recent bereavement.
birth of a second son. The baby
Accepted and filed.
is now four weeks old — Herman
Clerk presented petition from
Van Oss of Castle park has been residents and property owners livendeavoringto arouse interest in ing in the vicinity of the former
an old fashioned singing school John Kiifman home, located at No.
held at the Meadowbrook school
on Tuesday nights. A shortage of
altos has developed and unless more
ig tc
singers for all parts arrive next petition stated that all the win-

MORTGAGE SALE

TINT JAPANESE GIRLS, who
priao dolls above a& othor
possessions, stags an exhibi-

Default having been made in the
conditions of a certain mortgage

crack

signed and executed by Adolph
Jesiek and Hattie Jesiek, his wife,
and Joseph Jesiek, Jr., a widower,
on ths first day of June in the
year one thousand nine hundred
twenty-two to the First State Bank
of Holland, Michigan,a Corporation organized and existingby virtue of the laws of the State of
Michigan,as mortgagee and rerded on the third day of June,

N. Y. K. Ilnof Chlchlbu Mara to
the delight ol American

and

European passengers.

Tuesday night the venture will dows are broken out, and further
be abandoned. A fine time has that the building is in such a dilapibeen had by those who have dated condition that it constitutes

Plaintiff,

Expiree April 22

tion In mld-Padfie In (h# Jap-

anese suite ol the

THE HOLLAND CITY
DEPOSITORS CORPORATION,

time for proaentation of dal
against said estate should ba H
ted, and that a time and placa
appointed to receive,examine
adjust all daims and demi
against said deceasedby and
fore said court:
It is Ordered, That creditors
said deceased are required to
sent their daimi to said com
said Probate Office on or before

nth dav of May, A. D„
at ten o’clockin the forenoon,

William 8. Driggs, George W. time and placa being hereby
pointed for the examination
Mackay, George Torrey, Isaac Hall, adjustmentof all claims and
FrederickW. Macy, Jan Trirape, mands against said deceased.
Lyman Mower, Israel Foote, Henry It is Further Ordered, That
D. Parkman, Andries VerSchure, ic notice thereof bo given by l.
Gabriel Van Putten, Nelson B. cation of a copy of this order
Jones, James B. Porter, Tisdale three successive weeks previous
Bullock,Joseph W. Wilds, Hugh O. said day of hearing, in tha
teilley, Reuben Moore, Stephen land City News, a newspaper
Moore, James Lockie, Hiram Rog- ed and circulatedtn said com
CORA VANDE WAT
ers, George A. Fitch, Jennie L.
Judge of
Fitch, Jacob B. Bailey, Amon W.
Langdon, or their unknown heirs, A true copy:
Harriet Swart,
devisees,legatees and assigns,
ton,

Rice, Daniel S. Walbridge, William

;

1922, in the office of the Register
of Deeds of Ottawa County, Michtor Rush D. Holt oi West Virigan, in Liber 134 of Mortgages on
attended thus far. Anyone is wel- a fire hazard and an eyesore.
ginia receivedIn the mall a
page 100; which said mortgage was
come who likes to sing.
Referredto Fire Chief Blora.
chain card which Is being
duly assigned to William J. West• • •
veer, R. A. Hoek, and Edward
mailed ever the country urging
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Register of Probate.
Reports of Committees
Defendants.
Garvelink, Trustees of the Segrepeople lo send cards to the
»
ORDER OF PUBLICATION
gated Assets of the First State
White House protesting« third
Expires Peb. 4—17605^
Bank of Holland, Michigan, on the
On
filing the bill of complaint in
term
lor
President
Roeeevelt
He
reported recommending that the
STATE OF MICHIGAN
fifteenthday of November, A. D.,
the above entitled cause, and on
also received a
The Rev. H. D. Ter Kuerst, contract for auditing the books of
1936, by assignment recorded in
The Probate Court for tha
reading the affidavit of Elbern Parpastor of Trinity Reformed church, the City Treasurer, City Clerk and
sticker as shewn.
the office of the Register of Deeds
ty of Ottawa.
sons,
attorney
for
plaintiff,
on
file,
Board
of
Public
Works
he
awarded
poke at a meeting of the Montello
of Ottawa County, Michigan, in
At a session of said
park Parent-Teachersassociation to the firm of Maihofer-Mooreand
Liber 180 of Mortgages on page from which it appears that it Is not at the Probate Office In the City
known
and
plaintiff after diligent
Friday night Miss Dorothy Voss De Long, representedlocally by
37.
Grand Haven in the said _ _
search and inquiry has been unable
presented several selectionsduring Mr. Comie Kragt. The price for
for hearing objections,if any to Clemens and discussed with their
And C. Vander Meulen having to ascertain whether the defend- on the 81st day of Dec., A.
SEWER
PROPOSAL
doing
this
work
to
be
the
same
as
the musical part of the program.
• * *
1988.
said improvement. Clerk further Fire Chief the merits of the aerial
been appointed as a Trustee of the
ants, Isreal Platt, George Staasey,
A warning to school children not last year, viz. $300.00 for auditing reported that no objections Hhve ladder
Present, Hon. Cora Vanda Wi
Segregated
Assets
of
the
First
that
was
purchased
by
them
Expires February 11
AlexanderC. Mitchell,Cyron Burto accept rides from strangers was the books of, the City Treasurer
been filed in his office and present- a short time previously,and from
Water Street Sewer, from 10th State Bank of Holland, Michigan, dick, Matthew Mitchell, Hosea B. Judge of Probate.
issued as a result of a report that and City Clerk and the cost of ed affidavitof publication of said
the information obtained were of Street to Van Raalte Avenue, and to succeed the said William J. Huston, William S. Driggs. George In the Matter of the Estate
a man had been attempting to the Board of Public Works being notice.
Leon C. Hilton, Deceased.
the (minion that an aerial ladder West 21st Street No. 5 between Westveer, resigned, by the order
coax children into his car. About $300.00 plus such extra work as
Ordered paved. All voting aye. would be a good piece of equipment Pine Avenue and Michigan Ave of the Commissioner of the State W. Rice, Daniel S. Walbridge, WilIt appearing to the court,
they may desire to have done.
liam Mackay, George Torrey, Isaac
60 were present at the meeting.
Board of Public Works submitted for the City of Holland to have.
Banking Department of Michigan,
the time for presentationof
• • •
nue.
_
Hall,
Frederick
W.
Macy,
Jan
plans and estimate of cost of con- Mr. Brouwer further stated that at
Committee on Claims and AcHolland, Michigan Jan. 20, 1939. approved by the Governor of the Trlmpe, Lyman Mower, Israel against said estate should ba
Miss Janet Kleinheksel, who is
structing
sanitary sewer in that time, their committee could
Notice is hereby given that the State of Michigan,said order of Foote, Henry D. Parkman, Andries itod, and that a time and place
to be married soon, was honored counts reported claims against the Water st. from 10th st to Van
not get a definite answer from the Common Council of the City of appointmentbeing recorded In the
appointed to receive,examine
Friday evening with a surprise City for the last two weeks in the Raalte ave. Total estimatedcost
VerSchure, Gabriel Van Putten,
Fire Chief in regard to his wishes Holland at a session held Wednes- office of the Register of Deeds o
adjust all claims and
shower at the home of Mr. and Mrs. amount of $11,774.12 and recom- including interest for a period of
Nelson B. Jones, James B. Porter,
concerning an aerial ladder and for day, January 18, 1989, adopted the Ottawa County, Michigan, in Liber
against said deceased by and
mended
payment
thereof.
Harold G. Kleinhekselof rural
Tisdale Bullock, Joseph W. Wilds,
five years is the sum of $923.94. this reason had not done anything
266 of Deeds on page 106.
said court:
Adopted.
following resolution:
route 5. Miss Kleinheksel received
Hugh
O.
Reilley,
Reuben
Moore
Approved; all voting aye and further about the matter.
AND WHEREAS, the power of
It is Ordered, That creditors
many beautiful gifts. The group Building Committee reported date for hearing on this proposed
Stephen
Moore,
James
Lockie,
sale in said mortgage has become
said deceased are required to .
•k
excepthat
the
City
Hall
is
in
the
process
“RESOLVED,
that
lateral
sewers
spent the evening in playing Chiimprovement was set for Wednes- tions to an article published in the be constructed in the above listed operative and no suit or proceed- Hiram Rogers, George A. Fitch sent their claims to said court
nese checkers. Later, refreshments of being cleaned by W.P.A. labor dav, February 16th, 1939.
Jennie L. Fitch, Jacob B. Bailey,
Probate Office on or
Sentinel by the Fire Chief in which districts, that said lateral sewerr ing at law having been instituted
and
stated
that
they
could
also
were enjoyed — Those present inAmon W. Langdon, or their un- said
Board of Public Works submitted
to
recover
the
debts
secured
by
sai(
the lOtih day af May, A. D*
cluded Mr. and Mrs. James Klein- have some painting done, where plans and estimate of cost of con- he stated that the Council were not be laid at the depth and grade and mortgagesor any part thereof am known heirs, devisees,legatees am
at ten o’clock hi the forenoon,
heksel, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Klein- needed, providing the City would structing a sanitary sewer in 21st in accord with his recommenda- of the dimensions prescribed in the there is claimed to be due on sai( assigns, are living or dead, or
tions. Mr. Brouwer further stated diagrams, plans and profiles and in
time and place being boreby ad
heksel, Mr. and Mrs. George purchasethe paint.
where
they
may
reside
if
living,
st between Pine and Michiganave.
the mortgage on the date hereof, the
No action on painting taken but
that he was bringing this matter the manner required
pointed for tha examination
Haverdink, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
whether
the
title,
interest,
clai
Total estimated cost including
total sum of Twelve Hundred Forty
Kronemeyer, Mr. and Mrs. Jerold matter referred to Building Com- interestfor a period of five years up now since he aid not want the specificationsfor same provision- and 20/100 ($1,240.20) Dollars lien or a possible right to the rea adjustment of all claims and
mittee for consideration.
public to feel that the Council ally adopted by the Common Counmands against said dacaasad.
Kleinheksel,Mr. and Mrs. John T.
is the sum of $1,043.80.
estate hereinafter described, has
Civic Improvement Committee to
were not willing to cooperate with cil of the City of Holland, January principal and intereot.
It is Further Ordered,
ired, That
Prins, Mr. and Mrs. John Wolters,
Approved; all voting aye and
been
assigned
to
any
person
or
THEREFORE, notice is
lie notice thereof be given by p
Mrs. Kate Wolters, Mr. and Mrs. whom had been referred the pro- date set for hearing Wednesday, the Police Board and the Chief 18, 1939, and now on file in the
persons, or if dead whether they
in the matter of purchasingsuch office of the Clerk; that the cost hereby given that, pursuant to the
lication of a copy of this order
Harold Hulsman, Mr. and Mrs. position of getting figures on the February 15th, 1939.
cost of purchasing and remodeling
eouipment
as might be necessary. and expense of constructing such statute and the power of sale in have representatives or heirs liv- three successive weeks
Gerrit Wolters and daughter,
• • •
ing,
or
where
some
or
any
of
them
Alderman Prins concurredin the lateralsewers be paid partly from said mortgage contained, for the
sstd dsv of hearing, in the
Joyce, Dena Wolters, Harvin the former Masonic Temple BuildMotions and Resolutions
ing, reported progress and
remarks of Mr. Brouwer and moved the General Sewer Fund of said purpose of satisfyingthe sums due reside, or whether such title, inter- City News, a newspaper
Wolters, Gordon Kleinheksel, Har• •
•
that if and when new equipment City, and partly by special assess- on said mortgage, the costa and est, claim, lien or possible right to and circulated in said connty.
vey Schipper, Gloria Rigterink, promisedto have a definite report
for
the
next
meeting
of
the
is to be purchased for the Fire ment upon the lands, lots and charges of said sale and any taxes the said following described rea
A
resolution
extending
the
symCORA VANDE WATER,
Herbert Veldhuis, Mildred Brinks,
estate has been disposed of by will,
Council.
pathy
of the members of the Com- Department,the Council will con- premises of private property and insurance premiums paid beJudge of
Florence Schipper, George De Witt,
and that plaintiff has been unable
Myrtle Veldhuis, Janet Kollen, Sewer Committee reported mon Council to Alderman Ben sider thw purchase of a truck with owners abutting upon said part of fore date of said sale by the mort- after diligent search and inquiry A true copy:
the above listed districts, and be- gagee or assignees of the mortHarriet Swart,
Evelyn Veldhuis, Lester Kleinhek- recommending the construction of Steffens and his family on the loss an aerial ladder.
a sanitaiy sewer in 28th st. be- of a dear member of the family;C This motion was supportedby ing adjacent to said lateral sewers gagee,
agee, the
the said mortgage will be to ascertain the names of said perRegister of Probate.
sel, Sylvia Kleinheksel,Julius
sons
included
as
defendants
herein.
tween River and Pine Ave. and
Whereas, the members of the Alderman
and was and such other lands, lots and foreclosed for the sale of the Now, therefore, on motion of
Folkert, Gus Holleman and Mr.
premises as hereinafter required premises to the highest bidder at
that the matter be referred to the Common Council have learned with carried.
and Mrs. Harold Kleinheksel and
Expires Feb. 25, 1989
and specified, assessed according to public auction on the 24th day of Elbern Parsons, attorney for plainBoard of Public Works for plans deep sorrow of the untimely death
children.
Alderman Menkin reported that
MORTGAGE SALE
and estimate of cost.
Wednesday, January 4th, 1939 ol the basement entrance at the the estimated benefitsthereto April, 1939, at 2:00 in the after- tiff, it is ordered that the said
above
named
defendants,
Isreal
* • •
determined
as
follows:
noon
of
said
day
at
the
north
front
Adopted.
Mrs. Ben Steffens,and
Longfellow School,to the room that
A daughter was bom to Mr. and
door of the Court House in the Platt, George Staasey, Alexander Default having been made in
Whereas, the untimelydeath of is used for a voting place, is Water Street Sewer.
• * •
• • •
City of Grand Haven, Michigan, C. Mitchell, Cyron Burdick, Mat- conditions of a certain
Mrs. Richard Strabbing of rural
Mrs. Ben Steffenscomes as a shock rsther dangerous since the steps
Reports of Special Committees
Total estimatedcost of lateral said premises being described as thew Mitchell, Hosea B. Huston, made by Anthony W. Kwiat
route 6 in Holland hospital Frito all those who had the privilege are steep and narrow, add recom• a •
William S. Driggs, George W. Rice, and Frances KwfatkowsU, husl
sewer ..............................
$923.94 follows:
day. Patricia I>ou is the name of
Alderman Brouwer on behalf of of knowing her as a friend and is mended that the matter of conAmount
to be raised by special
All that part and parcel of land Daniel S. Walbridge, Wuliam Mac- and wife, to Frank S. Baldwin
a baby girl whicn was bom Jan.
the Special Committee appointed a sad loss to the members of the structing a new entrance be reassessmenton private proper- situated in the Township of Park. kay, George Torrey, Isaac Hall, ed the 1st day of December,A. D.,
12 to Mr. and Mrs. John Van Vuren
by the Mayor to look into the family, who held her dearly; now ferred to the Building Committee
ty according t o estimated County of Ottawa and State of Frederick W. Macy, Jan Trimpe, 1928, and recorded in the office d
of 238 West 19th st.
so they may consult the School
matter of improvingthe local Old therefore be it
benefits received ............
$769.95 Michigan, viz:
Lyman Mower, Israel Foote, Henry the Register of Deeds for the Coun«|
Age Assistanceset-up, reported Resolvedby the Common Coun- Board in regard to making this
Amount to be paid from the
Lots numbered one (1), two (2), D. Parkman, Andries VerSchure, ty of Ottawa and State of Michi-i
OLIVE CENTER
progress
cil, that the members of the Coun- change.
General Sewer Fund.. $153.99 threel (3), and the west twenty Gabriel Van Putten, Nelson B. gan, on the 4th day of December,
«
Special Committee appointed by cil extend their sympathy to our
Mr. Menkin further recommended West 21st Street No. 5 Sewer.
(20) feet of lot numbered four (4) Jones, James B. Porter, Tisdale A. D., 1928, in Liber 137 of Mort*
Janet P. Knoll and Bernard the Mayor at the previous meeting, colleague, Alderman Ben Steffens
that the committee secure an estiTotal
Estimated
cost of lateral in Scott’*Magatawa Grove, accord- Bullock, Joseph W. Wilds, Hugh O. gages, on page 230. which mortWindemulderof Harlem were presented a resolution extending and his family, on the untimely
mate of the cost of such improvesewer ................................
$1,043.30 ing to the recorded plat thereof,of
men Moore, Stephen gage was assigned by mesne conunited in marriage Saturday eve- sympathy from the Council to
death of Mrs. Steffens, a beloved ment and report back to the
Amount to be raised by special record in the Office of the Register Moore, James Lockie, Hiram Rog- veyances to ReconstructionFln-i
ning. They are making their home Alderman Ben Steffens and family
wife, mother and friend, and be it Council.
assessmenton private proper- of Deeds of Ottawa County, Mich- ers, George A. Fitch, Jennie L. ance Corporation, on which mort- ;
with the bride’s parents, Mr. and on account of their recent bereavegage there is claimed to be due at.:
further
Adopted.
ty according to estimated igan.
Fitch, Jacob B. Bailev, Amon W.
Mrs. Peter Knoll.
the date of this notice, for
ment. .
benefits
received
..........
$869.42
Dated:
January
23,
1939.
Alderman
Kalkman
reported
that
Langdon,
or
their
unknown
heirs,
Resolved, that a copy of this resMr. and Mrs. James Tyink of
pal and interest to 11-15-88
Adopted.
Amount
to
be
paid
from
the
R.
A.
HOEK,
EDWARD
GARolution be transmitted to the fam there seemed to be some differences
devisees,legatees and assigns,and
sum of $8,047.10 Dollars, and ail
• • •
general Sewer Funds ....$173.88 VELINK, and C.
each of them, shall enter their apily, and spread on the records o: in policy between the local memCommunications from Boards and
• • •
MEULEN, Trustees of the Seg- pearance in this cause within three Attorney’s fee of thirty-fiveDolthe Common Council and published bers of the American Federation
relieves
City Officers
That
the
lands,
lots
and
premises
regated Assets of the First months from the date of this order, lars, as nrovlded for in said mol
of
Labor
and
the
Christian
Labor
in the newspapers.
upon
which
said
special
assessState Bank of Holland. Michigan, and that in default thereof that gage, and no suit or proceedings
• a •
Associationin regard to whom
Resolution offered by the specments
shall be levied shall include
Assignees of the Mortgagee. said bill be taken as confessed by law having been institutedto
shall
have
the
preference
in
securClaims approved by:
cover the moneys secured by
FEVER and
ial committee, Frank Smith, chairall
the
private
lands, lots and C. Vander Meulen,
ing
employment
on
the
constructhe said defendantsand each of mortgage, or any part thereof.
Hospital Board ..............$1,188.65
man; John Menken and Edward tion work in connection with the premises lying within the special Attorneyfor Assignees of
HEADACHES
them.
878.02
library Board
Notice is Hereby Given, that
Brouwer.
Mortgagee.
Liquid, Ti
Tablets due to Colds
new electricplant. Mr. Kalkman assessmentdistricts designated by
And it is further ordered that virtue of the power of sale <
Park A Cemetery Bd.. 1,014.22
• t •
recommended that the Mayor ap- a red line in the diagrams and plate Business Address:
jalve,Nose Drops
within forty days from the date tained in said mortgage, and
.Police A Fire Bd _________ 3,246.86
Alderman Brouwer recommended point a committee to meet with of said districtsby the Common Holland, Michigan.
Try *Rub-My-Tism"
hereof, plaintiffshall cause this statute in such case made and i
Bd. of Public Works
8,805.31
that Section 5 of Title 4 of the the representatives of these two Council in connection with the cona Wonderful Liniment
order to be published in the Hoi vided, on Friday the 24th day
Allowed.
struction
of
said
sewers,
all
of
land City News, a newspaperprint- February,A. D., 1939, at ten
Board* of Public Works reported City Charter as amended, be fur- labor unions and the contractoron
ther amended so as to provide for the job to see if these differences which private lots, lands and premcollection of $25,852.96.
ed, published and circulatedin said clock in the forenoon, the und
Stars
ises are hereby designated and deCity Treasurerreported Miscel- the removal of the restrictionthat can be ironed out.
County of Ottawa, and such publi- signed will, at the North door
B. J. BACHELLER
clared to constitutea special sewer Moat beaatifui tribute to one denow limits the City Treasurerto
laneous collection of $10,126.61.
cation shall continue once each Court House in the City of
Adopted.
D. C, Ph. C.
district
for
the
purpose
of
special
City Treasurer reported Tax hold office for a longer period th*n Mayor appointed as such commitparted to the offering that expects week for six weeks in succession. Haven, that being the place
assessment, to defray that part of
4 years out of any six years. It
Chiropractor
coUection of $22,131.45.
Dated January 12. 1939.
the Circuit Court
urt lor
for toe
the uou
Cot
was brought out that this provi- tee. Alderman Kalkman, Oudemool the cost and expense of construc- no reward save its own evidence
Accepted.
FRED T. MILES, of Ottawa is held
beld, sell at Pu
and
.
of listing worth. Whether simple
ting
literal
sewers
in
the
above
sion
had
been
inserted
in
the
Office: Holland City State Bank.
Clerk reported that pursuantto
Countersigned:Circuit Judge. Auction, to the highest bidder,
Alderman Prins reported that he
Bonn: 10*11:80a.m.; 2-5 & 7-8 p.m. instructionshe had given notice of Charter in 1918 when it was not has recently been besieged by resi- listed districts, in the manner here- or imposing in character,memorial WILLIAM WILDS,
premises described
ibed in
In said
said mi
mot
the practice of the dty to have
inbefore determinedby the Comgage, or so much thereof as may
100 River
Holland the proposed paving of West 21st the books audited regularly as is dents in the first ward living in mon Council, said districts to be problems of yours become ours
County Clerk.
st, No. 2 from Michigan ave. to
from the day you consult as.
necessary to pay the amount so
ELBERN PARSONS,
the vidnity of the Gas Plant, com- known and designated as:
Phone 2464
State st. and of the time and place the case at the present time when
aforesaid due on said mortcai
Attorney for Plaintiff,
there is an annual audit. It was plaining about the smoke and dirt
Water Street Special Sewer Aswith six per cent interest,
further stated that the County nuisance caused by discharges sessment District.
Business Address: Holland, Mich.
legal costs, together with i
Treasurer is permitted to hold of- from the plant and recommended
West 21st St No. 5 Special Sewer
TUs suit involves the following torney’sfee, to-wit:all that
fice as long as the people desire the appointmentof a committeeto Assessment District.
described lands and premises men- piece of land situate in the
to elect him, and that there was call upon Mr. Berg, local manger
tioned in the Bill of Complaint, to- ship of Tallmadge, County of
of
the
plant,
to
see
what
can
be
no good reason for dept
depriving the
RESOLVED, further, that the
wlt:
wa and State of Michinn,
done
to
eliminate
this
nuisance.
people of electinga comp
competentCity
City Clerk be instructed to give
Beginning at a point 636.9 feet ed aa follows:SUrtmg
Adopted.
Treasurer as Ben
often as
as they denotice of the proposed construcW. of the SW corner of the NWfc Southwestcorner of the S
.
appointed Aldermen tion of said lateral sewers and of
Very Low
sired to do so.
of the SE% of Section 18, Town 5 quarter (SEM) of Section
On motion of Alderman Brouwer Prins, Brouwer and Kleis.
the special assessments to be made
North, Range 15 W, running thence ty-seven (27) of Township
Mr.
August
Schippa
appeared
besupported by Alderman Prins the
to defray part of the expense of
IT
N 1 degree W 671 feet: thence N (7) North of Range titirt
Clerk and City Attorneywere in- fore the Council and complained constructingsuch sewers, according
88 degrees 38 minutes, E 66.4 feet, West, thence north one
structed to draw up such an amend- about his sewer assessment. Hr.
thence S 1 degree E 671 feet; sixty (160) rods, thencs
Schtepa*
stated
that
a
few
years
ment and present,it to Governor
thence S 88 degrees 88 minutes,
Fitsgeraldfor approval as re- ago he had petitionedfor the conW 664 feet to beginning; all being
quired by law and further to pre- struction ora sanitary sewer in therefor,by publicationin the Hoiin the south half of Section 8,
"Ity News fc
for two weeks and
sent this amendment to the voters front of his property but at that land' Cit
Town 5 North, Range 16
day, February 16, 1989
at the Primary electionto be held time the City didnot put ,it in. He that Wednesday
Ottawa County, Michiganon Monday, March 6, 1939 for their then installed a septic tank and at 7:80 P. M. be and is hereby
now
that sewers hive been con- determinedas the time when the
ELBERN PARSONS,
4125-6
<
.
structed in the street, he has been Common Council and the Board of
Adopted all voting aye.
Attorney for Plaintiff.
reported . on assessed for a benefitthe same as Publio Works will meet at the
others along the street,which he Council Rooms to consider any
felt was unjust inasmuchas he had stjggw^ons^orobjec^^^t majr

NO THIRD TERM CARD—Eeno*

OTTAWA COUNTY

Adopted.
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Paul David Bos was honored by A4AA4A4AAAA*A*AAAAA A AAA* Mfca Edna Nederveld of Grand
OVERISEL
•odetjr _
the Second Reformed
s party given by. Mrs. William Bos
Rapid* were guests of their parchurch met Thursday afternoon at‘
of 826 Central Ave. Monday in celeents, Mr. and Mra. Ed Nederveld Rev. G. J. Vande Riet and fam- the church parlors.
bration of his fifth birthday anniSunday.
ily went to Grand Rapida on Friversary. Sonia Hoppe, Dickie DraThe quarterly meeting of the day to attend the funeral of Mrs. The P.TX of the Jamestown
f. and Mr*. C. W. Dornboa and per and Roger Kraght won prizes
Young People’* Alliance of dassis Vande Riet’a father, Mr. J. H. school met Friday evening. The
daughterFrance*, with Char at games which the group played.
Zeeland will be held on Thursday Reinders. The deceased was known meeting was opened by the preai
> Laaceland, departed Thura^ty Mrs. Bos served dinner to the parevening at the Jamestown Chris- to many in this community on ac- dent, Mr*. John Wyma. Prayer was
Florida, where they plan to ty.
count of his frequent visits here. offered by Mr. Richard Vanden
tian Reformed church.
t • •
about three week*.
The sacrament of baptiam was Berg. A quartettecomposed off
Mr. and Mra. Jim De Jong of
;» •
Mr. and Mrs. Waganaar gave a
administered Sunday afternoonto Messrs Henry Bowman, Rufus Van
Minnesota
are
spending
a
short
visNoord, Martin De Groot and MeaMr. and Mr*. Henry Carley and party Friday evening in honor of
it with their brother* and aiaten, Mary Ellen, infant daughter of Mr.
dames Jacob Tigelaar, Ardene
Oiriey hare returned from the birthdayanniversary of Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Sander
Wolters,
in
the
Mr. and Mr*. Tom Ver Hage and
Huixenga,Henry A. Bowman and
no* where they attended the H. Bouman. Opening devotions
Christian
Reformed
church.
Mr. and Mr*. Joe Zwier*.
sendee* of Henry Fehael, were in charge of Olive De Weerd, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
A
new
blower
was
installedre- Misa Clarissa Gunneman sang two
Mr.
and
Mr*.
Peter
De
Weerd
Sunday service,10:80 A. M.
and Mrs. Lina Grooter* read scripselection*;. Rev. John Douglas of
Carley’* brother.
were visitor*at the home of Mr. cently under the pipe organ of Hie Hudaonville was the speaker. ReSubject: "LOVE.’’
ture. Mrs. De Weerd presented a
• • •
Christian
Reformed
church,
and
ia
Wednesday,Testimonial meeting, and Mr*. Leonard Van Ess Sunday
freshment* were served by Mra.
Bussell Plockmeyerof West 19th rendition of the poem, "The Ideal
giving good satisfaction.
evening.
git Is back in Holland after spend- is the Real.’’ The group enjoyed 8:00 P. M.
Holland
id higl
high school students are John Roelofs. Mra. John Vander
Mr. and Mr*. Albert Sail and enjoyinga few days of vacation Kooy, Mm. Wm. Rues, and Mrs. R.
three weeks n California with singing several numbers. Mrs.
IMMANUEL CHURCH
children of Allendale spent ThursBouman was given a cake and sevafter their semester exams. Exam- B. Stilwell.
(Meetingsin the Armory.)
day at the home of Mr. and Mra. inationsfor Hope college students
eral gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. James De Young
C. M. Beerthuis, Pastor.
John Pohler.
— ------- o
Members of a Wesleyan Methobegin next Monday.
of Minnesota and Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday, 10:00 A. M.— "The True
dist church Sunday school class
The young son of Mrs. Anna
Frank C. Waldo and Clare of ZeeChristian Life."
were entertained at a party SaturVander Jagt submitted to an opJAMESTOWN
land were all day guest* of Messrs
•
•
•
11:30
A.
M. — Bible School.
I day afternoon in honor of Miss Areration for the removal of hit tonBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Frank De
Henry and Joe and Mis* Gertie
6:30 P. M. — Young People’s sils on Tuesday.
Spykhoven of Montello Park,
Several local people attended the Leenheer.
Witt, Vriesland, a daughter. Mr. Fellowship Meeting.
celebrated her 18th birthday
Fred and Gerrit Pohler called on motion picturesof the Netherlands
and Mrs. Henry Lokers, East Main
7:30 P. M. — Subject "Trie
recently. Harriet
The twin* of Rev. and Mr*. P.
st., at the local hospital,a daugh- Strong Man and the Stranger.” their cousin, Clarine Boerman at given by Rev. Goulooze of Grand
acted as hostess, and
the Zeeland hospital.
Rapids at the Forest Grove Re- A. De Jonge have been named
ter, Judith Kay, Sunday. Mr. and._
Special
music.
The
orchestra
will
assisted by Miss Janet SpykMarvin Lee and Marian Lois.
Mrs. Jason Deur, .New Groningen, I pfay.
Mr. and Mr*. Leonard Van Ess formed church on Thursday evenm. During the games which the
ing.
Mr. and Mr*. Ed Van Haften atdaughter.
Tuesday, 7:30 P. M. — Young made several trips to Zeeland to
enjoyed, prise* were awardMrs. R. Meyer of Zutphen visit- tended the funeral of their aunt,
call
on
their
granddaughter
Len1 People’s Bible Class. Studies on
•d to Dorothy Hoffman, Joyce Voled Mr. and Mr*. John Pater and Mr*. Viss, at the Holland Home
The Rev. Ralph Phillipsof the the Tabernacle.
ora Mae Van Haitsma who i* ill
kema, Louise Van Huis and Isis
one day last week.
Dick on Tuesday.
South
China
mission, lectured and
Wednesday, 2:30 P. M.— Ladies’
Mr. and Mr*. Joe Zwier* and
Vender Hetnrel.
Joe, Menry and Miss Gertie LeenThe Christian Endeavor Society
showed a thousand feet of moving Prayer Band, at the home of Mrs. Merritt Jay were recent callers in
heer visited Mr. and Mrs. John Van of the Second Reformed church
pictures on China at a public meet- B. Kleis, 144 E. 14th St.
the home of Mr. and Mr*. Juliua Haitsma recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Weighmink ing in the Zeeland Bible Witness
met Sunday evening with Mr. HenThursday,7:30 P. M. — Midweek Dannenburg of Bentheim.
of rural route 6 had as their guests
The Young Women’s Mission Aid ry J. Grit as the leader. The topic
hall Wednesday night.
Meeting.
Mr. and Mr*. Charles Har• • •
Saturday,10:00 A. M. — Chiland family of Harlem.
The new Diesel electric genera- dren’s Class, for children 5 to 14
• • *
years old.
A. J. Maurick of 480 West 22nd tor at the municipalpower plant
^ at obaemd his 79th birthday anni- is expected to be ready for use
k

i

kAAAi

NEWS

Church)

i*,..

for disenaaionwas

"Ways of Using lilted of selaetioniby the Boihuii
the Bible.” Next Sunday the leader Quartette.Smits Band and the
will be Rev. B. W. Lammers.
Hudaonvilleband rendered selec-

A number of local people at- tions while lunch was being servtended the meeting of the Farm- ed. The afternoonspeakers were
ers Elevator Company at the Hud- L. R. Arnold; the Ohio champion
sonville auditorium on Thursday. corn grower, Thomas Crawford:
In the morning the annual busi- honorary member of the Grand
ness was held. At noon dinner was Rapids club, and one time member
served.The afternoon program con- of the Chicago Secret Six.

fwwfwyvfwvwwTwwf

BLANKETS

W

1 .
Extra Large Size

-ZEELAND

Tsrsary last week Wednesday. within ten days. This unit

?

of the family gathered in

fee

ny

:

Washington st.

Members of the Century

club
r heard Miss Kathleen Powell, sing• • •
: ing actress from New York city, in
Wilma De Wys and Henry Ov• varied program of characteriza erway of Zeeland called on relatkms Monday night in the Woman’s tives in MontelloPark on Saturclub building. After the day.
program the group enjoy• • •
•d a social hour, which was in
Monday,
Ruth
and Ida Mae Bow_ of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Fell,
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Brouwer, Mrs man of Zeeland were in Holland.
W. G. Winter and Miss Kittie Doesf. Miss Powell appeared in var-

_

costumes for The Country
of Ireland;** "Amina’sSong,"
group; The Fisherman’s
" in which she was dressas a maiden of the sea shore,
te with net: and "The AmHriciw Housewife,in which she

Mrs. Plums Upton and Ben Bowman, both of Holland, were mar-

Jan. 17 by the Rev. C. W.
j pastor of Wesleyan Methehurch. Mr. and Mrs. Bowman
Jjp> living at S45 West 21st St, up-

At 6:30 — Junior Prayer Band.
At 7:30 — Evangelistic Service.

o

As a

you always want to get the most for
no matter what day in the week you choose to
shop. Thousands of women are attractedto AdbP super market* because our prices are kept at very low levels EVERY
DAY of the week. We dare to be different We have no “special price*” for week-ends only — no “sale” prices. And
because everything we sell is good wholesome quality, we serve
a far greater number of customers. This big volume of business
makes us content with a very small profit on each transaction,

ZUTPHEN

thrifty housewife

file

The Young People’s Society was
led by Mr. Chas. Bosch who chose
as his topic, "God’s Jewel." Mrs.
Boyd Mackus and Mrs. John Huizenea of Grandville rendered vocal
selections.

Miss Cecelia Lammers of Grand
Rapids was the guest of Miss Jeanette Van Ess Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Reitsma and

Quick!,
FOR SALE:— EZ

Washer, like new.
Regular $79.60 for only $29.60.
Meyer Music House, 17 W. 8th

specifications, are
at the office of the City Clerk of the City of Holland at the City

Tm

Capr. IMS by Gnat ASP

land, Michigan. ~

6. A certified check or bank draft payable to the City of Holland,
or a satisfactorybid bond executed by the bidder and a surety company, in an amount equal to five (57r) per cent of the bid shall
submitted with each bid as a guarantee that a contract will be entered
into and security offered within ten (10) days after notice that the
contract has been awarded. The deposit of all the three lowest bidders will be returned within 48 hours aftier the executedcontract
and required bonds have been finally approved by the Owner.
7. No bid may be withdrawn, after the scheduled closing time

sewing machine, console model
Only $26. Meyer Music House,
17 W. 8th St., Holland, Mich.

for

receiptsof bids, for at least thirty (30) days.

8.

Bids must be based on paying not less than the

minimum wage

scale specified.

Used Piano Accordion, only $19.95,
, in fine shape. Meyer Music
House, 17 W. 8th St, Holland,

City of Holland, Michigan.

By Henry

.

—

.vacatvcs -W

w.

Beam

Gr"n,yW" 4
4
Beets or Sauerkraut

Geerlings, Mayor.

)R SALE: — Laundried flour
u 2 for 15c. Tuurkstra’s
Bakery, Holland, Mich.

HOW A&P HELPS THOUSANDS

2

Niblets

Maiz

2

Salmon
Com Meal

2 tall
5-lb. bag

Pink

Yellow

tall

Rolled Oats
Flakes

2 pkgs.
8-oz. can
Flakes 2 large

Postum

Instant

2

KoSogg’s Com
Soda Crackers

,c

N

2-lb. box

CHERRIES

‘
A|p

29c
41c
19c

Sauce

13c

No. 2 oan

35c
Vi lb- 15c
V2 lb. 19c
lb. 25c
3-lb. bag 39c
25c

though higher than lut
year are still an excellent food at
prea ant price*. PotatoesIn themaelvea
nr* not fattening,if you need to watch
£ year weight, watch what you put on
.leeberg lettuceand avocadoi are ln«c, pensive and excellent ta quality. Moat
, vagaUblea though allghUy higher than
last weak are reasonable in price.Moat
fruits continue in the cheap class.
Htadquarterouts of beef and lamb are
ilgher.Pork values are low. Broiling
frying chickens and ducks are very

Northern Tissue

4

4 rolls

Lard

I0‘a
I

pound
ON

1

FINE,

ARMOUR’S
STAR
Half

COFFEE

HAMS

r
STEAK
BOLOGNA

Shank

FRESH

PORK
LONG

BACON
ARMOUR STAR -

SLAB

ROASTING

Cost Dinner
! or Teal Birds
Baked Potatoes
Scalloped Tomatoes
Bread aad Butter
Lemon Cuatard Sponge

Coffee

BEEF

MUk

Mm

Soup

4

100

23c
$1.35

tall

lbs.

Milk

58-oz. Jar

25c

Ubal 5-lb. pail 29c

Soup

AAP Label

16-oz. oan

£&?

Pure Preserves

25c
27c
25c

10c

16-oz. Jar
2-lb. can

17c
15c

Cocoa
Cocoa 2Mb-““23c
Powder
37c
Food
25c
Tuna
Flakes
Iona
Baker’s

Baking
Daily Dog

2 for

Fish

Coffee

Sal,‘u

houm

m.iwh

6 cans
2 cans 19c

canSOc
2-lb. can 51c
lb. 35c
2-lb.

Coffee
Sanka
Kaffee Hag or

Laying Mash
Beet Sugar
Butter,

large oan

100
25-lb.

Country Roll

17c

$1.75
bag $1.19
lb. 27c

Eggs

lbs.

doz,

Pillsbury Flour

Ifc

79c
24Vt-b. 81c
24>/i-fb. 49c
24Vi-b. 47c
2 large 37c
24Vi-lb.

Gold Medal Flour
Iona Flour
Splendid Flour
Rinse or Oxydol

BOKAR

TOMATO

HUSKIES
pa*. 10c

COFFEE

CATSUP

2

i-ib.

2^

b^.39c

PORK LOIN
End Roast

lb.

b.

JH?

lb. 16c

PORK
FORK

15c

lb.

19c

lb.

Florida Tree

21b*.

14c

21c

old puntation seasoned

SLICED

BACON

2 pkg*.

25c

ft-u.caio.PKc.

25c

SALT

PORK

.

Ik 17c
2lbs.25c

choice chuck cuts

mm.

FRESH SIDE

dry salt

li. 9c

racks

PORK

Ripened

CaNfopiia Seedless
lb.

Jb.

frURXMM. IY™«riK*
OYSTERS direct prom the coast pL

Dim

AAP Stop.. Ev.rywh.ra Cooperating

14c

ROAST
SAUSAGE

national Ocan^o

NCAD

Navels

LETTUCE

2 doz.

2 doz.

39c
29c

•»

BROCCOLI

CARROTS
BANANAS

14c

CABBAGE

19c

STRAWBERRIES

lomiuncmb

.olmnum

for Be
41m. 23c
2

ww-wm

>. 3e

Wptlfc

DUCKS

lose stock

Fancy Long Island

1

lb.

2*C

ib.

19c

POLLOCK
FILLETS
BondccR OoRftn

3

Fish

25c

POTATOES
BUHrt’s Thrift

POTATOES

!«•

Idaho U. S. No. 1
SjcoaHcnt lakes*

U. 8. No. 1
a-ln. Min.

Of}

is-ib. bag

zyc

ia-ib. pMk

i

Currant idly

WIRI
tin Cream

10c

WHEATIES

Smoked

BROILERS

»

SpecialDinner

or Grapefruit
with Mashed Potato

OAST

R

fresh Chopped looi ciiAR

AP,

Cinnamon Apples

Coffee
RdtaMd

qt.

t£i

Bread and Butter
Orange CustardTrifle

:

lb.

,..23<

2R>s.25c

CHICKENS

GROUNDBEEF

Utatoaa ButteredCauliflower

Vwy

1

EVERY DAY LOW PRICES

CELLO. CASING

FANCY SPRING BIROS

Medium Coat Dinner

or

17c
16c

2-lb. pkg.

Rib

19*

lb.

Center Cut Slices

Lew

Pork

25c
25c
lb. 9c

Qa<><i

20c

Heinz
MMt v*fW,M 2 for
Campbell's Tomato Soup 4 cans
Campbell's
3 cans

19c
10c

box
4 cans

'wr*' **fin*d

or

MILD, SUGAR CURED - ANT SIZi PIECE

Lota of

Hank#r>l 3

Butter

25c

19c
17c

rolls

5-lb.

Wisconsin Cheese
White House Milk
Scratch Feed

3

Syrup

Apple
Karo Syrup

17c

01

Waldorf Tissue
Soap Flakes Sw",hMrt
OW Dutch Cleanser
s«"

3 cn.

SANIFLUSH Bowlene op Drano

EVERY DAY LOW PRICES

ss». butter and
all are Unitla*tr low ta price.
menus.
Bar* are three dinner
d

:

'

|

Mustard s#UdS^

19c
2 for 29c
• 2-lb. bag 6c
4 lbs. 19c
far 10c
2

Helnx, Clapp’s
or Gertrer’s

19c

25c

FRUIT COCKTAIL

*”

10c •

Oieo

lb.

BABY FOODS

cam 10c
Meat ArmMr
3 cam 10c
Dill Pickles half gallon Jar 19c

Fancy
Olives

25c

•H>. pkg.

•

Rice,

6 boxes 17c
pkg. 21c
pkg. 10c

Tv|>*

25c

'w
Mellowheat
Navy Beans
Chili

|

Kitchen

XT

or

JUP

Chocolate
Potted

Dessert

Matches
Flour
Flour

Kitchen

...

RAISINS

SAVE

nOTATOlB

t

Holland, Michigan

25c
25c
25c

Wolverine
2 rolls 15c
Sparkle
3 pkgs. 10c
Jello or Royal Dessert 3 pkgs. 14c
Salad Dressing Aa* p‘s’ qt. 29c

R. S. P.

Cake
Pan Cake
Black
‘ ‘
Nectar Green Tea

cm

MtoiMtn,

Rusk

37c
21c

13c
5-lb. bag 15c
w,ld 2 large 15c

Com

Pcs^
Juice

can 10c

Red Salmon

42C

Juice

POST’S BRAN FLAKES

CORA ANTHONY
AAP

—

GIANT PEAS
J 2 cn. 25c

Juice

Beam

Del

3-lb. oan

Seedleas

By

Mass Furniture Co.
50 W. 10th St

1

Fancy
Green

1

Bread

SALE:-^)ntyone new 1938
Dp Luxe electric refrigerator.

Directorof

Slightly Soiled

GREEN

SPRY

or

3
2 ens
Ben* *•'
2 cans
Pineapple, Sliced ll“ 2 for
Pineapple
46-oz. cn
Grapefruit
47-oz. cn
Iona Pcches
2 large
Kieffer Pears
2 No. 2 cans
Tomato
l,-“- 3 for

No 2c4"‘

.

Applesauce

Black Tea
Green Tea, bulk
8 o’Clock Coffee

SUNDAY DINNER

value. Singles.

A&P

CRISCO

»»r

25c
no.
c* 25c
Mixed Vegetables
4 No Jmw 25c
_
4 No-2c4W _
25c
Iona Beam with Pork lb 6 cam 25c
Red Kidney
6 cans 25c
Seaside Lima Beans 3 No 2tJM 25c
Corn or

Ow Own

Sate $100. Meyer Music House,
17 W. 8th Street, Holland, Mich.

at a nice

"I -

(te.

GRAPEFRUIT 1 BISQUICK
3 No. 2 can* 25C
40-ox. pkg. 25c

Grape Nuts

W

SALE: — Lady’s brown fur
coat Size 88. Very reasonable.
Inquire 246 W. 17th Street,Hoi-

Wools

-

or to waive any defects in bids in the interest of the City.

St, Holland, Mich.

Part

RIVER AVE. and TENTH ST.-Holland, Mich.

Hall Holland, Michigan;at the office of Hamilton and Weeber in the
Federal Square Building,Grand Rapids, Michigan; at the office of Giffel* A Vallet, Ine^ 1000 MarquetteBuilding, Detroit, Michigan; at the
office of the Builders & Traders Exchange,200 Ionia Ave., N.W„ Grand
Rapids, Michigan; and at the office of the Builders & Traders Exchange, 439 PenobscotBuilding, Detroit, Michigan.
4. Copies of the documenta mav be obtained by depositing Fifteen
($15.00) Dollars with the City Clerk at Holland, Hamiltonand Weeber
or Giffels & Vallet,Inc. for each set of documents so obtained.The
amount of the deposit for one set of documents will be refundedto
each bidder who submits a bona fide bid, upon return of the plans and)
documents in good condition within ten (10) da vs after the opening
of bids. TEN ($10.00) DOLLARS will be refunded for each of ail
other sets of documents so returned.
5. The Cityr of Holland reserves the right to reject any or all bids

mm

Few

and that’s one reason why our prices are so low. What’s more,
we sell for cash. We do not add to retail prices the expense of
costly fixtures— or credit losaes and expensive delivery service*. We bring foods to you by the most direct method of
transportation and this saves money too. We just haven’t room
to teQ you of all the savings we make and pass on to our customers, but our low prices tell that atory. Come to an
Market today. Join the thrifty families who Kve better and
spend less by doing all of their shopping at A&P.

—

your money

3. The contract documents, including plans and
on

NOW—

You Know You Can Save at

Special Music.
Tues., 7:30 — Prayer Meeting.
Sunday School Lesson.

specified.

•teirs.

*

Regular $3.50

Praise.

1. The City of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan,will receive
sealed bids for two 7500 KW Turbine-Generator
units, one Steam
Driven Exciter Unit, two Surface Condensers, and Closed Feed Water
Heater* until 7:30 P. M. (E.S.T.) on the 15th day of February, 1939.
at the City Hall Holland, Michiganat which time and place bids will
be publiclyopened and read aloud. Bids mast be sealed, addressed to
the City of Holland, Michiganand marked "Proposal for Turbine-Generaters” and/or “Surface Condensers"in accord with the proposal
sheet
2. The successful bidder will be required to furnish satisfactory
Performance and Labor and MaterialBonds, Compensation,Public
Liability,Contingent Liability and Property Damage Insuranceas

several numbers. Mayor
Geerling*, Century dub

Wools

Double Part

You Watch Prices Carefully

If

TURBINE-GENERATORS,SURFACE CONDENSERS
AND CLOSED HEATERS
CITY OF HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
DOCKET: MICHIGAN 1646-P-F

a conventional evening dress,
also presented several encores.
Jorgensen of Chicago, Miss
1’s piano accompanist,also

ST

51-53 E. 8th St.
Geo. W. Trotter, Supt.
Sat., 7:30 — Praise and Testimony
Service.
Sunday. 1:30— Bible School.
At 2:30 — Song .Message and

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

•

72x90

CITY MISSION

will

bring the capacity of the plant to
home for a social time. Ke- 1020 kilowatts.• • •
lts were served,
Approximatelyseventy children,
grandchildren, great grandchildren
Wednesday evening the home of
and other relatives of Henry GeurMrs. Warren S. Merriam at 115
ink, Sr., of Borculo gathered at his
i - West 12th at was the scene of the
home last week to celebrate Mr.
January meeting of the Holland
Geurink’s82nd birthdayanniver' i of the American Association
sary.
of University Women. Miss Lavina
• • •
was in charge of the proPeter Damstra and his family,
Miss Evelyn Steketee and
former residents of the KlunderAdelaide Dykhuisen assisted
man residenceon McKinley st, are
the hostess.
now living in the Schout place on
• t •

Members

- Reduced!

Butter
Small Cakes
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31c

